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School district .gets poor grades 
report completed by an education 
ministry review team that visited the 
district April 6-9. 
"We've had to put the budget in the 
forefront when we've been having such 
huge deficits," he said. 
The team visited 17 schools and 
Other goals slide 
amid budget crunch 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE COAST Mountains district is 
falling short of its public pledge to im- 
prove student literacy and arithmetic 
skills, an outside review team has 
found. 
The report says the district is not 
meeting expectations on improving 
student achievement 10 key areas - 
from leadership to the amount of par- 
ent involvement. 
Smallbrugge said the team has of- 
fered the district sound advice. 
met with school principals, admin- "I think it was a very good exercise 
istrators, parents and aboriginal repre- to go though," he said. "It's not pass or 
sentatives. ~ fail. It's simply an iqdication of where 
you are as a district and how you can 
move ahead." 
Smallbrugge Stressed the impor- 
tance of teamwork. 
"Leadership is teamwork. It goes 
The school district's budget crunch The purpose of the review ' one of 
has overshadowed the focus on educa- 20 the education ministry is conduct- 
tional goals like improving student ing this year -  was to look at how well 
math and literacy scores for the past the district is meeting the goals out- 
two years, district superintendent lined in its accountability contract. 
Randy Smallbrugge said, reacting to a 
right from the trustees through admin- 
istration to teachers and support staff 
in the field. It's everybody," he said. 
The review team said the district 
should focus on fewer goals. 
The  board championed literacy as 
its number-one priority three years 
ago, when the education ministry's an- 
nual snapshot of reading, writing and 
mathematics skills showed one third of 
students weren't meeting expectations 
for their grad e . 
The district put that pledge into 
writing in 2001, when the education 
ministry asked school districts to out- 
line their goals and objectives on stu- 
dent achievement in accountability 
contracts with the public. 
The district had also promised to 
improve provincial exam marks, First 
Nations graduation rates and student 
social responsibilit). 
"They said our goals were too many 
and too broad," Smallbrugge said. 
The team also recommends the dis- 
trict consolidate the methods used to 
monitor how well students are doing 
and needs to create a well-communi- 
cated plan for improving student 




BELGIAN HORSES Dan and Tonka have been inoculated by New Remo owners Trish Coffey-Sturko and Dean Sturko against West 
Nile Virus. But they remain worried about the effects of the mosquitoe-spread affliction on horses and humans. The virus, spread by 
mosquitoes, is expected to arrive in the northwest this summer. 
Horse owners on alert to 
threat of West Nile virus 
Mosquitoe-borne ki 
AT MORE than 1,800 pounds 
each and at least six feet high, 
Dan and Tonka are magnificent 
Belgian horses. 
But their owners Dean Sturko 
and Trish Coffey-Sturko are wor- 
ried for their future with the ex- 
pected arrival this summer of the 
West Nile virus to the northwest. 
They have five other horses as 
well on their New Remo farm, a 
low-lying area almost surrounded 
by marshy land. 
The area is a natural breeding 
ground for mosquitoes, which 
carry the West Nile virus, and is 
Iler expected to begin its spread across B.C. this year 
heavily populated by crows, 
which pass the virus to those mos- 
quitoes in the first place. 
"It's just so easy to have stag- 
nant water around here all 
summer," notes Coffey-Sturko. 
To date the couple has had a 
vet make two visits to inoculate 
each of their horses against the 
West Nile Virus. It costs $45 for 
each shot, not counting the vet's 
visit fee. 
"You want to have them inocu- 
lated a month before mosquito 
season so the immune system is 
in place," said Coffey-Sturko. 
Horses are particularly suscept- 
ible to the virus with some reports 
indicating a mortality rate of up to 
35 per cent during an initial epi- 
demic. 
After being bitten by a mosqui- 
to, the incubation period is three 
to 14 days. 
Signs may include mild to se- 
vere neurological problems up to 
an including weakness and lame- 
ness. 
Even though they have taken 
inoculation precautions, Coffey- 
Sturko and her husband remain on 
high alert. 
"We're wondering if we'll have 
horses this time next year," she 
said. 
There's no way they can con- 
trol mosquitoes and there's no 
way they can control the crow po- 
pulation. 
The number of crows in the 
New Remo area has some calling 
it "Crowtown," says Sturko. 
The couple estimates their 
horses are worth nearly $15,000 in 
all, making for a substantial in- 
vestment. 
They're also worried not all 
Continued Page A2 
We earn more with rising education, stats show' 
A PERSON'S chances of earning 
higher wages increased according 
to their level of education, indi- 
cates data from the 2001 census 
conducted by Statistics Canada. 
For the Terrace area, people 
with a university education or de- 
gree earned an average $52,401 at 
census time, compared to $24,620 
for somebody who did not gradu- 
ate from high school. 
the average wage was $25,910. 
A person with a trades certifi- 
cate or diploma earned an aver- 
age $36,339. 
A person with a college certifi- 
cate or diploma earned an aver- 
age $33,143. 
Across B.C., people with a uni- 
versity certificate, diploma or de- 
gree earned an average $44,066, 
less than the Terrace area aver- 
For those who did graduate age. 
from high'school and who have The national figure was 
some post secondary education, $48,648 which was also less than those 
the Terrace area average. 
Broken down by age category, 
people in the Terrace area be- 
tween the ages of 45 and 54 with 
a university certificate, diploma 
or degree earned an average 
$58,534, 
That's more than people be- 
tween 35-44 who earned an aver- 
age $47,567. ~" 
People between 35-44!!who did 
not have high school graduation 
earned an average $37,686 while 
between 45,54 earned 
$31,444. 
Men with a university certifi- 
cate, diploma or degree arned far 
more than women with the same 
education. 
Census data shows men earned 
$68,579 a year while women 
earned $38,539, 
Men who did not graduate from 
high school also earned more - 
$31,357 - than did women who 
did not graduate- $14,283, 
For more statistics on employ. 
ment and education/Seepage A5. 
By JEFF NAGEL 
PEOPLE here are getting the wrong idea that the air- 
port's planned $2.5 million runway extension is all about, 
attracting WestJet, airport officials say. 
And that in turn drives fears that they are willfully 
pursuing a course that may hurt homegrown airline Haw- 
kair and the local jobs it supports. 
Both are untrue, says Terrace-Kltlmat Airport Society 
president FraserMackie. "~ . . . . . .  ' 
He said Hawkair's uccess is the pride and joy of the 
airport. "It would be the easiest hing in the world to 
leave the runway at 6,000 feet and let Hawkair run," 
Mackie said. "But that's a small town mentality." 
He and outgoing airport manager Rick Reed were re- 
sponding to city council comments that the runway vi- 
sion has been poorly communicated. 
A visit late last fall by WestJet president Clive Bed- 
doe, who said the discount airline would require a longer 
runway to serve Terrace, was the catalyst for action 
now, they say. 
Prior to that the runway extension had not been on the 
airport's five- or 10-year capital plans. 
By January, a tentative plan to extend the runway 
from its present 6,000 feet to 7,500 feet was in place. 
Mackie said it makes sense to pursue it now for a 
variety 9 f reasons - notably the present low interest rates 
- not just the possibility WestJet might come. 
He said the primary goal is to position the airport so it 
can support jet service in future years - regardless of 
who provides it. "If we don't have another 1,000 to 1,500 
feet of runway in the future we're pretty well going to be 
a Dash-8 airport," Mackie said. 
Air Canada Jazz switched from jets to the Dash-8 tur-' 
boprop aircraft it now runs here last fall, Maekie'noted, 
and concerns over its future have been heightened by the 
carrier's move to file for bankruptcy protection. "WestJet 
is the first carrier to tell us they won't be in at 6,000 
feet. Air Canada is about o tell us that I suppose." 
Not, he says, that the airline won't serve the airport, 
but that service will no longer be jets. 
Air Canada is phasing out its old fleet of Bae-146 jets 
and replacing them with Bombardier regional jets (RJs). 
Mackie says those newer jets will not land on Ter- 
race's 6,000 foot runway, and that will become the trend 
with the entire next generation of commuter jets, includ- 
ing the newer heavier models of 737 jets. 
"To look forward to the future of jet transport in Ter- 
race and the corresponding competitive dge that will 
give us, we need to expand the runway," he said. 
"It's for the future economic viability of the airport 
not to attract West Jet." 
.Mackie said officials with Air Canada Zip, a compet- 
ing discount carrier to WestJet; have also been here to 
cheek out the airport. 
Mackie said people also think the runway extension 
will mean costly changes to the new Instrument Landing 
• System, which was just put in place. 
The cost of moving the Iocalizer beacon to a new po- 
sition when the runway is extended will in fact be less 
than $100,000 of the $2.5 million total extension cost, he 
said. 
Reed said he's certain there is no risk of regulatory or 
technical problems that would prevent he airport from 
using the ILS with the longer unway. 
Reed and Maekie say the airport is also serious about 
other opportunities, uch as direct tourist charter flights 
run by Lufthansa from Germany direct to Whiteh°rse' 
The runway extension to 7,500 feet reflects what:Ter- 
race will need to serve those types of large wide'b"0died 
757 or 767 jets in the future, they say. 
"If you want to talk about WestJet, they said only add 
:. 1,000 feet," Reed said. "But we didn't look at it that 
way. We looked to the future." 
Mackie said they have no guarantee Westjet will 
come in the first place or if they do come that they will 
stay if passenger counts here fail to meet expectations. 
But he said that doesn't change the airport's firm be- 
lief that a longer runway is the right thng to do, 
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Warning issued as West 
Nile virus begins new move 
Isaac Sobol 
MEDICAL AUTHORITIES 
here are emphasizing per- 
sonal protection to reduce 
the West Nile virus ha- 
zard. 
That's because it will 
be almost impossible to 
contain mosquitoes, which 
carry the virus after first 
picking it up from crows, 
says Dr. Isaac Sobol of the 
Northern Health Authority. 
Wearing long-sleeved 
shirts, avoiding being out- 
side at dawn or dusk, 
wearing hats and using in- 
sect repellent containing 
DEET will be more effec- 
tive against mosquito 
bites, Sobol said. 
"And screens on win- 
dows. A lot of people don't 
have screens on their 
windows," Sobol added. 
His comments follow 
the expected arrival this 
year in the northwest of 
the West Nile virus which, 
at its worst, can cause po- 
tentially life-threatening 
encephalitis in one to two 
per cent of the population 
that is bitten by a virus- 
bearing mosquito. 
Crow and mosquito 
virus carriers are likely to 
first appear in the eastern 
and southern areas of the 
province. 
"And when it gets here, 
iFrom front 
it will stay," Sobol said. 
Health officials say the 
majority of those bitten 
will have no signs of in- 
fection and that about 20 
per cent of people will de- 
velop flu-like symptoms. 
But it's that one to two 
per cent of the population 
that will be most affected 
that has medical authori- 
ties most worried. 
Sobol said the B.C. 
Centre for Disease Control 
has set up a testing facility 
for dead crows in Abbots- 
ford to help determine 
when the virus hits regions 
around the province. 
"We're not that .worried 
about a single dead crow. 
But if there are three ~ or 
more in a small area, such 
as a city block, please call 
us. Don't handle the bird 
yourself," Sobol said. 
Health authorities are 
also interested in dead 
jays, magpies and ravens 
with, which crows, are part 
of the corvid family. 
Sobol added that the 
health authority's environ- 
mental health officers 
have safe. handling and 
transport equipment. 
A limited number of 
traps to catch and then test 
mosquitoes will also be 
put out in the area. 
And even though the 
health authority is empha- 
sizing personal protection, 
people are being encour- 
aged to check their yards. 
"Eliminate still or stag- 
nant water where mosqui- 
toes can thrive," said 
Sobol. 
That extends to remov- 
ing discarded tires and 
open containers in which 
water can collect. 
Sobol said items such 
as bird feeders with run- 
ning water flowing into or 
through them should be 
OK. 
Local governments are 
also being told to consider 
using larvicide on wet- 
lands near populated areas. 
Horse owners brace for virus 
'horse owners are taking 
ithe West Nile threat ser- 
,iously. 
"I think there was a lot 
o f  complacency at first - 
some people were saying 
!they'll worry about it when 
:it gets here," said Coffey- 
',Sturko. 
"But I think now people 
:are becoming more aware 
!and more nervous. It 's 
starting to sink in." 
: The couple is even 
.wondering if there will be 
ia lot of owners taking their 
horses to different shows 
It may be that some 
horse shows will require 
owners to show proof their 
animals have been inocu- 
lated against West Nile or 
to have proof of a negative 
test showing for other af- 
flictions, said Sturko. 
Local veterinarian Dr. 
David Farkvam says he's 
certain the virus will show 
up in B.C. this summer. 
"The way it's moved 
through North America, 
I 'm sure it'll be in southern 
B.C. this year and it will 
be brought up by migrating 
He says Terrace isn't as 
isolated as many might 
think. 
"Horses are moving and 
birds are flying," he says. 
"People are transplanting 
animals into this area, 
they are importing semen." 
Farkvam has so far in- 
oculated between 150 and 
200 horses in the Terrace 
area, including his own. 
If enough other horse 
owners agree, Farkvam is 
willing to set up a mass 




• ,, tion. around.the,northwest.. : ... . b:rds, Farkvam says• 
se:cau ion With: insect repel , , .  
PARENTS WITH young 
children who want to pro- 
tect them as much as pos- 
sible from West Nile Vir- 
us-bearing mosquitoes are 
being told to be very care- 
ful when using insect re- 
pellent. 
While DEET is effec- 
tive, products containing it 
should be used sparingly, 
report federal authorities. 
And in the ease of in- 
fants under six months, 
DEET should not be used 
at all, says the federal 
Pest Management Regula- 
tory Agency. 
For children from six 
months to two years, the 
use of 1 application per 
day may be considered in 
situations where a high 
risk of complications from 
insect bites exist. 
The product should be 
applied sparingly and not 
be applied to the face and 
hands and contain only 10 
per cent DEET. 
On children between 2- 
12 years of age, the least 
concentrated product (10 
per cent DEET or less) 
should be used and applied 
no more than three times 
per day. 
SEAFOOD & STEAK HOUSE 
We will make all your fishes come true/ 
For a dinner entree or light meal we feature halibut, black cod, salmon, 
crab, prawns, shrimps, oysters, steaks, chicken, lamb and duck, 
served in a casual dining atmosphere. 
Open Monday thru Saturday at 5 p.m. ~ For reservations call (250) 624.9309 
Pacific Inn, 909-3rd Ave. West, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
The use of insect repel- 
lent on young children has 
one parent concerned 
about its effects. 
" I 'm worried we're all 
going to overdose our kids 
[on DEET] because we're 
all so afraid," said Trish 
Coffey-Sturko of New 
Remo on how parents will 
react. 
She's also worried that 
it will be difficult for par- 
ents to tell the difference 
• between a normal flu or 
other illness and the virus 
because the latter shows 




wel l -being 
to l ife 
Living with Diabetes is a 
Matter of Control... Yours. 
o~ot~v 
To assist you, our pharmacy is hosting a Diabetes Day. Come and meet 
our registered dletitlan/nutritionist, pharmacist and diabetes educator 
todiscuss: 
• The importance of good nutr it ion 
• Meal planning made easy 
• The Importance of carbohydrates 
This event will also include: 
• Blood gtucose monitor ing 
• Blood pressure monitor ing 
• Coupons on diabetes products 
Wednesday, May 7th 
1:00 p.m.- 5:00 p, m. 
4731 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
250-635-4021 
Appointments recommended. A fee will be charged for this 
service. Free for Save-On-More Cardholders. Call to book your 
appointment today, save ( foods 
~e bdghttlfe TM Dllbttes Program Is made possible through support from: 
~sl~ t~' 
L 
K idney  d i sease ,  s t r ikes  fami l ies ,  not  on ly  ind iv idua ls .  
When a K idney Foundat ion vo lunteer  knoclca on your door, please give gener0~tsty. ~ 
THE I'(JDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA 
,ta~-,~.ldd hey.ca 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
Plan Monitoring Advisory Committee 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine Solid Waste Management Plan Monitoring 
Advisory Committee (PMAC) assists with the implementation and administra!ion of 
the Regional District's Solid Waste Management Plan. The PMAC acts in an advisory 
role to the Regional District Board and staff on issues related to reduction and reuse, 
education, recycling and composting initiatives, landfilling strategies, costs of the plan 
components and other molters as required. 
Persons res,d,ng m the Terrace area who w,sh to ,b~ cons,dered for Board appoint- 
ment to the P/v~C should submit their name, acJdress, and a short statement of their 
interest and background related to solid waste management by May 12, 2003 to: 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace B.C. V8G 4E1 
Phone: 615-6100, Fax: 63.5-9222. 
i 
Sa le  now.  PRINCESS ~i =,ktre i ~bn&" 
• . . . . . .  Sail . l a te  ' 
Secure your future 
sailing for less! 
$159:o 
Princess One Week Sale 
April 26-May 3 
, f  
One week only! 
mmm 
"1159 CAD - One time deposit ~ Imrson in Canadian Funds. No other payments required until full payment due date. 
M~/be combined with most publicly available oilers for individuals, groups or past passense~ Offer does not apply to 
dstmas' New Year's, Inaugural sailings or sailings less than 7 days duration. *'Additional Onboard Value: Some testric. 
tions apply. Call fo~ full details. *'* Book • balcony cabin on any of the CWT featured Top IO sailings and receive a Free 
Princess :rein/Bathrobe. Maximum 2 per cabin. All offers applicable to new bookings made between April 26th and May 
3rd. All other Rsentation policies apply. 
Call today for details! 





rules B.C. government 
v,olates teachers' rights 
' . . . ,~  
The International Labour Organization, a United Nations body, 
has ruled that six B.C. Liberal laws violate fundamental rights that 
are respected in democracies around the world. 
These laws have had a devastating impact on public education i  B.C. 
The ILO recommends that the B.C. government repeal one bill and amend the 
others to comply with UN conventions Canada has signed. Teachers agree, 
Canadians expect elected officials to respect international law, but Premier 
Gordon Campbell says he feels "no pressure whatsoever" to bring these 
bills into harmony with our tIN commitments. 
We must hold his government accountable. Please contact Premier 
Campbell and Education Minister Christy Clark and let them know they're 
not above the law. 
Premier Campbell's office: 
250-387-1715 premlerOgov.bc.ca 
Education Minister Clark's office: 
250-387-1977 minister.educ@gems T.gov.bc.ca 
For more information on the UN ruling, go to bctf.ca. 
B.C, TeMhws' Federation 
A message from the teachers of British Columbia 
and more than 200,000 colleagues across Canada 
Cimdlan Teachers' Federation 
I 
! 
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Chemo clinic working well 
The idea is to bring 
needed services here 
MARY ANN Dvorak ex- 
cuses herself for a minute 
to answer a knock on her 
office door. 
She talks for a minute 
with a person before re- 
turning to her desk. 
"That was a patient. 
She was just filling me in. 
They pop in all the time," 
says Dvorak. 
Ta lk ing to patients, 
providing them with infor- 
mation and advice is just 
one of Dvorak's tasks as 
the local cancer services 
nurse. 
Her other main task is 
administering chemother- 
apy treatments in a quiet 
lounge area adjacent to 
the emergency room at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
' Terrace is one of five 
communities across the 
province where health au- 
thorities in the fall of 2001 
established a stand-alone 
theme treatment program. 
Up until then, theme 
treatments at Mills were 
administered in the emer- 
gency room by physicians. 
"It was not that we 
were doing a disservice to 
our chemo patients," says 
Dvorak of that arrange- 
ment. 
"In that setting, there 
was not enough time to 
teach, to provide informa- 
tion." 
"It was not appropriate 
for the time a theme pa- 
tient can spend receiving 
treatment. A patient can 
be in a vulnerable state 
when they first come to 
see me. we  wanted a 
more appropriate setting." 
As the cancer services 
nurse, Dvorak is the con- 
nection between local 
physicians, patients and 
the B.C. Cancer Agency in 
Vancouver. 
One main goal is to re- 
duce the number of pa- 
tients who would otherwise 
as less stressful as pos- 
sible. 
"A patient has enough 
because of the shock and 
trauma with what's hap- 
pening. We want to allevi- 
ate that as much as 
possible." 
Preparing a patient for a 
trip south can involve 
everything from telling 
them what they need to 
take to informing them of 
volunteer services down 
south. 
As an example, Dvorak 
said a Terrace patient with 
family in Kamloops can 
stay in that city and then 
be driven to and from the 
cancer treatment centre in 
Kclowna by volunteers. 
In some circumstances, 
patients come to Terrace 
for treatment because they 
have family members 
here, she added. 
Aside from providing 
theme here, Dvorak points 
to the growing use of video 
hook ups, called telemedi- 
else, to connect patients 
and their physicians with 
oncologists and other can- 
ccr specialists in Vancou- 
ver. 
The more that can be 
done locally relieves a pa- 
tient of the stress and ex- 
pense of a trip south, she 
said. 
"I work very closely 
with our physicians here. 
They're excellent," said 
Dvorak. 
She also relies on a 
local committee chaired 
by a physician and con- 
sisting of other medical 
professionals and cancer 
survivors. 
Although Dvorak ad- 
ministers chemotherapy 
drugs, physicians write the 
orders, adjusting treat- 
ments each time to fit a 
patient's needs. 
Dvorak is also available 
for advice and guidance 
FROM A quiet area behind the Mills Memorial Hospital emergency room com- 
munity chemotherapy nurse Mary Ann Dvorak administers treatment o cancer 
patients. She began her work in the fall of 2001 after the B.C. Cancer Agency 
and regional health officials decided a separate treatment area and program 
was needed to avoid cancer patients having to use the emergency room itself. 
thing," said Dvorak. 
Dvorak can have up to 
20 chemo patients on her 
list at any one time. 
Dvorak's patients can 
come from up north on 
hour, but treatments for 
others can last four hours 
or more. 
The quiet setting of the 
treatment lounge is impor- 
tant for patients who un- 
g( :~.,.~gn~0.uvcr for treat- for ~atients ,who receive Hwy37, the Nass Valley , dergo those more lengthy 
~, ~', . :, : x.: ...... ,treatments tn, ether wayji and the Hazdtons .m addt-~treatments, ........... .~ , ........ , 
?;~6!'~t6~Vai~i:011ver, ~V'brak the hd~pitM~ . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  The majority of patients donated, a pu~pose-btiilt 
works to ensure the trip is "Knowledge is a good undergo treatment for an lounge chair to make sit- 
: a proud sponsor o f  : 
i m I 1,1111¥ l; 
i Terrace Crirne Stoppers are askinglforlh,lp ii 
tosolve series Of break andenter offence~: 1 
at L akelse Lak~:ne~r ~Terracel B,CI i :i ~:i 
• l )  / : : : :  ' ¸ / ,  : ¸~ ¸:' ¸ :• :2  : ,7  : ¸ : :  : : : :  " : :~ : : - '  '•  ~:; > ' :<~ " , : :  ' ' " ' •  " "• ¸ ~-  " : ~ " " " ' : .  I 
i!J Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to I I  
I I $1,000.00 for Information leading to an arrest and/or con- i /  
I!:J vlctlon. If you have any Information call "Crime Stoppers" i J 
J~J at 635-'rlPS that's 635-8477. Callers will NEVER be J:i 
JlJ required to reveal their name or testify in court. Crime JJ I:!1 Stoppers does NOT subscribe to call display. I:1 
ting more comfortable and 
businesses have donated 
furniture and audio-visual 
equipment. 
Advances in technology 
and equipment now mean 
The Hard Core Drinking Driver 
Without question, hard core drinking drivers are the 
single biggest hreat where alcohol and road crashes 
are concerned. 
A recent ten-year study revealed the percentage oi 
drivers with bbod alcohol concentration of more than 
twice the legal limit remained virtually constant. 
Although drinking-driving fatalities have declined, 
there has been no change in fatalities involving hard 
core drinking drivers. 
Those over double the limit drivers represent about 
one percent of the cars on the road at night and on 
weekends. Yet they account for nearly half-of all driv- 
ers killed at those times. These hard core drinking 
drivers are on our local streets and highways. Terrace 
RCMP had 276 complaints about impaired drivers in 
2002 and nearly one hundred impaired driving 
charges last year. 
HeM core drinking drivers hare several 
characteristics: 
- They drink frequently and often to excess. 
Many are alcohol dependent. 
They repeatedly drive after drinking. 
They drink and driver with readings often 
2 or 3 times the legal limit. 
Many have previous convictions for impaired driving 
and driving suspended. 
They resist changing their behaviour and ignore 
anti-drinking driving campaigns 
We can and should help prevent he hard 
core drinking driver from driving: 
• Provide the police with information to apprehend the 
drunk driver. 
- Don't let anyone drive if they are impaired. 
Commercia r I* v -~.~r~;- I  • Liabilily Jet I~t Rnnts - "4  
~CO~ Mobile Homes " Travel -d~, 
VENIENT D R I V ~  
www.keenleyside.com ~'~ UL~'~'~I  
. 
._/, 
. . . .  : i , ,. oo 
I 250 635 5232 
J 4635 Grslg A~Xnua~L~o¢~,~;.~ (SNBex! To SAAN) 
more patients can come to 
the hospital to begin ~cat- 
at home. 
News In Brief 
Witnesses sought 
TERRACE RCMP arc asking any witnesses to a 
highway car crash to come forward. 
The April 5 accident happened at 7 p.m. east of 
Terrace on Hwy 16 near Gossen Creek. 
Police say the accident involved a 1989 Blue 
Ford Festiva and a 1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass. 
If you have information about this accident call 
the Terrace RCMP detachment at 638-2588 and 
refer to file number 2003-2588. 
Land claims web site 
THE B.C. TREATY Commission has a new web 
site providing update information on treaty nego- 
tiations. 
There's information on main issues, quick facts, 
a section providing information for school teachers 
and a directory of other esources. 
The treaty commission was formed in the last 
decade by the federal and provincial governments 
and native groups to help those groups negotiate 
claims. 
The web site is at www.bctreaty.net 
High school graduation 
requirements change 
CHANGES TO B.C.'s high school graduation re- 
quirements that education minister Christy Clark 
says will better prepare students for the work force, 
trades training or university will be phased in over 
three years, starting in September, 2004. 
That means tudents in Grade 8 this year will be 
the first ones to complete high school under the 
new graduation rules. 
The new program will start in Grade 10. A new 
course called Planning 10 that introduces employ- 
ment skills, financial management and good health 
will become mandatory. 
Students will have to write exams in English, 
science, social studies and math in order to gradu- 
ate in addition to other new requirements. 
They'll also have to complete a graduation port- 
folio that demonstrates their physical activity, 
community involvement and computer skills. 
School districts will also be allowed to develop 
new courses that would count toward graduation 
requirements. 
More people belting up 
MOTORISTS in the northern part of the province 
arc getting better at buckling up, shows a new sur- 
vey done by ICBC. The study shows a seven per 
cent overall increase of scat belt wearing rates 
compared to this time last year. 
Terrace numbers are up from a rate of 77 per 
cent last year to 89 per cent this year. That's a 12 
per cent jump. Prince Rupert s' ~' the most signif- 
leant increase of 18 per cent jumpmg from a rate 
of 69 per cent last year to 87 per cent now. 
The region'S' los's ~:I~reventioff: manager,..David .~, 
~, ~i~;k#op, sayd, ICB~;s ~l~q]~i~8il p Fgmpa~gn,,.vhjc]a ~i 
was launched lasV~year,~hag ,r i~ed*thc,'pr~file,hbotit • 
the importance of wearing seat belts. 
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FOR THE second year in a row the school dis- 
trict has gotten itself into a jam over its attempts 
to cut its budget. Last year, when attempting to 
close schools, the board discovered its first de- 
cision didn't follow provincial guidelines. This 
resulted in a delay of 60 days, dragging out the 
agony for parents, teachers and students. 
This year it's over the concept of a four-day 
week. The district appears to have a made a de- 
cision, only to find itself once again in the mid- 
dle of a controversy over whether it followed 
procedure. As was the case last year, the district 
is to hold meetings to decide what to do next. 
The first step should be the release by the dis- 
trict of its planned budget for next year, clearly 
outlining its anticipated revenues and expenses 
so the public can fully appreciate what's at stake 
when it comes to the bottom line. 
Secondly, the school district should explain its 
reasons in educational terms. It may be one 
thing for secondary students to be in class long- 
er each day, but can primary and elementary 
students function properly when faced with a 
longer day? 
If this is an attempt to save money by not 
having schools open one day a week, why not 
start the school year earlier or end it sooner? It 
might preserve a five-day week by adding 
fewer minutes to each of those days then is now 
the stated plan with a four-day week. 
And if shoe homing five days worth of in- 
struction into four days is the route to be taken, 
what makes Friday the favoured off-day? Why 
not Monday. Statutory holidays already fall on 
Mondays, i which has created.• a.n established 
rhythm. Making Monday the off-day Would 
carry on with that. 
Or how about Wednesday? It would provide 
younger students a rest day in between longer 
instructional days. Friday off days, combined 
with Saturdays and Mondays, make for a long 
period for young minds to be away from the 
stimulation of a learning environment. 
Once all this is done, the school district 
should then hold meetings in suitable venues so 
that everybody can make their views known. 
In the end, it may very well be that a four- 
day week, or any version thereof, is not feas- 
ible. This district is already under severe pres- 
sure from the provincial government o im- 
prove the academic performance of its students. 
It's ironic given that it is the same government 
which expects the school district to cut its costs 
and do more with less. 
A four-day week may jam in the same amount 
of class time as is the case now over five days. 
But if the school district cannot deliver higher 
academic performances now, how can a four- 
day week make things better? 
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B.C, treatios mic lbt work after all 
VICTORIA - Remember the 
treaty referendum? It was a ra- 
~ ~ ,  ~!~i~) 
ty negotiations are generally aboriginal title over a specific 
progressing satisfactorily, area of British Columbia. 
ther goofy exercise to begin 
with, in as much as it wasn't 
governed by any standards 
normally associated with such 
plebiscites. 
Far worse, however, was 
the psychological effect. It 
gave the worst bigots the best 
chance they had ever had to 
officially express their opposi- 
tion to anything that could 
even faintly benefit British 
Columbia's aboriginal popula- 
tion. 
The new Liberal govern- 
ment, flush with the power of 
an overwhelming mandate, os- 
tensibly sought public input to 
guide future negotiations with 
natives. 
It didn't work out that way. 
Judging from the government's 
current position on treaty ne- 
gotiations, you'd think Glen 
Clark's NDP had won the last 
election. 
A couple of weeks ago, the 
government announced, as 
proudly as all government an- 
nouncements go, that a treaty 
settlement with the Snuney- 
muxw First Nation in Nanaimo 
was close at hand. 
What makes this proposed 
settlement interesting is that it 
concerns a First Nation that is 
in close proximity to a built-up 
urban area, meaning it stands 
to he the first overall treaty of 
its kind. 
The proposed settlement is
believed to cover fishing 
I | :Iol k'j NI I" I : l lol: l ".l I #:1 HI 
HUBERT BEYER 
rights, land and, believe it or 
not, some form of self-govern- 
ment. 
That would be the kind Of 
se l f -government  Gordon 
Campbell, the Premier, and 
his Liberals so vociferously 
opposed when they were in 
opposition. 
His loathing of the treaty 
process in general even 
prompted him to mount a court 
challenge to the Nisga'a treaty 
some years back. 
That court challenge was 
abandoned by  the premier  
after he was elected when he 
discovered a clause in the 
Nisga'a treaty preventing a 
government from un,lertaking 
court action. 
The progress in negotiations 
with the Snuneymuxw isn't the 
only ray of light in the hereto- 
fore dark corner of Liberal po- 
licy on native issues. 
There are rumours that trea- 
What happened? Why has 
this government with virtually 
no parliamentary opposition 
abandoned its former fierce 
anti-treaty position in favour of 
its current conciliatory stance? 
Native rights is the short 
answer. Campbell may have 
been able to tear up contracts 
duly negotiated between the 
former government and public 
sector trade unions because 
they have few guaranteed 
fights. 
Native rights, on the other 
hand, have been declared in- 
violable time and again by the 
courts, and not even a steam- 
roller government such as this 
one can change that. This real- 
ization, it appears, has now set 
in. 
The impending Nanaimo 
settlement was preceded by a 
number of court cases fought 
successfully by natives. 
The same thing is happen- 
ing on other treaty fronts. Last 
year, the courts forced the 
government and the lumber .... 
giant Weyerhaeuser to engage 
in consultations with aborigi- 
nals over logging rights. 
One case to be watched in- 
volved the Xeni Gwet'in First 
Nation which is laying claim 
to large areas of Crown land 
near Chilko Lake. 
A native victory in that 
case could result in the courts 
declaring for the first time 
The premier could have 
saved himself a lot of time and 
money spent on opposing the 
treaty process had he read up 
on his history. 
The die was'cast in 1973, 
when the Supreme Court of 
Canada ruled that aboriginal 
title exists in Canadian law re- 
gardless of any recognition by 
government. 
The case is on the law 
books as "Calder v. Attorney 
General of British Columbia," 
Calder being Frank Calder, 
then affectionately called "The 
little Chief." 
Calder was then the heredi- 
tary chief of the Nisga'a Na- 
tion. He was also an NDP MLA 
during the Dave Barrett admin- 
istration, when Calder finally 
had his case heard the Su- 
preme Court. 
The outcome, a victory for 
the Nisga'a in particular arid 
native rights in general, paved 
the wa~ for the eventual 
Nisga'a treaty settlement which 
beC~ame :6fficial in 20007 7 ~ ...... 
I run into the little chief off 
and on. He's in his high 80s 
now, but never looked better. 
Seeing your life's work come 
to fruition can do that to 
people. 
Beyer can be reached at" 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com. 
Or you can phone hhn at (250) 
381-6900. 
Writer failed to nail down tale 
i I :  n : lo l l l t l  i I :! I ~[olot:l !61 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
censed by her renewed accu- 
sations and goes after her. She 
jumps up from the table and 
runs down into the dark cellar, 
slamming the door behind 
her." 
Notice she doesn't worry 
this time about the shaky con- 
dition of the "pried loose" 
stairs. "Once at the bottom, 
she pulls the staircase away 
from its minimal connection 
with the beam, creating a gap 
of several feet." 
Now, in my limited exper- 
ience helping build porch 
IMAGINING AND doing are 
as different as fiction is to 
journalism. In Charlotte Vale 
Allen's newest novel, Fresh 
Air, she writes of a screenwri- 
ter who plots a movie wherein 
a teenage girl hatches a plan 
to get rid of her father whom 
she suspects of killing her mo- 
ther. 
In the book, the teenager 
"flies down the cellar stairs to 
her father's workbench, grabs 
a crowbar, and climbs back up 
to loosen the top board that 
holds the set of wooden stairs 
to the floor beam below the 
kitchen door. Satisfied, she 
carefully goes back up the 
now unsteady steps." 
Already I 'm asking, "How 
did the teenager learn to pry 
stairs loose? And surely more 
than a few nails in a top board 
were used to hold stairs se- 
curdy to take the weight of an 
average adult? 
You can bet this plot has 
me looking closer at the con- 
struction of our basement 
stairs, which has several sup- 
porting 2 x 8s on either side 
right down to the base. 
Two hours later, during din- 
ner, her father "becomes in- 
steps and pulling nails out of 
used lumber, even dry lumber 
of any length can be heavy 
and unwieldy. 
Also, concrete has more 
grab than glide. Should I be- 
lieve the teenager alone can 
pull 16 feet of wooden stairs 
several feet over concrete? 
And wouldn't the top of the 
stairs crash to the floor? 
When her father comes 
crashing after her, he throws 
open the basement door, steps 
into space and plunges twelve 
feet to the concrete floor, 
breaking his neck." 
I could believe he might 
break his neck in a 12 foot 
fall, but could she pull that 
staircase away that much, 
quick enough, and without 
noise to tip him off? 
The author stretches credul- 
ity further. "After making sure 
he's dead, she pushes the 
stairs back into place. With a 
hammer she drives the nails 
back into the beam." 
Hold it right there. Has the 
author considered the weight 
of the lumber needed to build 
a staircase 12 feet high? 
Depending upon the build- 
ing code in her neighbourhood, 
besides the stringers, those not- 
ched side boards that hold the 
steps, of which there would be 
two, probably 2 X 12's sixteen 
feet long and 18 steps of 
(minimum) 2 X 8 each three to 
four feet in length. That total 
would be about 32 feet of 2 X 
12 and at least 36 feet of 2 X 8. 
That's a sizable lumber pile 
to slide across concrete, even 
if the top of the stairs hasn't 
smashed flat on the floor. 
If I believed all this so far, 
which I don't for a minute, how 
did the teenager climb the 
stairs to re-nail the top of them 
into the beam? Twelve feet is 
too high for her to reach with a 
hammer, unless she is a bas- 
ketball hopeful. 
The last novel I read by this 
author, I wrote to her to com- 
plain about her heroine smok- 
ing cigarettes every time she 
has one hand unoccupied. In 
this novel smoking is out. The 
heroine drinks coffee two cups 
at a sitting. 
Again the novelist asks for 
reader's comments. Will she be 
sorry! 
-'^ " " ' " "  Ru FAS'rEI  l  .ntr., v , , . ' o r_  
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Higher earners are increasing here 
THERE'S A growing gap in in- 
come levels in the Te~ace area, 
indicates information released 
from Statistics Canada. 
In 1995 530 people reported 
employment income of more than 
$75,000, a number which grew to 
610 in 2000. 
But overall numbers fell over 
the same five-year period for 
those people with a lesser in- 
come. 
In 1995 there were 6,500 
people listed in the $20,000 to 
$75,000 income range. 
That number drnnned tn 5.gSf) 
in 2000. 
Put another way, 42 per cent of 
income earners in 1995 were be- 
tween that $20,000 to $75,000 ca- 
tegory compared to 38 per cent in 
2000. 
One area within this range did 
experience an increase. The 1995 
data lists 535 people earning be- 
tween 45,000 and $50,000 a year, 
rising to 700 by 2000. 
A't the same time as the the 
statistics how a growing gap in 
incomes, 'the average wage also 
declined from 1995 to 2000. 
In 1995. the average wa~e was 
listed as $32,050 but it dropped 
very slightly to $31,890 in 2000. 
Although there appeared to be 
fewer income earners in the mid- 
range, the number of women earn- 
ing higher wages went up from 
1995 to 2000. 
In 1995, 45 women were listed 
as earning more than $75,000 a 
year, a number which doubled to 
90 in 2000, 
And the number of women 
earning $50,000 to $60,000 also 
went up - from 175 in 1995 to 245 
in 2000. 
Yet the number of women 
earning $60,000 to $75,000 de- 
clined - to 135 in 2000 from 160 
in 1995. 
Overall, the average woman 
earned $21,938 in 1995 compared 
to $22,633 in 2000. 
They also made up slightly less 
of  the workforce between 1995 
and 2000. 
In 1995 7,570 women were part 
of the census compared to 7,475 
in 1995. 
Across B.C. and across Cana- 
da, numbers of income earners in l 
the same categories went up be- 
tween 1995 and 2000. 
VOLUNTEER Henriette Gagnon prepares the soup for the Friday 
lunch at the Happy Gang Centre. The number of seniors in Ter- 
race are growing, according to the most recent Census statistics 
released by Statistics Canada. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
Popu lation ift 
New CensaS statistics reveai much iab0btTe/racb and Wfib' lives' ' 
: Stories by Rod Link " 
THE NUMBER OF married cou- [he case in Terrace and area, made up of a couple with children milies has risen in Terrace and 
pies with children has dropped in All told, the total number of dropped by 13 4 per cent to 2,430 :area With 825 listed in 1996 corn- 
Terrace and area, according to couples of all types in Terrace and the number of family house- pared to985 in 2001. And the 
newly released information ob- dropped by 2.9 per cent between holds with a couple without child- average number of people in a lo- 
tained in the 2001 census. 1996 and 2001 compared to a pro- ren rose by 9.7 per cent to 2,035. ne-parent family has held steady 
Figures gathered by Statistics vincial rise of 5.5 per cent. That drop in family households at 2.6 between 1996 and 2001. 
Canada point to a 14.7 per cent When it comes to numbers, of a couple with children isn't the That trend to couples without 
decline in the percentage of mar- there were 4,670 couples identi- same provincially, which recorded children seems to bear itself out 
ried couples with children and an fled in the 2001 census in Terrace an increase of .9 per cent. The in- in age characteristics, indicate 
11.9 per cent increase in the num- and area and 2,095 of them were crease in family COUl~les in a Statistics Canada figures. 
ber of married couples without married with children and 1,690 of household without children rough- In Terrace and area there were 
children since the last such mea- the pairings were married without ly matches the provincial figure of 1,350 people between the ages of 
surement was taken in 1996. children. Common-law couples 8.9 per cent. 0 and four in 2001 compared to 
At the same time, the percent- amounted to 425 with childen and 1,745 in 1996, although the over- 
all drop in population will account 
age of common law couples with 455 without. The number of lone- for some of the decline. 
children inched up by 1.2 per cent In Terrace itself, there were 
yet the percentage of common 2,770 couples recorded on the parent families has There's also every indication 
law couples without children went 2001 census. Of that amount, 495 r isen in Terrace and the average age of the Terrace 
up by 8.3 per cent. were identified as common law area with 825 l isted in and area resident is getting older. 
These figures appear to contra- couples and 15 as same sex corn- 1996 compared to 985 In 2001, 76.3 per cent of the popu- 
diet provincial percentage figures men-law couples. That latter hum- lation was listed as 15 years or 
in that the number of married cou- bet works out to about .5 per cent in 2001, older compared to 74.3 per cent in 
pies with children increased by of the cot~ples in the city. And 1996. 
1.1 per cent. The percentage of that's on par with the national Terrace and area and the pro- In 2001, 585 people were listed 
married couples without children average, vincial average are quite close as 75 or older compared to 440 in 
is also different, increasingby 8.9 The number of people in pri- when it comes to one-person 1996. That aging will continue 
per cent. vate households in Terrace and households as both had a percent- given that 1,785 people were lis- 
In terms of common-law cou- area was listed at 19,865 in 2001 age increase from 1996 to 2001. ted as between the ages of 55 and 
pies, the number with children - a 4.6 per cent drop from 1996. For Terrace and area the increase 64 and 1,015 between ages of 65 
went up by 6.9 per cent in B.C. The number of private house- was 13.5 per cent to 1,520 house- and 74 in 2001 compared to 870 
and the number wihout children holds did increase a touch by 1.1 holds while the provincial in- people between the ages of 65 
went up by 20.8 per cent. Both per cent to 7,295 over 1996 fig- crease was 16.1 per cent. and 74 and 1,405 between the 
these figures were higher than was ures. But the family liouseholds The number of lone-parent fa- ages of 55 and 64 in 1996. 
High school grad rate tops B.C. average 
THE TERRACE area has topped a trades certificate or diploma for people who are older. In 1996 in Terrace, 43.8 per 
the provincial average when it compared to 14.3 per cent across Of those people aged 20-34, cent of the population age 25 or 
comes to people in the 20.44 age the province. 19.1 per cent here don't have a over had a trades certificate or di- 
group having either 'high school But the local population does high school graduation certificate ploma or higher compared to a 
graduation or a trades certificate lag behind the rest of the province compared to 14.6 per cent provin- provincial average of 48.1 per 
or diploma, when it comes to having a uni- ciaily, cent. 
In all, 39.8 per cent of the po- versity certificate, diploma or de- In the 35-44 age category, the And 11.1 per cent of the popu- 
pulation from 20-34 has temple- gree. local percentage is 19.7 per cent lation here had completed uni- 
ted high school compared to 34.5 In the 20-34 age bracket, 10.3 compared to 17.5 per cent provin- versity compared to 18,2 per cent 
per cent for B.C., indicates Statis- per cent of the local population cially, province wide. 
ties Canada information taken has a university certificate, diplo- Aiid in the 45-64" age category, Slightly more women than men 
from the 2001 census, ma or degree 31.7 per cent don't have a high had a university education here in 
And 29.7 per cent of people Across the province, 23.5 per school certificate compared to 1996, a reversal of the situation" 
from 35-44 have high school cent of the population has a uni- 23.5 per cent across the province, across, the pro~'ihce, ~;.~"  " 
school compared to the 25 per versity certificate, diploma or de- As it turns.out~. B.C. had the By 2001,.drr¢fl~e... 20-44 age 
cent provincial average, gree. highest-educated working-age po- bracket, women comfortably out- 
When it comes to trades certi- In the 35-44 age bracket for the pulation amount he provinces, did:men when it came to a uni- 
ficates, 15.3 per cent of the popu- same category, the local figure is More than 1.2 million people, versity education. 
lation here has one or a diploma 14.1 per cent compared to 23 per aged 25-64 had graduated from a But in the 45-64 age bracket, 
compared to the provincial aver- cent provincially, trade school, college or university they were tied at 14.8 per cent of 
age of 10.5 per cent for people be- And while the percentage of in 2001. 
tween.the ages of 20 and 34, people between the ages of 20-34 That represents 56 per cent of the population. 
Thattrend also holds for people who haven't fintshed high school B.C.'s entire working-age popula- Much the same breakdown was 
between the ages of 35 and 44 is higher than the provincial aver- tion, up 47 per cent a decade ar- recorded in. these age categories 
with 17.6 of local residents having age, the percentage is better than lier. across the province. 
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The Mail Bag 
Gov't gets a warning 
Dear Sir: 2..' 
There was good news from Gene~'a recently. Good 
news for thousands of public sector workers 
throughout B.C. The  International Labour 
Organization (ILO)r;a United Nations body, ruled on 
March 27 that the'B.C. Liberals' passing of Bills 2, 
15, 18, 27, 28and 29 violated the United Nations 
convention on freedom of association. 
.;.Th"ese bills affected more than 150,000 workers in 
:'the health, education and community social service 
sectors and imposed contracts on teachers, health 
science professionals and nurses. All the bills were 
found to violate international labour standards that are 
respected in democracies worldwide. Canada is one 
of the countries recognizing the authority of the ILO. 
One of the most devastating impacts teachers and 
the educational community continue to feel is the 
loss of language guaranteeing minimum class size 
and mainstreamed student support. 
I would fully expect the Liberal government to 
abide by the ILO ruling, recognize the devastation 
caused by their legislative binge and restore 
obliterated and stripped contracts. 
Richard Eckert,, President, 
Terrace and District Teachers' Union 
You call this help? 
Dear Sir: 
Our B.C. Liberal government in trying to deal with 
the budget deficit has created an economic deficit 
instead. We could have prevented war with Iraq by 
sending the BC Liberals over there to run that 
country. Whatever is left of their economy would be 
finished by Campbell and Co. 
Now we have Campbell taking credit for increases 
to disable people's work exemptions when the extra 
money is being paid by Ottawa. Thanks to the federal 
surplus, disabled people who used to be exempted for 
$200 above their disability pensions, can now earn up 
to $400. So people who blame the former government 
• for the $200 deficit compared to the current amount 
should remember that Ottawa played Scrooge during 
the 1990s, which is why healthcare went down. 
The fact remains that most of the disabled on B.C. 
Benefits are still not supposed to be able to work to 
remain in that category and the Liberals are still 
keeping us at below poverty incomes and reduced 
benefits. 
Inflation is killing us when we've only had a $50 
increase in I0 years. 
Brian Gregg, Terrace, B.C. 
It's getting wei.rder 
An open letter to: 
i 
.you A recen,t issue of The T, errace :Standard outline.s~ 
lrd~" ~,ot~ ~ plah)to ! ~p~nd a~b%h~ch'ot ~ h~y~iax 'd611~.dA§ ~ 1q 
preVio/i~;ly noted, a h()use here Woi'th $115,000 ipays 
about the same taxes as a lower mainland home 
worth $375,000. The difference is, you could probably 
sell a house down south, 
Building a sidewalk to a business that surely 99 
per cent of the clients drive to is dumb, or do you 
think people will start lugging logging supplies in 
their backpacks. 
Planning on putting in a second well beside the 
one that already delivers us too much calcium to our 
taps is lame, not to mention the past contaminants in 
the ground in the area and the present source from the 
adjacent highway that will eventually leach into the 
wells. 
Thinking of borrowing millions more for a runway 
expansion that will just invite trouble for Hawkair,. 
one of our local success tories, is just plain crackers. 
Instead you should encourage lower airfares by 
giving Hawkair and other small businesses tax breaks 
and concessions tomake a go of it. 
Moving a not-really-that-old building from one side 
of the tracks to the other at huge cost, rather than 
building a replica for less, has got to be the brainchild 
of some wingnut not from these parts. Sure hope,, you 
don't actually pay that guy. 
We have bylaws that are restrictive and all these 
artsy fartsy ideas that are expensive. Meanwhile, city 
streets are in need of a makeover. Prince George has 
the big wooden guy,.Houston has a fishing rod. We 
shouldn't be the sucker on the end of the line 
spending more than we can afford. 
Tourists come here for the beauty of the place and 
the big fish. After this council gets of f  the idea of 
always sucking on the grant teat, after a bit of 
withdrawal, we'll all be the better for it. 
Chris Spangl, Terrace B.C. 
Overstepping the mark 
Dear Sir: 
The man shot by police officers obviously did not 
have a weapon, and if he was already 100 feet down 
the embankment, what possible "threat" did he pose? 
The RCMP in Terrace get away with countless cases 
in which certain officers over-step their jurisdiction 
without retribution or consequence, and we're just 
supposed to look the other way. 
It's about time these power high cops get 
prosecuted for their own blatant disregard for citizens 
of Terrace's afety, privacy, and civil rights. The only 
other case I can think of that draws similarities to our 
own, is the. one involving the corrupt police 
, department in L.A, thati-first-came to the pubiic's 
attention roughlyab0ut 10 years ago at the time of 
:. the Rodney King beating. 
Kyle Mason, Prince George, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mall 
us at newsroom @ terracestandard.com. No 
attachments, please. We need your name, 
address and phone number for verification. Our 
deadline Is noon Friday or noon Thursday if it's a 
long weekend. 
q , 
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Terrace should 
look at Kitimat 
Dear Sir: 
Kitimat is acting to protect its interest. The whole 
community is united in an effort to ensure that Alcan 
does not sell power rather than use it for smelting alumi- 
num. 
The smelter workers' salaries are a recognized impor- 
tant component of the Kitimat economy and they contri- 
bute greatly to the Terrace economy. Indeed you might 
say that without the folks in Kitimat and the Nisga'a 
Terrace would be in terrible shape. Here in Terrace the 
continuing so.rry saga of the New Skeena Forest Pro- 
ducts (or SCI) stands in stark contrast. 
Look carefully at most B.C. Liberal initiatives in the 
last couple of years. You will notice that they have one 
common thread. They all rely on saving money by redu- 
cing the costs of labour. That same mentality seems to 
be reflected in the actions of Alcan and the new owners 
of Skeena Cellulose but in the latter it is to increase 
profits at the expense of workers. But one thing is cer- 
tain, they all effect the local economy. 
In Kitimat the community held a public meeting at 
which the mayor and the city administrator gave an ex- 
cellent account of the risks of Alean's drive for more 
power sales. The turnout was so great they had to turn 
folks away at the door and call another meeting. 
They have decided that the issue is important for 
Terrace and they will be holding a meeting in Terrace 
on May 6. It should not be a hard sell for Kitimat as 
folks in Terrace should understand that all those smelter 
workers' salaries spent in Terrace could be greatly re- 
duced and that would put the "New Era of Prosperity" 
further out of reach. 
There appears to be a lack of concern about the 
power sales issue from the Terrace business community 
or the community leaders. This lack of concern extends 
to the New Skeena Forest Products or SCI issue. There 
have been no public meetings called in Terrace to let 
the community express its outrage at the disaster that 
the new owners have inflicted on the region. Labour, bu- 
siness and community leaders are not united behind a 
common goal as they are in Kitimat. Perhaps that is why 
there has been no progress. 
The battle continues in Kitimat and Alean has in- 
creased its activities on the public relations front; a sign 
that at least it is paying attention to the community. In 
Terrace, Mr. Dan Veniez is laughing all the way to the 
bank, the workers are still standing outside the gates of 
the mill, logs are being exported, property assessments 
are falling and the community waits quietly. What a dif- 
ference 60 kilometres make. 
Helmut Giesbrecht, Terrace, B.C. 
(250/635-i;044 Or Toll Free1.800-721 - 633 
Power sales plan 
requires thought 
An Open letter to: 
The Honourable Richard Neufeld, 
Minister of Energy and Mines for British Columbia 
Dear Sir: 
You are quoted in the Canadian Miner as saying "We 
firmly believe that the private sector should be out there 
developing the new energy sources that are required in 
British Columbia. They should also be allowed to gener- 
ate power so that they can sell it into the grid to who- 
ever they want to.We want to open up the market." 
On April 14 I attended a meeting sponsored by the 
Kitimat Chamber of Commerce at which my MLA 
Roger Harris talked about energy issues. 
When I asked him if private power producers would 
be allowed, under your government policy, to export dir- 
ectly into the United States he was unable to answer. 
When I further asked if the power generated in Kema- 
no will be considered new power under your policy, he 
also was unable to answer. 
I would suggest that if you allow private power produ- 
cers to export into the United States we will now be- 
come enmeshed in the free trade agreement and that 
power, when needed in the Province of British Colum- 
bia, will be extremely hard to recall. 
The power produced by Alcan in Kemano cannot be 
considered new power. The investment and installation 
of this hydro capacity took place in the 1950s and the 
early 60s. 
• If you allow Alean, Consolidated Mining Company of 
Trail, and the old West Kootenay Power Company to 
compete with new power producers, you will destroy any 
new production as these companies will be able to out- 
bid, with old cheap power, and flood the market with the 
large amount of power at their disposal. 
If you really wish to see new power projects deve- 
loped in British Columbia, I would urge you to consider 
the above facts. Looking forward to your reply. 






newsroom @ terrecestandard.com 
Your website/email address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  at  638-7283 . 
So what happened here? 
Dear Sir: 
At a recent regional district meet- 
ing, Thornhill director Les Watmough 
made a motion directing the staff to 
begin the process of incorporating 
Thornhill as an independent commun- 
ity. Under Bourniot's Rules of Order 
and Roberts Rules of Order this motion 
as a main one is debatable, amendable 
and requires a simply majority. 
There was some debate, and then 
the chair, in its wisdom called for a 
vote and a simple majority passed it. 
At this time any board member who 
doubted the outcome of the vote could 
have asked for a roll call vote. This 
was not done. 
To reconsider a motion already pas- 
sed at a meeting, a motion to reconsi- 
der is required, and must he moved by 
one of the members voting in the affir- 
mative for the motion, requires a sec- 
onder, is debatable and requires a 213 
majority. 
There was no motion to reconsider. 
But the Chair, for whatever reason, en- 
tertained ialogue out of which a si- 
tuation arose where the Chair took a 
second vote on Director Watmough's 
motion which was defeated 6 - 5. The 
dialogue and the subsequent motion 
was clearly out of order but was not 
challenged, which leaves this citizen 
bewildered. 
Bourniot and Rogers are lubricants 
for meetings to remain focused and all 
participants o be heard so that govern- 
ance bodies may reach the best solu- 
tions to the problems they encounter. 
N.C. Read, Terrace, B.C. 
SNDS is offering assistance for youth to participate in 
sports, recreation a d fine arts in Urban Terrace. 
"Our objective is to provide opportunities formental, 
physical, emotional nd 
spiritual ( ife balance) growth of Aboriginal youth." 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
PLEASE CONTACT ARNIE 
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Alcan power issue focus of town hall meeting 
~:,q: 
Wozney and town man- 
ager Trafford Hall. 
Save the Northwest is 
also extending its petition 
campaign to Terrace. 
Ray Brady says they 
have so far gathered the 
signatures of 2,827 people 
in Kitimat, or nearly 65 
per cent of registered vo- 
ters there. 
It urges the government 
to insist Alcan honour its 
commitments "by using 
water power for the pur- 
pose it was given, that is, 
aluminum production." 
Stew Christensen is one 
Terrace city councillor 
who has signed the peti- 
tion - although not for the 
same reasons as its au- 
thors. 
He says he signed be- 
cause he agrees Alcan 
should live up to its 1950 
commitment o use the 
power "in the vicinity of 
the works." 
"I don't  see the 
'vicinity of the works' just 
being Kitimat," Christen- 
sen said, adding power 
could be used in Terrace 
or even Vanderhoof. 
"As long as the power 
is being used in the vicin. 
KITIMAT officials will be 
here Tuesday May 6th to 
give Terrace residents 
their take on the Alcan 
power sales issue. 
The town hall meeting 
happens at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Best Western Terrace Inn, 
organizers say. 
They want to pressure 
the provincial government 
to take a firm stand to halt 
sales of electricity by 
Alcan. 
Many Kitimatians be- 
lieve the company will - i f  
allowed - increasingly sell 
power at the long-term ex- 
pense of aluminum pro- 
duction and smelter jobs. 
"They're doing it incre- 
mentally," said Gaetan 
Pozsgay, a volunteer with 
the anti-power sales group 
Save the Northwest. "It's 
like the frog in the hot 
water." 
One option is to seek a 
court ruling on whether 
those power sales violate 
Alcan's past agreements 
on its use of the water 
from the Nechako water- 
shed. 
The town hall meeting 
will feature a presentation 
by Kitimat mayor Rick 
Excel drivers 
reject offer 
UNIONIZED truck drivers company have been with- 
for Excel Transportation out a contract for more 
Inc. narrowly rejected a than 18 months. 
new contract offer last They had come to the 
week. table hoping for increases 
The latest company in wages and benefits. 
offer asked workers to take Those demands didn't 
a 10 per cent reduction in even make it onto the 
the total cost of their col- table, Park said. 
lective agreement. Excel had previously 
The company gave the sent a letter to employees 
union the choice of where saying it would be forced 
to make the cuts, said Rod to shut down its operations 
Park, business agent with if drivers didn't agree to 
IWA local 1-424. The deep wage and benefit 
union chose to leave cuts. 
wages alone and cut major "The company is indi- 
portions of the benefits eating if it does not get 
package, significant changes to the 
"S 9 basically we guKfd collee~ve ag[~ement, their 
the qollective agreement pla~'iire to~ down the 
and got nd of a lotLof operation ~'a~'~)r all in- 
things most people take for tents and purposes per- 
granted," Park said. manently close it," Darrel 
Of 110 workers who Wong, president of IWA 
filled out ballots in Prince local 2-171, said in early 
George and Terrace, 57 March. 
per cent voted to kill the Park expects to sit 
deal. It was the second ne- down with the company to 
gative result in almost wo discuss how to get past the 
years of negotiations, current impasse. 
Excel runs chip trucks F lorent  Foucher ,  
for Canfor in Prince Excel's general manager, 
George and Eurocan Pulp confirmed the agreement 
and Paper in Kitimat. It had been rejected, but 
employs about 60 workers could not comment further 
in the Terrace area. on what the company's 
Truckers working for the next move might be. 
HAVE YOU 
[q:-IIilIi~HF,tlil~]  IIl~ltl¢~(olil$t ~[~IO]l[:-N 
TO MAKE ROOM - HALF THE INVENTORY 
i l l  I l l  i i  I n  i i i l l  I L  I i l  l l i l i  I A  L ineD,  i t  L I~ I I IOA~AI~I I I  
ity of the works I can live Kitimat or perhaps on land "I don't want to chase things to happen in the make a presentation to 
with that," he said, adding between Terrace and Kiti- the power away from here northwest." Terrace city council April 
that would most likely be mat. either," he said. "I want Kitimat's mayor is to 28 on the issue. 
h~ 
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Veniez, Wong have 'good mee,ting' CHARGED? 
Sawmi l l  .dea l  so we ~.n review whether Ven~ez says any deal ~ew Skeena's list ,or ongree.sh~fts." . 
still e lus ive ~o~r~ i i rany~pl i~tui i i~etr o. will reinstate the seniority concessions is also chal- ~ut le conceaes saw- 
rights of all workers, That lenging for IWA netotia- mill workers may not be- Call 
By.JEFF NAGEL ences, • effectively would restore tors, who believe other for- lieve in the new owners' 
DAN VENIEZ met IWA Talks broke down in lost recall rights that dis- est companies will seize ability to relauneh the 
bossDarrelWongface.-to-earlyDecember, whenthe appeared inrecentweeks on any deal here as a pre- company until the pulp ~Wt l~w~l~l~i i l~  ~e~,s~-o .no~ ~ 
M.ntn l _ '~  l i l l e ' _ f _  ~c.  V~G~ 
face for their first real two sides were very close -a  major concern of the cedent hat they'll push to mill is running. 
meeting last week. 
But there was no im- 
mediate sign that a re- 
sumption of actual nego- 
tiations is on the horizon 
over the future of New 
Skeena Forest Product's 
mothballed Terrace saw- 
mill. 
The April 22 meeting 
happened almost a week 
after both men told the 
Standard they'd be pre- 
pared to meet and see if 
there's any chance at a 
deal to restart he mill. 
"We agree on many 
more issues than we dis- 
agree on," Veniez said 
after the session with 
Wong. "That's a good 
thing." 
"I got a strong sense 
that he wants to get his 
workers back to work," 
added Veniez, whose hired 
negotiator had dealt with 
the IWA previously. 
"There's no question about 
that. It's in no one's inter- - -  
est to see this go on inde- 
finitely." 
But Veniez indicated 
they haven't yet found a 
way to bridge the gap be- 
tween the two sides' em 
trenched positions. 
"If there's a basis there 
to proceed, I 'd certainly 
like to do that," he said. 
"But it's in nobody's inter- 
est to raise expectations or
' prolong conversations that 
will lead to another stale- 
mate." 
Wong also cautioned 
against speculation. 
"I don't think people 
should build too much into 
that conversation," Wong 
said, who declined to dis- 
cuss details of what was 
said. "I don't want to build 
any false expectations for 
anyone." 
He called it a good 
meeting and said the two 
were to meet again this 
week. 
"All we're trying to do 
is open!up.s0me dialogue 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center 
F=il/Od~,/, Fd ~ O~xxJ0~, T.E,I. 
o Se~ng the H,~lh~st ~ 10 ~n 
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DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE Is hereby  g iven 
that the Board of Directors 
of Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 
has declared the following 
dividends on the Issued and 




FERRED SHARES: A semi- 
annual dividend of 84.375 
cents per share payable on 
July 1,2003 to shareholders 
of record at the close of 
business on June 10, 2003; 
md 
CLASS A and CLASS B 
COMMON SHARES: A 
quarterly dividend of 
20 cents per share be paid 
on the Issued and oulstandlr~ 
Class A Common Shares 
and Class B Common 
Shares of the Company on 
June 23, 2003 to sharehold- 
ers of record at the close of 
business on.June 6, 2003. 
Kelly 'Sta~':XmJ~:~n 
Secretary 
Vancouver, B.C., April i t ,  2003 
to a six-year deal that 
would have met New 
Skeena's "Fresh Start" 
principles. 
Among them, the saw- 
mill workers would take a 
20 per cent pay cut in ex- 
change for a profit-sharing 
package and increased 
work flexibility, and rea- 
sonable ability for the 
company to contract out. 
The company offer 
called for no pay increases 
in the first two years, but 




over the number of weeks 
of vacation pay - the IWA 
wants seven while New 
Skeena is offering five. 
Asked why they can't 
split at six weeks, Veniez 
said he can't offer more 
than the five vacation 
weeks pulp mill workers in 
• Prince Rupert got when 
they signed a similar deal 
last summer. 
"I 'm not going to slap 
them in the face," Veniez 
• says of ihe PPWC. 
replicate in coast-wide 
talks now getting under- 
way. 
And the union is also 
reluctant to sign a deal 
that would end the flow of 
strike pay to members here 
without any firm date to 
restart he sawmill. 
Veniez said he also told 
Wong his preferred time- 
table for restarting the Ter- 
race mill. 
"Ideally I'd like to fire 
up the sawmill in July," he 
said. "By September is 
when we would like to run 
"We're on track for 
June in terms of getting 
[the pulp mill] going," Ve- 
niez said. .. 
Veniez also said he 
now has contracts in place 
with companies he would 
not identify to provide the 
pulp mill a chip supply 
and to transport the chips. 
"Fibring up is not going ' 
to be a challenge," he 
said. "The system is awash 
in chips." 
"I 'm preparing to run 
without Terrace if I have 
to," he added. 
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School review underscores 
challenges facing district 
achievement prove its relationship with of unity commitment to establish- 
Smallbrugge said the the district parent advisory Terrace and District ing partnerships with abor- 
board wants to address 
both those points by hiring 
a new administrator to 
focus solely on improving 
student achievement. 
The board will fill an 
administrative position 
that's been vacant since 
council and First Nations 
partner groups, he added. 
The review also found 
the district continues to be 
hampered by lingering bit- 
terness over amalgama- 
tion, which took place in 




: "We are going to put 
another person at the board 
level to look after and im- 
plement our  educational 
agenda," he said. 
The review team has 
also told the district to irn- 
when assistant ment merged the Kitimat 
district with School Dis- 
trict 88. 
Smallbrugge said hav- 
ing two separate contracts 
for teachers in Kitimat and 
in the rest of the amalga- 
mated district, something 
that's come to end this 
year, perpetuated the lack 
Teachers Union president 
Richard Eckert is not sur- 
prised by the review 
team's report. 
"I think the external 
team found lots of good 
things going on in the 
schools," Eckert said, 
iginai communities. 
But Eckert says he fears 
the district will be unable 
to keep its promises when 
budget constraints have 
forced it to increase sec- 
ondary class sizes and 
move to a four-day week 
pointing to the fact that to save money. 
the team says teachers "I don't know how you 
here put their students first 
and are passionate about 
teaching. 
The team also praised 
the district's highly-trained 
staff, supportive parents 
and communities, and 
other factors, including a 
can say on the one hand, 
we're going to make all 
these gains and then on 
the other say we're going 
to increase class sizes and 
freeze resources," he said. 
" I  don't see how they 
go together." 
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Looking for a challenge 
and an income? 
Our organisation is developing an unconventional program to host and educate young people in 
difficult life situations. For selected young people from Germany, Switzerland and Austria we 
will create the opportunity to be hosted in Canada for several months up to a few years. The project 
currently In the planning stage is supposed to start in British Columbia and the Yukon Territories In 
about wo years. 
To host and care for the young people we are looking for families such as 
farmers, ranchers, craftsmen and educators. 
You live in a rural area, enjoy working with young people and you are able to communicate In 
German. We will support you professionally and reward you with an adequate payment for your 
work. 
For the education and therapy of the youngsters we are looking for 
teachers, therapists and social workers. 
YOU have a diploma in the social/educational/therapeuUc field(acquired in Europe or Canada) and 
good knowledge of the German anguage. We wi offer you further profess ona tra n ng and assdre 
you adequate payment. .,'" 
J 
For more information please feel free to contact our project manager Joerg EIchhorn, Postfach, CH- 
4006 Basel, Switzerland, Fax ++41 61 313 49 49, joer,q~eichhom,biz 
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Health honchos will . . . . . .  el 
televised here nee in not be ' 
By JENNIFER LANG u The TrhO;~lh/lal; s " :cU:hsO~ tpYo 
NORTHWEST residents am: dlrs;:;c°; h~d:hth rt~o°:~ 
won't be able to watch board. "Their rules are its meeting first, followed 
what goes on at Northern fuzzy and a lot broader." by a portion that's open to 
Health Authority board Watmough and his col- the public. That usually 
meetings on their local leagues worry that since lasts two hours, he.said. 
community TV channel 
any time soon. 
NHA Chair Harry 
Gairns says meetings can't 
be televised because so 
many board decisions in- 
volve items that can't be 
discussed in public. 
Unlike city council or 
regional district meetings, 
NHA meetings fall under 
:the Health Authorities Act, 
'ffhich says the public may 
.be excluded in order to 
protect a person or the 
public interest. 
Gairns was responding 
to a letter from the the Ki- 
timat Stikine regional hos- 
pital district asking the 
NHA to televise its meet- 
ings throughout the region. 
"Our meetings are quite 
specific on what goes in 
camera," said Les Wat- 
the NHA's board meetings 
are held in Prince George, 
there's no local input into 
how hospitals are run. 
He also fears public 
scrutiny over health board 
decisions is lost. "If they 
were televised, then we 
could, in fact, see what's 
going on," he said. 
"We can't drive down 
to Prince George when 
they have a meeting. We 
have no input into our hos- 
pital boards any more." 
Before the creation of 
the Northern Health Au- 
thority, the former Terrace 
and Area Health Council 
held monthly board meet- 
ings at Mills Memorial 
Hospital that were open to 
the public. 
In his reply to the regio- 
nal district, Gairns said the 
That's in contrast to the 
relative openness of local 
government bodies. For 
example, Terrace and 
Thornhill residents are 
welcome to attend local 
city council or regional 
district meetings in person. 
Most business is con- 
ducted in public and in 
front of the TV cameras, 
except for certain items 
relating to personnel, prop- 
erty or legal issues. 
Both local government 
meetings are also aired in 
the Terrace area on Mon- 
arch Community Cable 10. 
Gairns said the NHA 
must hold its meetings 
close to its executive staff 
in Prince George, but 
pointed out the board 
schedules one meeting in 
the northwest each year. 
Deadline looms for drug sign-up 
B.C. RESIDENTS have 
until tomorrow to register 
with the province's new 
income-based Pharmacare 
program. 
People who don't regis- 
ter will automatically be 
be considered to be in the 
highest ax bracket, mean- 
ing they'll be assigned a 
$I0,000 annual deductible. 
They could be ineli- 
gible for maximum bene- 
fits under the plan, al- 
though Health Minister 
Colin Hansen recently said 
residents igning up after 
the May 1 deadline won't 
face penalties. 
The government esti- 
mates as many as 2 mil- 
lion households are eli- 
gible for its Fair Pharma- 
care  program, which 
changes deductible thres- 
holds so they're based on 
income. 
Under the old system, 
the Pharmacare annual de- 
ductible was $1,000 per 
family. 
People who receive 
premium assistance will 
automatically be regis- 
tered. 
But employee health 
plan providers across B.C. 
have been reminding 
clients to register with the 
government's new pharma- 
care plan. 
Register by calling 1- 
800-387-4977, or by visit- 
ing the government's web- 
site at www.gov.bc.ca and 
follow the Pharmacare link 
for a registration form. 
T~ register, the govern- 
ment requires a net in- 
come figure from the most 
recent income tax form, 
social insurance number, 
date of birth and a provin- 
cial health care card num- 
ber. Some senior citizens 
organizations have criti- 
cized the government .for 
asking recipients to pro- 
vide so much personal in- 
formation. 
with the purchase of 100 
Precision Plus~or Precision Xtra TM 
Blood Glucose Test Strips. 
If you aren't already using the precision aid or precision ultra 
meier, ask about aour free meter wilh 100 grips trade-in offer. 
' NORTHERN HEALTHCARE ~I~: thePARK AVENUE MEDICALCLINIC: in 
: Ph! 615~-5151 ,. , Outof.Town: 1-800-665;5953 
4634 PARK AVENUE, 'SU[T  E '  I :O0 , : .~rERR~CE 
2003 
lurday Noon-4 p.m. 
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Tow vehicle supplted tO' 
Toornhlll Motors (Not IncL tn prize) Insured by Braid l~ura nce 
BADLY BIRD HAW 
2p.m., Sunday, May 11, 2003 at Safeway 
Grand Prize Draw On Father's Day 
T ickets  Ava i lab le  At :  
No~ CoasMngfers •Terrace Mohawk • Kilsumkalum Tempo L~j.I.w.j 
hleid Enterprises •Anywhere There's A Poster 
Tickets $20.00 tzr,op.,.~, . ~ ~  
BC Lo~ry License No. 851223 ~ : ,,,,, 
I !_~ ~"~ c~. I I 
northern photo STANDARD i' I 
,.,,~t~.m,~, Phl 638-7:283 Fax: 638-8432 i 
"Your Headquarters For Digilal 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
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vvww.u  n ig lobet rave I . ca  
' Call your UNIGLOBE cruise speciolist oday. . 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
638-8522 & 800-668-0828 
www.unlg~ecourfesykovd,com 
Register Now for 
BC's New Fair 
PharmaCare Program. 
: ,.~ ....... 
~#~.,.~ . ..... 
BC's new Fair 
PharmaCare program 
starts May I, 2003. 
BC's new Fair PharmaCare program will take effect May Ist. 
Under the new program financial assistance will be based on your 
annual income: the lower your income, 
the more financial assistance the 
government will provide for your 
prescription drugs. 
To begin receiving your maximum level 
of financial assistance under the new 
Fair PharmaCare program you should 
register now before the May ! st deadline. 
You can register at anytime, however 
it's recommended that you register 
before May i to ensure you receive 
uninterrupted financial assistance with 
your prescription medications. 
For more information or to register 
now call" 1-800-387-4977 or visit 
www.gov.bc.ca. 
ii i i 
To register 
you will require: 
BC Care Card numbers for: 
• You 
• Your spouse (if applicable) 
- Dependent children 
(if applicable) 
2001 net family income for: 
• You 
- Your spouse (if applicable) 
• Social Insurance 
numbers for: 
- You 
- Your spouse (if applicable) 
BIrthd~ites for: 
- You 
- Your spouse (if applicable) 
- Dependent children 
(if applicablet 
BCHealthC  
: L : "  :, "4: 
" Hqal!h Services Health Health Health Hea 
i i 
, : ~ ' 7 : : :_ : :  /5  
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Nature Valley 
Granola B rs ~ 
175 to Z~O t Or ~i~' Cnx~ ~ l~m~' , J  
Su.,du ~ I~hroc~ Ill Io l~ t. ~ N  ~ 
UMITS[X.Combned unct~ ml r -~ 
.I 
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!~ • 
Ocea~ 
Or ff~ed. ITOp+ OtlS~k 
Salmon 211 ~ UMIT EIGIIT. 
C~rnbinrd v.xrictin. Homeheld 
bract, ngular prices ~pply to 
ovtrltmlt purO~as~. 
PAIITICIPATIr  
Dressing ~ l  
t~soned v.metkt 475 mL ~ |  
JMITFOURFREE i H | • ~ ~|  
Comblnedvadctin.tiouseholdll ~11 [ ' !  ~ l l ] l |  
Limit te~larpncetzpplyto p liP I k l  liFp Wll  
ovetlim~t pu~.es, 
Juice nlllli0l~llNll0~l| 
tt~u|,u vines.FOUP Sel ov'ne'ies' I I'itte'lJ~'flI I ~ L t  a ~ race FI~E lousenol,.t "YCombnd ,aUral ovd+mi 
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Call today and order t] 
arrangement for b 
Remember to orde~ .. . .  ,. 6ee tn-slore for compItle ¢letatlSl 
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Pet owners urged to protect 
agaznst deadly dog d=sease 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
DOG OWNERS are being 
urged to take precautions 
against a deadly disease 
that has already killed one 
local pet this month. 
Because canine parvo 
virus is so easily spread, 
local vet Dr. David Fark- 
yam is recommending un- 
vaccinated ogs be kept 
out of popular dog-walking 
areas. 
"Don,t go to the areas 
where all the dogs in Ter- 
race are going, because 
you are going to invite 
disease," he said. "At  
least until you've got three 
vaccines under your belt." 
Parvo, a virus which 
can survive in the ground 
for up to a year, is most 
commonly found in places 
dogs frequent such as ken- 
nels, parks, trails and ani- 
mal shelters. Dogs get 
parvo by licking or sniffing 
an infected og's feces. 
Farkvam said there's no 
outbreak yet, but the death 
of one dog has raised 
warning flags. 
Carrie Russell's six- 
month-old bull mastiff-rott- 
weiler cross Nikki died 
April 17 after contracting 
the disease. 
"It hits them really 
hard," says Russell, add- 
ing only four days passed 
between the appearance of
Nikki's first symptoms 
until the day she died. 
"It affected her liver 
and her kidneys and she 
had hardly any white blood 
cells left in her body." 
Early signs of possible 
parvo infection include le- 
thargy, loss of appetite, 
vomiting and within days, 
blood in the feces. The 
CARRIE RUSSELL hopes dog owners will get their pets innoculated. Her dog 
Nikki died April 17 after acquiring parvo. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
virus causes the lining of 
the gut to be stripped 
away, preventing anything 
from being absorbed by the 
body, Farkvam says. 
When caught early on 
parvo can be treated suc- 
cessfully with about a 90 
per cent survival rate. 
Russell wishes her dog 
had been vaccinated - the 
best way to guard against • 
parvo. She put off getting 
Nikki vaccinated because 
she couldn't afford the 
shots at the time. 
In retrospect, she says 
vaccinating would have 
been a small price to pay 
when the alternative is the 
death of a pet and hun- 
dreds of dollars in vet bills. 
Puppy vaccination 
packages, which include 
booster shots, cost in the 
range of $140-$160. Paid 
for on a per visit basis, in- 
oculations cost about $60. 
"The vaccine works 
really well, but there has 
to be a number of booster 
shots because it takes time 
to build up an immunity to 
the disease," Farkvam 
added. 
Some breeds, such as 
rottweilers and dobermans, 
are genetically susceptible 
to acquiring parvo, he 
says, adding upwards of 90 
per cent of the infected 
dogs coming to his prac- 
tice are rottweilers or rott- 
weiler crosses. 
Russell thinks Nikki 
may have picked up parvo 
on Ferry Island, the only 
place she says she walked 
her dog. 
"Down there there is a 
lot of feces around be- 
cause a lot of people don't 
pick up after their dogs," 
she says. 
She also wants dog ow- 
ners to be more respons- 
ible for cleaning up after 
their pets while in public. 
City of Terrace bylaw 
enforcement officer Dave 
McMurdo says not picking 
up after your pooch carries 
a fine of $50, adding dog 
owners should take ad- 
vantage of free poop bags 
available at staggered sta- 
tions on Ferry Island, the 
Grand Trunk Pathway, 
Christy Park and other lo- 
cations around Terrace. 
Reeiclenl;e and st, aft of Terraeevlew Lodge would like 1;o 
l;ake 1;hie opportunil;y 1;o exl;end a hearCvyy 1;hank you 1;o 
all of 1;he Iooal bueineeeee, eerviÙe groups, communi1;y 
organizal;ione and coun1;leee individuale who have 
conl;ribu1;ecl 1;o 1;he enrichment, of life for Terracevlew 
Lodge reeiden1;e t, hrough VOLUNTEERING! 
Thank you for 1;he way you care, for 1;hejovj you bring 
and all 1;he emilee you leave behindl 
Get die skills and qualifications you need for employment as an apprentice 
in a number of Trades including: 
• Automotive Repair • Commercial Transport Repair 
• Carpentry • Industrial Mechanic (Millwright) 
• Welding • Outdoor Power Equipment Technician 
• Heavy Duty Mechanic 
Welding, Automotive, Carpentry and Millwright are all high demand occupations 
with a need for skilled workers. 
Programs are Offered in Terrace, Prfnce Rupert and Hazelton, with some offered'in 
cooperation with community partners.There is no need to leave your regio n to get 
the training you need for a good career in the Trades. It is all right here. 
Smaller class sizes give you more hands-on learning and personal attention. 
Learn where it is most convenient for you 
and where you have the best chances for ~ N O R T H W E S T  
~COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
success. Some programs are self-paced, 
letting you learn at a time that suits you. Toke o closer look. 
2003 4Runner SR5 
V6 Automatic 
The rugged new 4Runner is bigger, foamier, and more 
powerful than ever. Bold m usc~l.ar !!.qe..s and avai!abJe 
full.time 4.wheel drive make it the ultimate machine 
for off-road adventure. ,o 468 permo./48mo, lease. $3,148 down payment 
L or equivalent rade 
Financing 3 .  9 °/60AC or Purchase $,~Q ~ Qn 
from ..,for, t,l~!f q,f~jl, p
$0 Security Deposit Required 
2003 Highlander 
4WD Automatic 
Toyota Highlander is the perfect answer for those 
who want room and versatility combined with the 
smooth ride and easy handling of a sedan. 
3 6  8 per mo./48 me.lease, 
$4,835 down payment 
Lease or equivalent rade 
from 
Financlngfrom 2. 90/60AC or PurchaSefor,O=,,,,, 147 
$0 Security Deposit Required 
2003 Tundra 4x4 
Access Cab V8 Automatic 
A tough, true full-sized truck with awesome payload 
& towing capacities. Tundra has a refined side too, 
with its smooth ride and advanced braldng system. 
419 per mo./48 me, lease. 
$4,449 down payment 
Lease or equivalent rade 
from 
Financingfrom 4=9 %OAC [ °' Purchase 
$0 Security Deposit Required 
 cce ,.  o o a.ca Your Toyota.BC Dealers 
IT PAYS TO READ THE FINE PRINT: Vehicle models may not 50 exactly al i~lown. Access prices in thil idvltlillmint el! in Ifflct for th! month of April 2003 and are sit by AKII! Toyota 0eaters k a~tis5 Colimkia. For the 
2003 T.dm 4x4 Access Cab VB, 6T441S(A) Monthly Lense payments of $419. haled on 49.rnonth walk away Ins! with $4,449 down. Total line obligations ira $24.56L Access IlarchaH InJca IS S36.544. For ITO12003 
Higl~¼nder 4W0 H021AP(A) Monthly Lease payments of $368 hazed on 49.month walk away lease with $4,835 down, Total lease ehliptions are $22.499. Access pa~chas! price is $35,147, For tit; 2003 4Runner SR5 V8, 
DUI4RP{A) Monthly Lease payments d $469 based an 48.nlont5 walk away lease wit5 $3,148 down, Total tease oMi|ahons ale $25,612, Accm purchm price is $3g,898. Lease payments am based on a maximum el H,O00 
fro, Additional chlrgu lifo 10ClAra for Tundra, t5¢/im for Highladot, 15¢/kr~ for 4Runnel. License, insurance, and applicaht! taxis am extra, Access puchan price ]nckh! a naxiiaam lot frai05t loll pre, hllvl~ !nlpldion 
of eL380 for 2003 Tundra, $1,380 lot 2003 Hiohiendu 4WD, $L390 fat 2003 4Runm SR5 V6, 0thor payment plan| anilable. Codect 1.886,Toyott9 or visit www,|ccm,toyota,cl, 0eater may Insal.II re! lass, Seas 
conditions apply, and 0frill ntay cltangl without notice. San your participating Toyota 9C Olalarl |of mole ditailL 
MOTORS 
?:~f~)~ ~?I~II~:~) :~ 49 i2  H ighway 16 West ,  Ter race ,  BC (250)635-6558 :i?iiii 
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i Pump is up 
READY TO GO: The pump and motor from the Frank St. well have under- 
gone careful scrutiny by city officials since being pulled from the well two 
weeks ago. Extracting the equipment was a challenge in itself because the 
pump and motor had separated from a column housing and were left be- 
hind at the bottom of the well. City mechanic Art Bourassa custom-designed 
the smaller extractor device at right to hook onto the pump's fins and re- 
trieve it and the motor. The motor is expected to be shipped either to Cal- 
gary or Vancouver for work. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
Now Open Unt i l  11 p .m.  
4620 Lake lse  Ave . ,  Ter race  
638-8141 
SPCA not a sanctuary 
for unwanted animals 
Perceived 'no kill' policy makes Kitimat shelter a pet magnet 
By JENNIFER LANG 
KITIMAT'S SPCA is being used as 
a dumping round for unwanted pets 
from places like Terrace and Hazel- 
ton, says regional district vice-chair 
Joanne Monaghan. 
Last year, the BC-SPCA intro- 
duced what's been called a "no-kill" 
policy for its shelters, including the 
one in Kitimat. 
Since then, Monaghan says, pet 
owners from as far away as Terrace, 
the Hazeltons, Smithers, Houston, 
and Burns Lake have been bringing 
their animals to Kitimat's SPCA in 
the hopes that they'll have a better 
chance of finding homes than at 
local animal shelters. 
Not true. A new report compiled 
by the Kitimat Stikine regional dis- 
trict shows more than 500 animals 
(400 cats and 100 dogs) were eutha- 
nized at the Kitimat SPCA last year 
- 136 at the owners' request. 
As many as 90 per cent of the 
animals brought into Kitimat's 
SPCA are from out of town, the re- 
port found. 
"I think the word is getting out, 
that's as simple as I can say it," said 
Monaghan, who's also a Kitimat 
councillor. "If they have to get rid of 
their pet, they bring it down to Kiti- 
mat because they know it will never 
be euthanized." 
The Kitimat-Stikine board has 
agreed to look at turning the Thorn- 
hill Animal Shelter into'an SPCA- 
run facility - an option that's now 
being investigated by administration. 
Monaghan, who's adopted three 
pet cats from her SPCA over the 
years, says the Kitimat facility re- 
cently held more than 100 cats at 
one time. 
: "Just to keep 
the litter boxes 
clean is a 
nightmare." 
The RDKS 
board plans to 
meet with the 
regional man- 
ager of the BC- 
SPCA in April or 
May to find out Joanna more. 
It could be  Monaghan 
that the SPCA 
could run a pound or provide other 
services in the regional district. 
The report says the SPCA's pri- 
mary mandate is to investigate re- 
ports of cruelty to animals, but it 
also operates helters and even pro- 
vides bylaw enforcement in some 
communities in B.C., including Kiti- 
mat. 
It's also looking at potential part- 
nerships With municipalities that 
don't presently have SPCAs. 
Contrary to public perception, the 
new "no kill" policy is more accura- 
tely called a maximum adoption po- 
licy. 
SPCAs euthanize dogs suffering 
from severe kennel stress or are 
otherwise unfit for adoption because 
of behaviour or health problems. 
Approximately 35 per cent of the 
animals brought into the SPCA in 
Prince Rupert last year were eventu- 
ally euthanized, the report continues. 
There, the city still provides its 
own animal control services while 
the SPCA operates the pound. 
Prince Rupert pays the SPCA 
$44,000 a year, with the provincial 
body and donations ubsidizing the 
rest of the $211,000 in annual opera- 
ting costs. 
The Thornhill Animal Shelter, 
which also performs bylaw enforce- 
ment, operates at about $120,000 a 
year. The shelter euthanized 80 dogs 
and 178 eats last year. 
The Kitimat SPCA performs both 
animal control and pound services, 
costing the district $90,350 a year, 
with the BC-SPCA topping that up if 
needed. Last year's operating costs 
exceeded $130,000. 
[Genuine Old Fashioned Honest Sale! 
t.s~- 
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City sets its final 
property tax rates 
YOUR PROPERTY tax "It's more than double-  
bill may not go up as 
much as first feared. 
While school property 
tax rates are rising nearly 
three per cent - on Victor- 
ia's orders to help pay for 
an infusion of money into 
the school system - most 
people here will actually 
pay less for that portion. 
That's because most 
Terrace properties de- 
clined in value by more 
than that amount in the 
latest assessments, city fi- 
nance director Judy Deger- 
hess said. The average 
drop in assessment was 
five per cent. 
But the savings on the 
school side will be more 
than offset by major hike 
in the hospital tax rate. 
about two and a half 
times," notes city council- 
lor Stew Christensen. 
That increase goes to 
the regional hospital dis- 
trict, with most helping 
pay for the newly built Ki- 
timat hospital. 
Meanwhile, city coun- 
cil has stepped up tax  
rates slightly to make up 
for decreased assessments. 
The end result is that the 
city will collect about the 
same amount from tax- 
payers as last year. 
Homeowners whose as- 
sessment declined by the 
average amount or more 
should pay the same 
amount or less on the city 
part of the tax bill. 
Mayor Jack Talstra's 
Spring Creek Drive home, 
for example, is assessed at 
$154,800 - a $10,000 de- 
crease from the previous 
year. But his city tax bill 
will be almost identical at 
$2,421 this year, a de- 
crease of just $7. 
New Skeena Forest 
Products remains the big- 
gest payer of city property 
taxes - if it pays -a t  
$683,000 this year. Its 
sawmill is assessed at just 
under $8 million. 
West Fraser will pay 
the city $316,000. The city 
will collecty $279,470 
from the Skeena Mall, 
$187,036 from Canadian 
Tire and $144,207 from 
Westfair Properties, which 
owns the Real Canadian 
Wholesale Club. 
Airport losing its manager 
AIRPORT manager Rick 
Reed is leaving Terrace. 
He has been hired to 
manage Abbotsford Inter- 
national Airport starting 
May 5. 
Reed has run the Ter- 
race airport, since re- 
named Northwest Regional 
Airport, for the last three 
and a half years since the 
federal government handed 
it off to the Terrace-Kiti- 
mat Airport Society. 
"We're sorry to see him 
go but we wish him well," 
airport society president 
Fraser Mackie said. 
Reed oversaw a period 
of innovation at the air- 
port, including the multi- 
year drive to get an im- 
proved Instrument Landing 
System, which powered up 
last November. 
Reed has offered to ass- 
ist during the transition to 
a new manager. 
The search for a repla- 
cement is now underway. Rick Reed 
Timber reforms alarm RD board 
REGIONAL directors are 
writing to oppose new for- 
estry reforms - particularly 
to allow timber to be taken 
anywhere in B.C. for mill- 
ing. 
The Kitimat-Stikine re- 
gional district board also 
objects to allowing forest 
companies to sell parts of 
their tenure off without 
public consultation. 
The motion was led by 
Kitimat councillor Graham 
ests minister Mike de Jong 
as he made the announce- 
ment, said some reform is 
needed. 
"We have to change, 
we have to do something 
different," Talsta said. 
"The system is broken 
now." 
Some directors also 
doubted the minister 's 
pledge to turn part of the 
timber taken back from 
major licensees over to 
will tend to be in areas 
that would be tremendous- 
ly unpopular for a forest 
company to cut - such as 
community watersheds and 
the most picturesque 
mountainsides. 
"What are we going to 
get - the wood that grows 
on the tops of  the 
mountains?" she asked. 
The regional district 
also plans to take up Tal- 
stra's idea of seeking a 
Anderson and  ~. passed/at , :  ~onimunities' ,and aborigi-:,;::share~of~stumpage to make 
the bOard's March meet, nal groups. ": .'.~ .up  tar lOSt property tar~ as- 
lng~ : - - = ;- -, ; u : - ~ HazeltOl mayor, Ptllce tsossmonts /n '2to~its~-.tllaV 
Terrace mayor Jack Maitland predicted the lose sawmills as a result of 
Talstra, who was with for- timber offered to towns the reforms. 
You,. BE THE JUDGE 
"~,r,gh, ch,dren." ,~.  Vernon announced ~ ' ~ . , . ~ Y O U  ! _ 
to her third grade class, "get your dinosaur ~ ( ~ ~  I be. . the 
projects ready for the presentation. Your par- ~ i • • d i~ l l l r l l  a " l ,  
ents will be here soon." . ~ q ~  1,4Bq~41~ 
The class scrambled rote action, except ~ . . .  
. ~ BY CLA IRE  BERNSrE IH  for dodle who was sobbing at her desk. Ever ' " ~ " 
since my mother died, everyone's fighting." Grandpa scowled, "Neither of you are fit 
Mrs. Vernon tried to be comforting, "Your to tie her shoelaces." 
family loves you. Here comes your grand- 
father now." 
Jodie ran to the door. "Hi Grandpal" 
Grandpa frowned. "Someone used her 
blouse for a napkin at lunch." 
Jodle looked down. "Sorry." 
"Don't worry. When I get custody, there 
will be more order In your life." 
"DON'T BE SO SURE, OLD MANI" 
Grandpa turned toward the door In shock. 
It was Boris. 
Spike tensed up. "I'm her step fatherl" 
"And a great role model with those biker 
friends," Grandpa AI huffed. 
Spike scooped Jodie up, and put her in 
the buggy seat of his motorcycle to take her 
home. 
"Enough of this. We'll settle all this in 
court, once and for all." 
IN THE COURTROOM 
"Daddy?"Jodie asked, confused. Grandpa pleaded. "I've had success 
"How dare you storm In here after years of raising kids and Jodie's known me since 
absence?" Grandpa barked. "Jodle doesn't she was born. Spike is a biker, he does 
even knowyou." drugs, and his friends are shady. Boris... 
"Well, I'm here now." he's a drunk." 
Suddenly, a fleet of motorcycles roared Spike stood up. "I'm off the drugs, Your 
Into the parking lot. The children ran to the Honour. I've been e great stepfather to 
window. Jodie for years. Jodie wants to be with me 
"Chlldrenl Back to work," Mrs. Vernon and she needs continuity. Grandpa is a 
exclaimed, domineering old man." 
Spike sauntered in with a helmet in one "I'm the only real father here, " Boris 
hand and a cigarette In the other. His biker exclaimed. "I've stopped drinking and my 
buddies followed, live-in girlfriend is a wonderful person with 
Spike hugged Jodie. "Hey, Kittenl" parenting experience. Spike, on the other 
"Hi, Daddy. Hi, Muscles, Ht Tiger." hand, would be a struggling single father." 
Boris frowned. "Why is she calling that Who gets custody? Youl Be The Judge. 
man 'Daddy'? I'm her father." Then look below for the court's decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
TERENCE WRIGHT LAW OFFICES 
TRIAL  I~WYER SINCE 1985 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 
Criminal and Family Law and Civil Litigation 
Free Initial Interview for I.C.B.C. and 
Personal Injury Claims 
201-3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R3 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU! BE THE JUDGE. DECISION: "Boris gets cultody," hem Judge leno~a. "The only quelUon hl the lied 
interefl of the child. GraMpa b too old and domlneerins, and Spike has some questionable friends and 
may not be able to handle the pressure of tingle parenthood, nods, at least, has his #rlffiend to help. 
SUII, Oramps aM Spike have a ~ to visit Jodle and be pad of her i~.,, 
TMay's cohilnn Is based on a case from Saskatd~ean. I[ you have s ~mll~' ptobkm~, ple~t.e mnl~ TERENCE ~IG I IT  or ~od~er l~er  In your pro'~ 
In(x. We ire pmiid Io bring you some d the mIRnl legal I~  from m'o~ file eoun W for di~u~,don and debale. To provide mmpelllng reilJ~l~ 
lia~ fldlmallllxl die n~ fllo charlctm and il~ s(:enlirl~ In ~ ~.  Any mlenlbl~ ~ ~ poople L,i purely ~Inddultal. In llle In l~refl ~ d~ 
and brevity, Ihe lesaJ Issues In the case have been ~ady redueed end dmplifled, Cltre Bernsteln Is a I~r  and n~on~dly syndlca~ comumn s~ 
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to the position of 
Lab Manager. 
Darcy brings to this 
position, a wealth 
o experience in 
sol s, concrete and 
c ~phalt esting• 
Pie, se call Darc 'at 
638-0808 for a of 
your testing needs. 
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Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
7:30 p.m. onWednesday, May 14, 2003 
at the Happy Gang Centre  
Anyone'associated with Terrace Minor Hockey is encouraged toattend] 
.~, ,,.~,~ . ~ Weight Watchers can 
h In  get out  from you 
,i,!;:i~ under winter's layers. 
~ ~ ~  ~:  '!/::#~ your cool guide 
!~'~'~? :  to getting started, 
: ~ ~ i : ~ : ~  ;;::!i ?~!~ FREE when you join. 
JO IN  NOW FOR 1 /2  PR ICE  AND SAVE $22 
CALL 1 800  682 80t l  WEIGHTWATCHERS.COM 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazells 
Tuesday 9:30 am • Tuesday 5:30 pro, 7:00 pm 
(~WeightWatchers" 
re~ I foo  ~.real l ife. real results. 
Wild in B~itish Col~il f~ a limlted rne only, 5ub,.~u~nt ' ,~y  f~$ ap#Y. G~ i~d.  M 
We~ht W~r.hlrl Int~tnl(~t~ar, Inc. cwner of the W~IGHT WATCHEI~3 trad~ma~ AllOghts rale~ . 
RN IM P O RItT TERRfiCE .... /i 
. . . .  ' " :  " : ' / "7:~!~i : :7 ,  ~i 7:1:: ,:-.:~ "~! ~ ~-., 7/ ? . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . .  ~" 
 TOWN HAi!LL HEI . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  
ALCAN POWER SALES- 
THE IMPACT ON TERRACE 
Tuesday, May 6, 7:30 p.m. 
Best Western Terrace Inn 
and Conference Centre 
; '~ '  ...... AIl¢lttzens,,of~Terraceare invlted, f6$tten~ Ig~ 
-anlmp rt~ulttowhiialliiieetlng i~li~resehtiition 
on the northwest's most critical outstanding 
issue- Alcan's plans to sell hydro-electricity 
at the expense of aluminum production jobs 
and plant expansion at Kitimat, 
ALCAN IS ONE OF TERRACE'S 
- SPEAKERS - 
Kitimat Mayor Richard Wozney and Trafford Hall, Municipal Manager| " 
Alcan is one of Terrace's largest employers, with some 250 
Terrace citizens directly employed. Its smelter in Kitimat spends 
millions of dollars on goods and services in Terrace annually, 
impacting as many as 500 more jobs. Kitimat citizens are a large 
part of Terrace's retail and service customer base. 
The District of Kitimat believes Alcan's power sales represents a 
breach of the 1950 contract signed with the people of British 
Columbia to use water from the Nechako Reservoir for aluminum 
production to create jobs and develop the economy. This 
jeopardizes the viability of the aluminum industry in B.C. 
The District of Kitimat has been protesting increasing power 
sales at the expense of aluminum production with the provincial 
government and with Alcan, to no avail. 
This is the single most important sustainability issue for 
northweStern B.C. The economy, housing values, medical and 
educational services, local business development and public 
confidence are being eroded by this use of the public resource. 
li's a major issue in Kitirnat and Terrace. 
Timber transfer falls short 
of aboriginal demands 
BY JEFF NAGEL !: ..... . . . . . . .  ~ year and a half ago talking 
NORTHWEST aboriginal about a referendum that 
leaders say the province was going to put those In- 
isn't giving them enough i dians in their place once 
of the timber it plans to i and for all." 
claw back from major for- i~ .............. ~..... " 
est companies. ~:., i 
Forests minister Mike 
de Jong last month un- ~ 
veiled plans to take back ~::~ 
close to 20 per cent of the "%,, .......... ~:.~i~..,: 
timber from all major li- 
censees in B.C. and redi- ~ ~ ~ 7 1 '  
stribute it. 
But speakers at a 
Northwest Tribal Treaties IAiP: HOW HUle!I 
conference here de- Mike  de Jong  Gera ld  Wes ley  
nounced the pol icy 
changes, saying extra tim- them and half the timber He said even natives 
her and cash is designed in existing licences be didn't expect to get all 
only to pacify native 
groups, not make them full 
partners in the woods. 
"This is peanuts," said 
Kitkatla chief councillor 
Clifford White. "We can't 
even run a small company 
With what they're offering 
'US." 
Close to half of the 20 
per cent takebaek will be 
given to aboriginal groups, 
boosting their control of 
forest land from the pre- 
sent three per cent of 
B.C.'s timber to about 
eight per cent. 
New Skeena Forest 
Products here will lose 
337,612 cubic metres 
under the takebaek. 
The March 24-26 con- 
ference in Terrace was 
where de Jong was sup- 
posed, to meet northern 
B.C. aboriginal leaders to 
sign a protocol agreement 
they hoped would lead to a 
much more generous for- 
estry handover. 
They had demanded 
half the forest revenue in 
the north be shared with 
taken and given to them. 
Instead revenue sharing 
is to start at $15 million 
this year and grow to $50 
million by 2005. That's 
they demanded. 
"To quote from one 
chief: 'De Jong would 
have to be drunk to agree 
to it'," the minister said. 
"Sure there are some people out there 
who say it's not enough. For some 
people it will never be enough." 
about four per cent of net 
forest revenue - stumpage 
less the total forests mini- 
stry budget. 
Aboriginal leaders also 
wanted compensation for 
timber already removed, 
joint forestry decision- 
making powers and more 
input into the policy re- 
forms. 
They say their hopes 
were fanned when de Jong 
told them at a March 3 
meeting their goals were 
"achievable in short 
order." 
De Jong said the extra 
timber and cash will cre- 
ate real aboriginal oppor- 
tunity. 
"Well, I'm not." 
"Sure there are some 
people out there who say 
it's not enough. For some 
people it will never be 
enough." 
Gerald Wesley, nego- 
tiator for the Tsimshian 
and co-chair of the North- 
west Tribal Treaty group, 
said the timber transfer 
isn't as much as hoped for, 
but he was prepared to 
give the Liberals credit for 
making progress. 
"I do realistically see 
them trying to reach out 
and establish a more posi- 
tive alternative," Wesley 
said. "It's a hell of a long 
way past where we were a 
,O U W To place your Community Classified I I~lllP,,k l i t  I I  11111S11~J1" U I l l  I 
• Wl l l~ I~ 111111 RiIIlovlldo Salllt I
J ellthisnew paper0r Class ifie ds toll free 1:8r¢o. H222 ! .  -...-.-- . .-, ..-. = q 
www,c0mmunityclassifieds,ca ,| 
YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR li~MiCLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $11443 ~: iCE 2,3 MILLION BC & 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
DIAMOND GLASS LTD, 
(Yellowknife, NT)is 
seeking a journeyman 




and/or automotive glass 
installations, (Housing 
available), Fax resume to 
867.873.3739 or small: 
d~mo~lassOIheedge,c~ 
BAKER REQUIRED at 
Slave Lake IGA, 
Permanent full.time 
compelitive wage. For 
more information phone 
780.849.3678 or lax 
resume to 780.849.3839, 
FOR SALE MISC, 
WHEN 98% 0I the other 
weight 10ss program fails 
this is part 01 the 20 
that succeeds, t.866- 
319.0708 (Calgary); 
~ l ~  l ~ l  I 
100% PURE MARINE 
Coral Calcium from 
Okinawa, Japan,. as 
endorsed and 
recommended by Robed 
Barefoot on TV, 




SAWMILL $4995,00 All 
new Super Lumbermate 
2000, larger capacities, 
more options Norwood 
Industries, mandacturer 
of sawmills, edgers and 
skidders, Free 
information, f800.566. 
AUTO FINANCING BUSINESS 
SECOND CHANCE OPPORTUNITIES 
FINANCE, We Say Yes to iNVENTORS. PRODUCT 
Poor Credit and IDEAS wanted! Free 
Bankrupts, Select from information package, 
Over 450 Cam- Trucks, Develop &professionally 
4x4's- Vans, Call Marly present your new product 
604-464.3941, idea to manufacturers 
- -  through Davis0n, an 
BUiLDING SUPPUES award winning firm. 
A - - ~ ~  Patenl assistance 
from $25, All new patio available: 1.800-544-3327 
doors (6') from $295, (24hm), 
Westeck Windows, CASH CASH CASH, A1 
Chilliwack, B C, Ph 1-677. vending specialist. 
606.1166, Fax 604.792. Canadian Company, 
6714 Cash in on pop, snacks 
and beef je~, Locations 
BUSINESS supplied, Minimum l OK. 
OPPORTUNITIES All cash business. Toil- 
EXISTING LOCATIONS Free 1.866.789-4892, 
AVAILABLE • TrueValue wwwJocatorscjroup,net 
Hardware, V&S Options, CAREER TRAINING 
Country Depot, No BE AN INTERIOR 
Franchise Fees • DECORATOR with our 
Members eceive Yearly unique home.study 
Dividends, On.going field coume, Call for your free 
support. Call TruServ brochure, 1.800.267- 
Canada today and be pad 1829. Sheffield School of 
of our team, Toll.free Intedor Design 1573-38 
1.800.665.5085, McAr~ur Ave, Ottawa ON 
K1L6R2 
ZESTO'S OVEN BAKED 
Subs & California Style CARS 
Wraps are looking for CREDIT GUARANTEED 
motivated franchisees, NOWl We offer all brands 
"Joinlhis dynamic and fast no hassle. Finance or 
growing Canadian lease at 6,4% or less Ior 
Company, 1.888.922. spody care, family 
movers, caravans, 
~4,www.zestco,oom, including 4x4 diesel 
ACCESS TO A trucks, Self.emp!oyedor 
computer Put it to workl, not, Bankrupl, divorced, 
$500+ Pff- $5000,'. FK. credit issues? No big 
www.winninglolks,com or deal.We havethe money. 
1.888-375.9347 0 down available, 
For inventory visit 
GREAT CANADIAN www,credit.king.com. 
DOLLAR STORE 1-800-650482924/7 
franchise oppodunifies. EDUCATION 
With more than 100 
stores across Canada, we A NEW CAREER? Train 
offer one of the most to be an Apartmenl/ 
Condominium Manager, 
thrilling and affordable Many jobd Job placement 
Iranchises to own. assistance. All.Areas, 
To learn more, Government Registered 
6899, ext, 400,OT 
PERSONALS 
EXPERT PSYCHICS.,Tff 
Us Firstl Your Future 




spending large sums on 
legal lees, call The Family 
taw Centre to understand 
your dghts & obligations, 
Our lawyers will present 
you with your options & 
offer smart & proven 
slrategies tohelp reduce 
your legal lees, safeguard 
your assets & defend your 
child custody & access 





OVER 200 NEW and 
used motorhomes, 5th 
wheels, trailers, van. 
conversions, truck 
campers, Total RV Centre 
RV Listing Semce, Free 
~ck.up Western Canada, 
Voyager RV, Hwy 97, 




Canadian pardon seals 
record, U.S, waiver 
permits legal American 
ently. Why risk 
employment, licensing, 
Irave[, arrest, depodafion, 
properly confiscation? 









l0 suit your needs and 
requirements, Factory. 
Direct, affordable prices, 
Call 1,800.668-8653 ext, 
~l~Iree br~ure, 
CLASSIFIED ADS WORK 
• you're reading them 
nowl Place a 25.w0rd 
classified in 99 B,C, & 
Yukon newspapers 10r 
only $309, Call 
this newspaper for 
datable, orphone 1-866- 
669.9222 ext. 3. 
WWW.COfl~nLIft~.ca 
TIMESHARE RESALES- 
Ri[® Stroman - Since 
• 1979, Buy.Sell.Rent. 
Exchange, World Wide 





Pipe and sprinkler fillers 
Ior Lower Mainland and 
Whistler area, Full.time 




NOW, We offer all ~es, 
No hassle, Finance or 
leasing at 6,4% or less for 
cars, trucks, vans, 
including 4x4 diesels, 
Self.employed, bankrupt, 
~orced, or credit ssues. 
No big deal, We have the 
money. 0down available, 
For invenicff listings visit 
www,credit.king.com, 
1.800.6,.q~1829. 24/7, 
visit our websile: Program. Information/ Pe~nalPsychic, Sincere 
www.dollarstores,com or brochure 604.681.5456, & Genuine Re~d~,,cel 
ieall toil free 1,877.388- 1 ,800.665-8339,  24hem. 1.900.~6t.2100 
0123,.. ~w, rmtl.ca, . $2.95/min, 18+ 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 30, 2003- B3 
This ,~r, from A ~ril 27 to May 3, National Volunteer Week is celebratin.q the spirit 
and e ergy of vo ui ~teers with the theme: The Value of One. The Power of ~any. The 
theme describes how one oerson's individual actions, informed by the heart andby a 
desire for change in the 'world, can make a significant difference. When this one 
person's actions are multiplied, the world is chang,,;d, in' ~ real and important ways. 
The week shines a spotlight on the amazing contributions of volunteers. There are over 
6.5 million vo unteers in more than 180,000 non profit and charitable organizations. 
The celebration of National Volunteer Week is reacl'~ing sizable proportions! 
Volunteers are students, workers and retirees, found in communities throughout 
Canada. People of all ages helping their fellow citizens to enjoy a better quali~ aT life. 
People who are ready to roll up their sleeves and tackle a cause, serve on boar~ls, work 
an event, or help a neighbour. Volunteers are ins~'umental in the creation of civil societ, L. 
They are essential to ~e organizations that serve the needs of their communily. Each 
indivi, sal volunteer makes a difference in others lives; their combines efforts are a force 
for change in our sociely. 
The staff oF the Terrace Volunteer Bureau would like to take this opportunity to thank 
all the volunteers who have contributed their time and talents to the betterment of our 
community. 
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@ Public Notice Winter Burning 
Conditions coBRfT H I J JMB~ 
Effective midnight April 25th, 2003 and until further notice, Winter Burning Conditions, as 
prescribed in Section 24.1 of the Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression Regulation (B.C, Reg. 
1691951 are no longer in effect for all Category 3, 4, 5, and 6 Open Fires within the Prince Rupert 
Forest Region and the Queen.Charlotte Islands (Northwest Fire Centre) area. 
All accumulations of waste material burned since last summer and prior to midnight April 25th, 
2003 must be completely extinguished prior to midnight May 2nd, 2003 for all category 3, 4, 5 and 
6 open fires as per Section 24.1 (c) of the Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression Regulations. 
All persons who burned waste material, as defined in Categories 7 and 8 Open Fires, since last 
summer and prior to April 25 th, 2003 are exempted from Section 24.1(c) of the Forest Fire 
Prevention and Suppression Regulation under Section 215 (2) of the Forest Practices Code of 
British Columbia Act, on condit ion that all of these open fires are extinguished within seven 
(7| days after the sites on which the fires were burned are clear of snow. 
The Northwest Fire Centre area covers from Endako in the east to the Queen Charlotte Islands in 
the west and from the Yukon border in the north to Tweedsmuir Park in the south. 
For more information on outdoor burning, please visit our web site at: 
http:ffwww.for.gov,bc,ca/protect or call the BC Forest Service at 1-888-797-1717 or the Northwest 
Fire Centre at (250) 847-6600. 
I I 
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Authors' open house 
LOCAL LITERARY stars gathered at a local 
bookstore Saturday to mark B.C. Book and 
Magazine Week and National Magazine 
Week. 
Anna Beddie, owner of Misty River Books, 
which turns 15 this year, said the April 26 
open house featured a who's who list of Ter- 
race authors. 
Established local writers were on hand, in- 
eluding children's author Brenda Silsbe (The 
Bears I Know, A Tree is Just A Tree), Kermode 
bear buff Tess Tessier (Spirit Bear), and 
Yvonne Moen (columnist and co-author of 
This OM House), and members of the Terrace 
Regional Historical Society (Terrace 
Anecdotes). 
• They were expected to be joined by Robert 
Stanley, author of Northwest Native Arts: Basic 
Forms, 2002's bestselling textbook on north- 
west coast artistic design elements, and pro- 
specting ,enthusiast Abe Borden, who's penned 
a series of "rock hounding" books featuring 
places in and around B.C. Invitations also went 
out to the Terrace Writers' Guild and Joe Pel- 
letier, author 9 f The World Cup of Hockey: a" 
History of Hockey's Greatest Tournament. 
Beddie says she hopes to organize another 
authors' open house during Riverboat Days. 
F - I 
7 
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CNC SCHOLAR Sharon Andersen 
Scholarship is handy 
for CNC student 
A COLLEGE student from Terrace with a 4.0 
grade point average was surprised to learn she 
is the recipient of a $2,000 scholarship. 
Sharon Andersen, an early ch!.ldhood edu-, 
cation student at the Coll~ge of l~ew Caledo- 
nia in Prince George,'earned tiae largest scho- 
larship granted uring this year's spring awards 
ceremony. 
She knew she was in good academic stand- 
ing but realized competition for scholarship 
money would be stiff because so many stu- 
dents applied. There were more than 5,000 
scholarship applicants this year. 
"I was really happy," Anderson said, recal- 
ling the moment she learned she'd earned the 
Canfor Corporation scholarship. "I thought, 'I 
can put it toward my student loans to help pay 
them back.'" 
She plans to pursue her chosen field at an 
infant and toddler centre after completing the 
10-month-long program. She hopes to eventu- . 
ally open her own day care in the Prince 
George area. 
Take flight Saturday 
IF YOU'RE heading over to Hawkair's Hangar 
Party on Saturday afternoon, you might want 
to pack your bags first. 
You could win a free overnight trip to Van- 
couver in a suitcase draw at the party, sche- 
duled from noon to 4 p.m. Saturday May 3. 
The hangar party is the home grown avia- 
tion company's way of celebrating Terrace's 
75th and Kitimat's 50th birthday celebrations. 
And what better place to hold it than inside 
the Hawkair hangar at the Northwest Regional 
Airport? 
The festivities include a barbecue presented 
by Terrace firefighters, a women's occer de- 
monstration and live music by Terrace's own 
Kingfish, a rousing local rock band. 
Comic book giveaway 
THERE MAY BE no such thing as a free 
lunch, but there is something called Free 
Comic Book Day. 
So pay attention to that tingling sensation 
in your forehead. It's your Spidey Sense telling 
you that on Saturday, May 3, shops across 
North America will be giving away free comic 
books to new customers. Here in Terrace, head 
on down to Comic Encounters at 4722 Lazelle. 
It's the second year in a row the comic 
book industry has joined forces for the event. 
The aim is to encourage more people to 
read comic books, a vibrant but often trivia- 
lized artform. Fans say they're not just for kids 
anymore, and haven't been for a long time, 
Comic book super heroes, meanwhile, are 
enjoying a huge surge in popularity, thanks to 
Hollywood blockbusters like Spider-Man or the 
Batman series, It's no coincidence that this 
year's Free Comic Book Day takes place the 
day after the X-Men sequel opens on movie 
screens. 
Many different comic publishers - from 
mainstream powerhouses like Marvel to alter- 
native publishing houses - are sponsoring the 
giveaway, The freebies are special Comic  
Book Day editions. 'l'it~,:, range from Archie 
Comics to the new Robocop series and every- 
thing in between. 
Reality 
Mike Weeber's portraits communicate both naive whimsy and profound insight. 
By JENNIFER LANG 
PREPARE to be dis- 
turbed and amazed by 
the honest and revealing 
portraits captured by 
Mike Weeber's camera 
lens. 
The New Hazelton 
photographer is emer- 
ging as a talented addi- 
tion to the northern B.C. 
artistic scene. 
His latest exhibit, on 
view at the Terrace Art 
Gallery to May 2, demon- 
strates a maturing artistic 
sensibility that's filled 
with compassion for the 
human condition. 
There are some still life 
shots, but for the most part 
the show is comprised of 
portraits. 
Weeber, a freelance 
photographer for the Inter- 
ior "News in Smithers, 
brings a rare truthfulness to
his work; even his more 
pedestrian semi-nude por- 
traits have recorded some- 
thing more meaningful and 
illuminating and heart- 
breaking as technically 
proficient the black and 
white images. 
We meet Elvis, a well- 
known Hazelton resident 
who was an aboriginal car- 
ver until his promise was 
destroyed by alcohol. 
Or consider the portrait 
of Nathan Windle, an in- 
tense-looking young man 
fiercely smoking a cigar- 
ette. 
The caption describes a
grandfather telling his 
grandson a story about wo 
wolves - one of anger, one 
of happiness or hope. 
"Which one is bigger?" 
the old man asks. "It's the 
one you feed the most." 
Juniper, a young home- 
less addict Weeber en- 
countered on the streets of 
Vancouver, wrote him a 
poem in return for Crack 
money. 
It's a bit of a rogues 
gallery, with schizophre- 
nics and beggars side by 
side with weight lifters and 
It's a rogues gallery, with schizophre- 
nics and beggars side by side with 
weight lifters and dreamy-eyed girls. 
enduring than surface 
beauty. 
Weeber gets the es- 
sence of a subject's tory 
in short,, handwritten cap- 
tions 'accompanying .the 
phot6f !th[ii e6mmunicate 
both naive whimsy and 
profound insight. 
These notes are often as 
dreamy-eyed girls but 
there's an undeniable hu- 
manity at the core of each 
image. 
, A .wild,eyed young , INTENSE PORTRAIT: Mike Weeber, right, stands next t0~his photo.ofN,a- 
'-;,woman..,thumbs a..ride:in>~.:than Wnde oneof his featured works • " JENIqFERLANGPHOTO"", ' 
the northern darkness, ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
wearing a long, black coat pants. Snow sticks to her gettable, considering the missing from Highway i6 .  
that's open, revealing a velvety high heels, stark fact that so many The show ends Friday 
skimpy tube top and hot Her defiance is unfor- young women have gone at the Terrace Art Gallery. 
Speaking in Tongues 
Getting betrayal out in the open 
TLT production takes a 
risk with story structure 
By JENNIFER LANG 
A SLY grin creeps across Patrick Mclntyre's 
face. 
The two-time Terrace Little Theatre direc- 
tor clearly relishes the technical and logistical 
challenges that he and his cast and crew have 
confronted in staging Speaking in Tongues. 
Due to the unusual storyline, the full cast 
hadn't rehearsed together until quite recently. 
The dramatic mystery, opening tomorrow 
night at the McColl Playhouse, features a 
large ensemble ast of nine that boasts eight 
local stage veterans and one talented newco- 
mer. 
But that's not all. "It's a challenging play," 
Mclntyre says, adding the actors have risen to 
the various demands of the script. 
"The acting's top-notch. We've got some 
real talent. They're doing some of their best 
work." 
Part murder mystery, part thriller, Speaking 
in Tongues enters compelling but strange terri- 
tory. 
"We want the audience to be on the edge 
of its seat," he says. 
In the same vein as multi-storylined Mag- 
nolia or Robert Altman's Short Cuts, Speaking 
in Tongues follows the stories of different 
people who don't know each other but are inti- 
mately connected. 
When one of the characters witnesses 
someone throwing away a woman's shoe, it 
sets up a murder investigation that frames the 
play - and the characters' hidden and open re- 
lationships to one another. 
Although staged in two acts, the play 
moves through three distinct sections that offer 
the audience different points of view and shifts 
ACTORS Andy Roth, left, and Brent Carver in a scene from Speaking in Tongues. 
in perspective. 
Information revealed later on in the story 
affects how the viewer should interpret action 
that took place earlier in the play. 
"If you break the bonds of fidelity, it has a 
ripple effect on everyone." 
The key to understanding Speaking in 
Tongues, Mclntyre says, is the dream that 
each character shares. 
He's staged the show using a minimalist 
set, putting a big importance on the role of 
lighting to differentiate scenes and parts of the 
story when various storylines eem to be tak- 
ing place simultaneously. 
But don't worry: "It's only unusual in 
structure," McIntyre says. 
He's also using music and sound to help 
dramatize the action. 
Speaking in Tongues is Terrace's entry in 
the 2003 Skeena Zone Drama Festival, taking 
place in Prince Rupert later this month. 
The winner goes on to the provincials. 
Nominations for award marking victory 
DO YOU know a woman whose courage, in- 
tegrity and hard work has helped advance the 
cause of women's equality - and enriched her 
community7 
Status of Women Canada is calling for no- 
minations for the 24th annual Governor Gen- 
eral's Awards in Commemoration f the Per- 
sons Case. The deadline is May 16, 
The awards honour the victory of the Per- 
sons Case, a landmark victory of five Alberta 
women - a band of politicians, activists, and 
writers - who won the right for Canadian 
women to serve in the federal senate, paving 
the way for women to participate in public life, 
Emily Murphy, the first female magistrate 
in the British Empire, Nellie McClung, Irene 
Parlby, Henrietta Muir Edwards and Louise 
McKinney petitioned the Supreme Court of 
Canada asking that the term "person" in the 
British North America, the precursor to the 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, include 
Oct. 18, 1929, the decision came down. The 
group had won, 
In 1979, the year of the 50th anniversary of 
the historic decision, the federal government 
created awards honouring women who have. 
made outstanding contributions to the quality 
of life of women in Canada. 
Five awards and one youth award will be 
presented in October. For information contact 
women, Status of Women Canada t 613-995,7835, 
Their first petition was rejected, but the Fa- Or  point your web browser to www,swc, 





i ii~ :CITY SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Live party music with Kingfish 
Wed-Sat, classic rock and today's top hits. Wednes- 
day is Jam Night. Thursday is Ladies' Night (your 
chance to win a diamond ng), 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha's back every Friday 
night. Theresa Marie sings Saturdays. Watch your 
favourite sports programs on a large screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: Semi Chronic April 24-26. 
HANKY PANKY'S is your dance party night club. 
No cover. Free pool Wednesday, college night Thurs- 
day, Hot DJ and Top 40 dance Friday and Saturday. 
Karaoke contest Sunday and Monday. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Saturdays, Frank 
and Friends play. Meat draw starts at 4:30 p.m. All 
members welcome; bring a guest. Opens at 3 p.m. 
CONCERTS 
lections include Beethoven Symphony No. 1, 2nd 
movement, he Outdoor Overture by A.Copland and 
Mars from Hoist's the Planets. Tickets $10 at Misty 
River Books, Children under 12 are free, [] Sophia's Dance Studio presents A Night of 
Tribute, an evening of dance and great entertain- 
ment. Saturday, May 3 at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, at 
7:30 p.m. Admission $5. Tickets at the door. 
[ ]  The Terrace Symphony Orchestra's Spring 
Concert. Saturday, May 10 at the Skeena Valley 
Golf and Country Club. Featuring Mike Wen, French 
horn soloist and Gene Ramsbottom, clarinettist from 
the CBC Orchestra, as guest conductor. Musical se- 
DRAMATIC PAUSE: Alan Weston in a 
scene from Speaking in Tongues, open- 
ing tomorrow night. 
THEATRE 
k 
[] Speaking in Tongues, by awarding-winning Au- 
stralian playwright Andrew Bovell. Presented by the 
TLT May 1-3 and 8-10 at the McColl Playhouse. Six 
nights onlyl The show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets at Uni- 
globe Courtesy Travel. Directed by Patrick Mclntyre 
and featuring an ensemble cast of seasoned perfor- 
mers. This play is heading to the zone festival as the. 
TLT's 2003 entry. 
[] Join the TLT for a read of Toronto Miu/sdpp/, 
a heart-warming drama about a mentally disabled 
girl, her dad the EIvis impersonator and her struggle 
for family identity. Tuesday, May 6 at 7 p.m. Call 
635-1329 for more info, 
[] The TLT is holding auditions for its 50th Anni- 
versary celebration pantomime Cinderella May 11 
and 12 at 7:30 pm at the McColl Playhouse, Back- 
stage positions available. Call Nancy 635-1329, Chris 
635-3334 or Marianne 635-2942 for information. 
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TERRACE 75 
Hawkair Hangar Party, Saturday, May 3 from noon 
to 4 p.m. at the Hawkair Hangar at the airport. Cele- 
brate Kitimat's 50th anniversary and Terrace's 75th 
birthday. Featuring a suitcase party (three couples 
will leave that night for a one night's trip to Vancou- 
ver, including hotel and transportation), entertain- 
ment by Kingfish, barbecue, games, tour the Bristol 
Freighter, and more. 
VISUAL ARTS 
[] A Glimpse of Human Nature as Seen Through 
the Lens of Mike Weeber. Running to May 2. 
[] The Terrace Art Association's 25th Annual 
Spring Arts and Crafts Fair Saturday, May 3. Fea- 
turing photos, pottery and more. Entry forms at the 
Terrace Art Gallery. Call Aron at 638-8884. 
Fax 638:8432 tO:make the S:CENEi~ :: =::i':ii:i 7:i 
Deadline is 5p ~ : ZhurSdayi Evebts ::wili: ;:: ) : :: 
:rUn-spacepermitting: ::! :'!:;,~ i~:: :~!':: ::,::: 
.~,~.~,~,~ Please have your dog 
, ~ ~  leashed or fenced-in 
:~ ~,, ,  away from your 
, ~ ~ ~  ~ mail boxes on 
~ % ' ~  Wednesdays and 
''~:~  "~:, Saturdays so your 
newspaper carrier 
• ~ / "  can deliver your 
paper. 
Why Use  Wood?  
90 percent of all new homes are built from wood 
construction techniques that have been used for generations 
and have stood the test of time. 
Wood is affordable and easily available. Carpenters and 
"tamers know how to use wood, which maintains a high 
quality and lower cost than other materials, Wood framing 
costs up to 30% less than does framing with other materials. 
Wood is also flexible and changes can be made with wood 
construction that would be much more difficult and costly 
with concrete framing or framing with other materials. 
Wood is the only building material that is 100 renewable. It
takes up to 8 times less fossil fuel energy to produce 
finished materials when compared to other materials. A
wood home is more energy efficient because it has superior 
insulation properties compared to other building materials. 
For more information, visit www.beconstructive.com 
Coming to the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
May 3 2003 - Sophia's Dance C0P~pany presents:~i ~, 
. . . . . .  --" The 28th Annual Benefit Per$omtance 
- 7:30 p.m., All tickets $7.00. All proceeds 
to the R.E,M, Lee Theatre Alive Society 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets Terrace Concert Society Tickets 
Available at 
Cook's Jewellers 




Because you Iovei'their live.s~ 
MedicAlerP.The bracelet with I~:"::'.;:;i:~, ~ ~  
an emergency hotline linked .~: ~ ' ~ ~ i ~ - ~ .  ~, 
to your child's medical record ,, ~ " ! ~ i ~ ~  
Call 1-866-734-9425 , , ~  i;'~i~, 
or visit ww'w.medtcalert.ca ~ ~ ' ~ , ~ ; ~  
w~.~ lv ieaac .~uerc  , , r , ~ ~  I • . ~* ,~.~ . ! - . :  ':~.,., 
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 30 potted plants are needed. Call Debbie at 635- LetsY°uL'veLi[~" ~ "  I 
Youth Opportunities wraps up its youth art 
exhibit April 30 from 3:30-5 p.m. Entertainment 
by Barking Cats, an improv group from Skeena 
Jr., performance at 4 p.m. Exhibitors will be en- 
tered into a draw for prizes. We're located at ted by the Registered Nurses Association Tar- 
4639 Lazelle Ave. race Chapter and the Kermode Friendship 
. . . . . .  I :~,, " ,, Centr0',s alcohol and drug progr.am.,~rj.day.M.ay .... 
The Canadian' Cancel'Society/and,Terrace,, 23.from 8;30a,m.to 10'p.m. and,Saturday,, Ms.Y,,~ i 
Hospice Society im/ite y0'dlt0 a G'rand Opening 24 from 8:30 a,m, to 4:30 p.m. ,aLthe Eiks: Hall.::~ 
of their joint office. From 3-6 p.m. at the Ter- Featuring a roster of local medical and nursing 
race and District Credit Union Building, 207- staff. Nominations for best doctor and nurse to 
4650 Lazelie Ave. For info call the hospice at come from the community. For more info, call Be- 
635-4811 or the cancer society at 638-6985. nita at 635-7670. 
3555, . 
MAY 23.24 
Free Health and Wellness workshop presen- 0 
THURSDAY. MAY 1 
UNBC informational session. Students and 
university representatives will be on hand to 
speak with prospective students and their fami- 
lies. Starting at 7 p.m. at the UNBC Campus at 
4771 Park Ave. 
NEW: Parent Drop In group from noon to 2 
p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society. All 
parents and children are welcome. Activities like 
painting and playdough for children and parents. 
There's also a clothing exchange program, May 1, 
8, 12, and 15, upstairs at the Kermode Friend- 
ship Society. Call 635-4906. : 
Northern Outreach Action Against Racism 
Symposium at Northwest Community College. 
Workshops include racism and youth, strategies 
to address racism, and cross-cultural 
interactionl Sponsored by the Immigrant and 
Multicultural Services Society, Terrace & Dis- 
trict Multicultural Association, Skeena Diversity 
Project, Terrace and District Community Ser- 
vices Society Contact Nirmal at 635- 
3583. Registration deadline April 30, 2003. 
SATURDAY. MAY 3 
The Terrace committee of Ducks Unlimited 
hods its 18th annual fundraising dinner and auc- 
tion Saturday, May 3 at the arena banquet 
room. For more information about tickets, call 
Gordie at 638-1945 or Cheryl at 638.8314. 
Annual Women and Development Yard 
Sale. Saturday, May 3, from 8 a.m. to noon, at 
4803 Walsh Ave. (no early birds, please) All 
proceeds support projects benefiting women 
and children in developing countries. Call Alisa 
at 635-0935 to arrange for drop-offs. 
PUBLIC SERVICE 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
TONIGHT: Teen Scavenger Hunt and Games 
Night at the Terrace Public Library. Bring a 
friend (a smart one) and join us for fun and 
snacks Wed. April 30 from 7-8:30 p.m. Open to 
ages 12 and up. Freel But preregister In person 
or by calling the library at 638-8177. 
Join our evening Work Beesl Help the 
Greater Terrace Beautification Society main- 
lain landscaping projects continuing each week 
through the spring and summer. We meet at 
City Hall at 7 p.m. each Tuesday. You don't have 
to be a member. Bring work gloves, a rake, etc. 
Call Laurie at 635-3466. 
Salvation Army Red Shield Appeal. Volun- 
teers will be canvassing door-to-door in the 
Terrace area Monday, May 5. Help us operate 
our vital social services in this region. 
The Terrace Churches Food Bank May dis- 
tribution. Last names starting with A-H May 5, 
I-R May 6, S.Z May 7, and anyone missed May 8. 
We're located at 4647 Lazelle Ave., rear en- 
trance. Bring ID for you and your dependents. 
Open from 1-3 p.m. 
Preklndergarten Immunization Clinics at 
the Terrace Health Unit at 3412 Kalum St. 
Wednesday May 14 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m,, or 
Thursday, May 22 from 1:30-4 p.m. A drop in 
clinic is planned for May 23 from 1:30-4 p.m. 
Bring your child's Care Card number plus any . 
record of immunizations. Please call 638-2200. 
Camera Touring to May 17. Old or new, photos 
of Terrace and the surrounding area. Categor- 
ies: Our Playground, Scenic, Special Interest, 
and Nature, Prizes to be wonl For more rinfer- 
Learn to speak In public with ease and confi- ; mation contact Julia or Angle at: 635-4546 or 
dence. Terrace Toastmasters from 7:30 to mail to:tts@telus.net or tts@telus,net 
9:30 p.m. at the Telemedia Boardroom (back 
alley entrance). For info call Wendy at 635- 
3901 or Leydi at 638-8857. 
The Breastfeeding Support Group meets at 
7:30 p.m. May 6 at the Vera Henry Memorial 
Education Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Topic: Natural family planning and fertility 
awareness and the nursing mom. All morns with 
nursing children welcome, Bring questions and 
concen,,~, meet other ooms, have a snack and a 
night out. Call Cathy at 635-7397. 
SATURDAY, MAY 10 
Perennial Plant Sale, an annual event presen- 
Parenting babies and toddlers. A drop in 
group for parents and their children from new- 
borns to age 2. From April 9 to May 14, Every 
Wednesday from 1-2 p.m. at the Health Unit at 
3412 Kalum St, Call 638-2200, 
Dad's Group meets Mondays from 5:30-7:30 
p,m. at 4665 Park Ave, Sponsored by the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre. The focus is re- 
cognizing and supporting the valuable role fa- 
thers play in their child's life, Parenting sup. 
port, speakers, information. Call 635-1830, 
TOPS BC meets every Thursday evening at 
Mills Memorial In the basement cafeteria. ted by the Greater Terrace Beautification 
Society, Behind City Hail Saturday, May10 at 8 Weigh in at 6 to 7:15 p.m. Meeting from 7:30- 
a.m, Get ~there bright and early, Donations of 8:15 p,m. Everyone welcome, Call 635.751g, 
I ~"~.~Centennia! Christian A II 
\ ~ SchoolPresents - - /  )1 
%C-I arley's Au6t  / I  
1-1~e,!Cornecly Classic:by BrandonThomas : ~r ~ ~ 
produced wi(h permission by,Samuel French Inc. 
at the REM Lee Thealre 
May 9' & 10't' at 7:30 pm 
Tickets are: $10.00 
Available at:. 
• Centennial Christian School 
Office: 3608 Sparks Street 
• Misty' River Books 




Date & Time of Birth: 
April 16, 2003 at 3:43 p.m. 
Weight: 9Ibs. 12 oz, $e¢ Female 
Parents: Siobhan &Chad Buhr 





Date & Time of Birlh: 
April 16, 2003 at 9:07 a.m. 
Weight: 8 lbs. 8 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Harding &Shelley 
Little slster for Adam 
¢ 
Rylan ConnorJorge Baby's Name: 
Date & Time of Birth: Camryn Aldina tee 
Apfl122, 2003 at 10:22 a.m. Date & Time of Birth: 
Weight: 8lbsl 6 oz. Sex: Male April 4, 2003 at 3:40 a.m. 
Parents: ZJpp &Tma Louie 
$ 
Baby's Name: 
Ollda lsal)d ~tdho 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 23, 2003 at 9:03 a.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. 3 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Dan & Maggie Ecdeston 
Little slster fer Nicbo~ 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 7.5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Uyan & Dawn Monsen 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Mackenzie Angela Tess 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 16, 2003 at 11:18 a.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs, 4 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Chera & Dennis Bannister 
Drugs' Baby Club and 
~~e'Wborn  will receive their first 
 dnd Teddy Bear 
stork report and i ~ ~ 
_ drop In slot. ~ 
SmNA MALL 
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Ladies' curling club grew along 
with Terrace's passion for curling 
BY YVONNE MOEN 
ON FEB. 16, I was asked 
to sell 75th anniversary 
souvenirs at the curling 
club. Joining in on some of 
the curling fun were five 
lovely ladies -a l l  curlers 
and certainly long-time re- 
sidents of Terrace, so I 
thought I'd take a picture. 
The game was first 
played eat Lost Lake, a 
small spread of ice located 
about 11 miles north of 
town. Curlers in the late 
'30s and early '40s were 
required to travel to Lost 
Lake by horse and cutter. 
It was a full day's outing, 
complete with roaring bon- 
fire. 
The first set of curling 
rocks were brought in from 
the prairies. They're now 
are on display at Heritage 
Park Museum. 
In 1955, the Terrace 
Curling Club was orga- 
nized. The president Nell 
Mckeiracker and four offi- 
cial members - Vesta 
Douglas, Jan McKinnon, 
Ray Skoglund and Jim 
McConnell - mapped out 
a strategy that would lead 
to construction of a three 
sheet curling rink the fol- 
lowing year. It was located 
in the George Little Mem- 
orial Park. 
As Terrace grew, so did 
the game of curling. In 
1973 the Terrace Curling 
Club moved into a new era 
and a new building at 3210 : 
School St. 
This year the Terrace 
Ladies Curling Club held 
its 46th Annual Valentines 
Bonspiel. 
There are five ladies 
who have been involved in 
curling from the beginning. 
Marie Harrison came to 
Terrace in September 
1949, from the Burns Lake 
Government telegraph of- 
fice where she worked to 
two years. Marie worked in 
the Terrace office. She 
was married to Parker 
Mills and had two sons, 
Clifford 'and Sidney. :She::' ' 
was a stay-at-home tiioi'a.' !~!~ 
until 1968 when she went 
to work for Keith Tucker 
Optometrist until 1973. 
She bought Roses Shop 
from Rose Sharpies and 
operated that business 
until she sold to Debbie 
Carruthers in 1990, then 
she retired. She's been a 
member of the ladies cur- 
ling club since 1957. She 
was never a regular curler 
but did a few bonspiels. 
Vesta Douglas and her 
husband Norval came to 
Terrace in 1950. Vesta was 
a school teacher in Ter- 
race from 1951 to 1975. 
Vesta has been involved in 
many clubs in Terrace. 
She was awarded Citizen 
of the Year and is a Free- 
man of the City of Terrace. 
Vesta's involvement 
goes back to the very be- 
ginning. Both she and her 
husband curled for a cou- 
ple of years but Vesta has 
been a good supporter 
throughout the years. 
I believe Edna Cooper 
(Toop) came to Terrace in 
1943. While in Terrace she 
met and married Bob Co- 
oper. Both have been very 
involved in the commun- 
ity. I 
Edna served as Coun- ' 
cillor from 1968-72. Bob 
and Edna have been awar- 
ded the Order of British 
Columbia and this year 
have received Queen Eli- 
zabeth Golden Jubilee 
Medal for many contribu- 
tions to Terrace. Edna's 
curling history goes back 
to the old curling rink. 
Lorraine Johnstone 
(Kenney) is the daughter 
of the late E.T. Kenney. He 
arrived in the Skeena area 
in 1911. Of the five, Lor- 
raine has likely lived here 
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the longest. She was bo~n 
in Prince Rupert in 1920. 
Lorraine married another 
old timer Lloyd Johnstone. 
Both of these families 
have done a lot for Terrace 
and Lorraine's father E.T. 
Kenney a pioneer that has 
likely gone out to do the 
most for the north. Lor- 
raine's curling in Terrace 
goes back to the beginning 
in Terrace and continued 
• to curl until the mid-'80s. 
Last but not least is Jan 
MeKinnon. If you want to 
know anything about the 
curling days in Terrace 
just ask Jan. She goes 
back to the very first 
meeting and she has 
curled form many years. 
She is a great supporter of 
the Curling Club. Jan is re- 
membered from her days 
working at the Terrace Co- 
op. 
FROM LEFT to right: Marie Harrison, Vesta Douglas, Edna Cooper, Lorraine 
Johnstone, and Jan McKinnon taken at the Vesta and Tim Sunday morning 
• breakfast 46th Ladies Valentines Bonspiel. 
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t had been a week since the intri- 
guing call from Lewis. Neither he nor 
Joan brought up Lewis' proposition 
during that time. Still, it was there af- 
fecting them, infecting their conversations, insi- 
nuating itself into the most commonplace 
events in their daily routine, giving every one 
an insincere tilt. 
• Bill woke early. He'd slept on the couch. He 
hadn't:slept well, but he'd chosen discomfort 
over the possibility of waking Joan. She had 
been :working hard at the secretarial job she was 
overqualified for and hated, while he puttered 
iiround l~he house (as much as he wanted to put- 
teron a house that belonged to someone lse) 
read books, and watched TV, 
iEven though Joan gave no indication that she 
resented his temporary indolence, Billy could 
nevi~r completely convince himself she didn't. 
This feeling, and the unrest stemming from the 
recent Contact from Lewis, made him edgy. The 
edginess made him moody. The moodiness 
threatened • to turn to depression, which, in turn; 
made him yearn for depressants, o, he'd gone 
to the bar. 
When he'd arrived it was 9:30 p.m. There 
were.only a few people scattered about the 
lounge. Armand, the retired French Canadian 
faller, was sitting under the head mount of 
moose everyone in town knew would have been 
the world record if Matt, the one eyed guide 
outfitter and hotelier who owned the place, had 
cared to report it to the people at Boone and  
Crocket t .  The bell on the brute hung down only 
' . . . .  - ' ' ' k "  ' .;il mches'from~Armand~s~head.~:,,i::~:i:~-i  
~i::l conversation with Armand was never dull • until 
he drank too much, and stopped making sense. 
,Where dat cute liddle girl?" Armand asked 
before Billy could say anything. 
"Home. Tired." 
"Eh, she work too 'ard. Work to 'ard fer dat 
dink Peterson..?' 
Before Armand could embark on tirade about 
Peterson - a justified rant, but one Billy had 
heard too often before - he changed the subject. 
,'You think it's a record?" he asked looking 
up  at what remained of the moose. 
Armand stroked his beard then ran the same 
hand over his semi-exposed pate and through 
the peppery mane behind it. 
• "Dat mooze up dere, he's a baby compare to 
some da mooze dat me and Matt pass on cuz 
dey too much work to get outta da bush. Don't 
mean a ting anyway. Trophy game is important 
like moose droppings is important. Ferget it eh." 
Cindy was at his arm. 
"What will it be, Billy?" 
She had a radiant smile. She was attentive 
without being obsequious. A good waitress and a 
hard working single mom with three kids. Billy 
liked her a lot. 
"A handle, Cindy," he said, then turned back 
to Armand. "Lewis called." 
"Eh, dat's fine. Where dat terrible guy is?" 
"Mongolia." 
"What he do dere?" 
• "Same thing he does everywhere. He's 
guiding." 
Billy filled in the few details he had. They 
talked until Armand started repeating himself. 
"Eh, listen," he said. "You got to go to dat 
place. Last year dey take a turnour outta my 
guts. Big like my two fists togedder. Who know, 
dere might be cancer cells floating aroun' inside 
me now, lookin' for a place to land." 
The Frenchman's dark eyes fixed on Billy's. 
"You got to grab da chance for dat kind of 
adventure. " 
Billy walked home along the lakeshore. 
There was no wind. Water lapped gently against 
the beach. The air was crisp. Summer was over, 
i'n a month winter would be crawling down the 
mountains and settling in to the valleys - an- 
other reason to take Lewis up on his offer. He 
walked past the museum. The outline of equip- 
ment, mining and agricultural rtifacts more re- 
cent than ancient, was barely visible. 
He staggered in, trying to be quiet, and flop- 
ped on the couch where he slept fitfully, wrest- 
ling bad dreams pawned by alcohol and stress 
of having to make a decision that stood a good 
chance of adversely affecting a relationship 
with a woman to whom he was growing increas- 
ingly attached. He heard Joan leave for the mar- 
ket early. Shortly after she left he got up, had 
coffee, then drove to the post office and persua- 
ded Ellen to open up and give him the mail he 
should have picked up the day before. There 
were two envelopes. One officiaMooking letter, 
and a larger envelope decorated with Mongo- 
lian stamps. ~ 
be continued,; 
MEMBERS of the Terrace Track and Field Association will be running on a finished track by the end or August. i nats vlcmna oonn- 
son, Randeep Parmar, Jen Haynes, Doug Hayes, Teleza Shafooli and Robyn Cater. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
Train i,n g ground 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
IT'S A bright, sunny spring afternoon. The cool 
air makes for perfect raining conditions for a 
group of local teen-aged sprinters. 
The athletes are running a drill to get them 
accustomed to passing a relay baton. They 
Ground broke last week to make way for the 
new track. 
By the end of August, if all goes according 
to schedule, a new asphalt covered track will 
be finished, says School District 82 mainte- 
nance superintendent Robert Gilfillan. 
form long single file rows and jog about 200 This is the second season local track and 
know if you should push harder or not," says 
Hayes. 
But he adds the important thing is that the 
athletes are getting the training and the 'coach- 
ing they need to prepare for upcoming meets. 
Last year was the group's inaugural season 
and club organizers are pleased with the inter- 
metres passing the baton from hand to hand. field athletes have been without a track be'- est local youth are showing inthe club. 
. . . .  " school : "One of the ractices for sprinting there was It s o and ass  - over the top, says Ter- cause of constructmn on the new • P . . . . .  g P . . . . . .  ~ . , , , : . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~, ~ ,,.,~, ct I n s rmtm Not havre a track to tram on has, its dlsad ..... 18 youth there, says one, gf the club ~fqunders, : race Track and ~:F!e!d~,Asso at o ~ P . ,  E.. , . .... g~.. . . . . .  ~ :.:~.~.,,~'~ ::,~,~:~ , , : ..... ~ • - . . . . . .  i : . . . . . . .  • . 
;~tn~h.pDt:geStneff~i,deI~on~tl~;t~n[h~61~pP~"i '~~i~@ii ' i'[ ~ ;  , "  ..... i i ,  vah,~tg;Sould:' ..... b ; ;etter if w6;ha~ ~ik ! ' !  says'i :!.i~D~g~te°n n. HaYrnn~S~ddla~[~h::ecSmb~gn~'at;'~':: . :  , !  i ( i  t~ s' !'.~', 
Doug Hayes,:a Grade 11 student and middle year  as well as coaches. 
distance runner. "l think it helps a lot - then 
you can actually know your • times before you '  
comes up and fiat." 
He watches as the two line-ups of athletes 
shuffle away, not on the surface of a track but 
on a grassy field. 
The track at Skeena Junior School is noth- 
ing but some stick markers and dirt recently 
dug out of the soccer fields west of the con- 
struction site for the new replacement school. 
go intoa competition." 
The absence of precisely laid out distances 
a track has makes gettingan athlete's pacing 
figured out accurately a challenge. 
"You're not sure of your times, so you don't 
The club has five coaches and nearly 30 
athletes aged 13-18 from schools in both Ter- 
race and Thornhill. Haynes says there's still 
plenty of time and space for new members to 
join. 
Athletes are attending at least four meets 




Drouin who crossed the 
finish line just 44 seconds 
later. 
The top times can be 
attributed to superb road 
and weather conditions. 
"Last year the road was 
pretty smooth and that was 
the biggest factor," says 
Krause, who adds he's 
hoping to compete in the 
upcoming race to defend 
his top spot. 
"If the road is dry and 
smooth that makes for 
good conditions." 
The race has long been 
seen as a beginning of the 
season fitness tes t -  and 
for some, the intensity of 
the race is as much a draw 
as anything else. 
"It's a lot harder than 
most races because it's all 
uphill." says local moun- 
tain biker Tyler Sheasby. 
"It 's pure endurance ra- 
cing, so  it 's a good 
challenge." 
The race is set to go at 
2 p.m. Sunday, May 4. Ri- 
ders meet at the Shames •
Mountain turn-off of High- 
way 16 east of Terrace. 
For details call 635-5225. 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
IT'S 13.1 kilometres of up- 
hill agony, but for local 
mountain bikers it's be- 
come a longstanding tradi- 
tion that's not to be mis- 
sed. 
McB ike 's  Shames 
Mountain hill climb is the 
first event of the mountain 
biking season and sees r i -  
ders tackle the winding 
road to Shames Mountain: 
from the bottom up. 
"This event has been 
going for, I think, 10 years 
now," says event coordi- 
nator Mike Christensen. 
"So it's kind of become a 
long time tradition." 
Last year's event saw 
previously set records fall 
like dominoes. 
"The records were tot- 
ally demolished last year." 
Christiansen says, adding 
it was the first year the 
event had been completed 
in under 40 minutes. 
Top spot went to Smi- 
thers triathlete and biking 
guru Peter Krause. 
He finished in 39:05, 
with local teen Vincent 
TYLER SHEASBY, 18, is ready for the Shames Mountain hill climb - a brutal 
uphill battle kicking off the biking season May 4. SARAH A. ZlhlMERMAN PHOTO 
Elementary badminton 
tournament set to go 
DOZENS OF young badminton enthusiasts are get- 
ting ready to pick up their rackets for an exciting 
badminton tournament ready to go here. 
The Terrace Elementary School Sports Associa- 
tion (TESSA) is hosting the tournament at Thorn- 
hill Junior School May 10 from 9 a,m, to 5:30 p.m. 
Boys and girls in grades six and seven will com- 
pete. . . . . .  
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70 P~'~ormh 338 Inveshnenl 
75 Psy~i~l 340 Janikxia] PEr$1FARM 600-699 
80 Singles 342 b~'~<~Kaping/Gor~mlng 606 Boo,cling 
05 Travel/Tou n/Va<otion 344/'~ine/.,,,~<Jing 612 Fom~ Equll~!~l 
346 MIK:. S~wlc~. 618 F~KI & SeKI 
WANTED IOO-I4P 348 Mus~¢ L,nsons 624 Fru i l /~o/h~al  
125 Wan~d 350 Palnltng 630 Honts 
352 Pm'lng 636 tlve~ock 
MEROMND;SE 1.,,r~.249 354 ~ y  642 Pel~ 
I SS Antiques 356 Plum~]ng" 648 Trai~lr~ 
165 Art= & Crof~ 362 Snowpk)wiN°~ltng ng ~U$~RY 650.6~ • 660 Equ~omegt 170 Audmm 
175 B~Jilding Nlolerinl$ 364 Tra~i . 670 Logging/Timer 
180 Co~ters  366 Trucking 680 A,~dd ne~ 
185 Condgnmedl, 368 yard & ~den 690 Mining ' 
190 Fitl~rms 
195 F I r~ ~ 400"499 IE~'REATIONAL 700.749 
200 Fn~ Give A'~=)' 404 ~oq. ~ lz  705 Aircroh 
205 Furnilum 408 ~ 5ulle 710 Arv's 
210 Garage Sobs 412 Ba~wnent Su ik~ ~ r ~  ~ 
215 GonJen Equipment 416 C.~inl/COlksg~ 
220 Mi l ce l lo~ 420 Commeckd 725 
424 Condos 730 RV's 225 Music 
230 Sl~rting Goa,~ 428 Duplex/Fouq:Aex " 735 Renlols 
235 T~s 432 Foe R~ml Or 5el* 740 Snowm~ll~ 
240 Tm~ Or 5WOlp 436 Holh/Audilori~n~ 74S Trade/Swop 
4,10 Hous=s 
F.h~OYId~NT2SO.299 444 Ml~-~lan=aus ~ / W E  750-799 
254 Buflnes= Oppodunifles 448/~ i le  ~ 756 Canopies 
258 tara*t1, 452 Mo~uhr I '~  , 762 Can 
262 Daycam 456 Rooms 768 Clo=k:s 
266 EdG:atk~ 460 Room & IMard 774 Pa~ 
270 H~D Wonl~l 464 S4mior~ Ridlmm4~t 780 SUPs & 4x,~'. 
274 pmlm.sior~ ~ 786 Tricks 
278 Skllhd Trod*, 468 5har=J A~ommoda t;om 792 Vont/B~zes 
282 Tul~ing 472 Sl~oge 
286 Volunte~ 476 S~Uln NOTICES/TENDERS 80@849 
290 Wo~ Wont~l 480 Tourhl A~mrnodati~ $ 815 I.ngol No~ir.=~ 
484 Townhou.~s 830 T ~  
5~t WCF.~ 300.3PP 488 Wonk~ To Renl 
302 A¢¢ounling 492 Wor elx)u..,~ 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght to classify ads under appropriate h adings and to set rotes therefore and to determine page location, 
The Tan'ace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the pr~ncial Human Rights Act to discriminate onthe.basis of children, madtal status and 
employment when placing 'For Rent:' ads, Landlords can state a no.smoking prefere~e. 
The Terrace Standard resewes ,ha dght 0 revise, edit, cla~fy or reject any sdvoritssment a d to raisin any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement a d box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold' instructions ot picked up within 10 days of expi~J of an adve~emant will be destroyed unless mailing'thstruc~ons are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not o send odginal d~¢uments to avoid loss. 
All dales of errors In advertisements musl be received by the publisher within 30 days after the flrsl publics,ten. 
II is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability ofthe Terrace Standard in the event of failure to pa~lsh an advertisement as pul~isbed 
shaft be limited Iothe amount paid by the advertiser for 0nly one Incorrect Inseam for the padion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 




r'= V ISA  Q MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PRINT YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD 
Address. 
Start Date__# of Insertions .__Terrace Standard #__Weekend Advediser 
Credit Card No. Expiry Date .__  
12 13  
17  18  
14.9e 15 ,25  
27,2~ 27 .55  
16,32 16 .59  






27 .02  
16.05 
28.3E 
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard S T A N D A R D  
32t 0 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VaG 5R2 
)ER SPACE 
19 
15 .52  
27 .82  
16 .85  




14 .45  
26 .75  
1 5 ,78  
28 .09  
17 .12  
29 .43  
For longer ad, please use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
z•NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
May lOth- Preregister 
~RANSFORMING YOUR LIFE' 
New Set Of Classes Start may 5th 
Beginning To Advanced 
Detailed Outlines 
Flooring Distributors Direct 
Laminate - $.49 sq/ft, Code - 
$1.98 sq/ft, lx6" Fir - $.80 sq/ft, 
Cork - $1.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" oak 
prefinished $3.99 sq/ft, 3 1/4" 
maple preflnlshed - $3.99 sq/fl, 
Shaw realwood glueless 
floating, oak, maple, cherry - 
$3.25 sq/ft, Oak, maple, Marbal, 
Heaves floating floor - $2.50 
sq/ff. 1-800-631-3342. 
I([,"iI [l~lo]n',,~,z*z, I iu~ in[,]l d ~l B~],~rlL 
SHUSWAP LAKE International 
Writers Festival. June 27, 28, 
29, 2003. Sixteen Intemational 
and National speakers. Work- 
shops. For more information 
and to register go to 
www.shuswapwdtersfest.ca 
ANITA HEIN (Barb,el no longer 
works for T.C's Shroom Shackl 
T.C's Shroom shack is open. 
Why sell for less? 250-635- 
0117 
Prayer to the Blessed Virgin 
(never known to fail). O 
most beautiful Flower of 
Mount Carmel, Fruitful Vine, 
Splendor of Heaven, 
Blessed Mother of the son 
of God, Immaculate Virgin, 
assist me in my necessity. O 
star of the Sea, help me and 
show me you are my 
mother. O Holy Mother of 
God, Queen of Heaven and 
Earth, I humbly beseech you 
from the bottom of my heart 
to secure me in my 
necessity (make request). 
There are none that can 
withstand your power. O 
Mary conceived without sin, 
pray for us who have 
recourse to thee. (three 
times). Holy Mary, I place 
this cause in your hands 
(three times). Say this 
prayer for three consecutive 
days then you must publish 
and it will be granted to you. 
W/JP 
:30 In  Memor iam :~ 30 in Memor iam i:, 
I /~ ~ o ed ~L # , ",g emoB~]T Phillip Johnson h 
illl February 20th 1955 - May I st, 1999 liB 
I!11 In the Garden III 
II11 [ see you in the garden.., amongst he new sprig buds. I I I  
I I  I anticipate their opening, tobloom, as did our love. III 
I1~ t see you in the garden...a flitting butterfly. I I I  
I E  wings an angel, yoo = eto osky Ill 
IIn ~ see you in the ~rdon..,a sweet head~ m, me. II I 
I E  A scent so enticing, it's sure to consume r III 
I I~ [ see you in ~e ~,de.,.. on a do=~ =,l~Out o ~,  I I I  
IE I call your name, but you do no t come back to me. Il 
IB i see you in the Earden..,you are the glistening morning dew, i l l  
II Left there like tear drops to gdeve d~e loss of you. ill 
I1" ~,ee you in the ~rden... you b~g me t,merp~ce. I I I  
I !  ,ou fill my heart with love that will surely never cease. III 
ill~ Forever In our hearts, Tanya Kuterdcs, and Foster I I I  
ql~___, and Hunter }ohnson , ~ I~ 
' 65Lost  &Found 
., ' , i '  " < - 
155 Ant iques  
LOST TWO cats in Jack Pine ANTIQUE FURNITURE Extrav- 
HEY LARRYI We ALL wish Flats area over Easter. Rob. anganza Mothers Day Wee- 
you were 401 Happy B'dayl in:white and red patches, fluffy kend, May 9 & 10th. Downtown 
Carol and Scott. , tail, neutered male, shy but Telkwa. 150+ pieces from Bd- 
friendly. Kevin: large red tabby taln, France and Canada. Alde- 
ii short hair, neutered male, very mere Antiques Call 250-846- 
~ M skittish. Please carl 250-635- 9778 
1924 or emall gadotti@te- 




LOST: GREY and white cocka- 
tiel, has orange cheeks. Went ESTATE SALE for the Late Bill 
missing April 12/03. If found Petkau, May 24, 2003, 11am. 
please call 250-635-8797 Take the ferry to the Southslde 
of Franclos Lake and follow the 
signs to the east Ootsa Road. 
":"i ~' : : : : ' ' ' ' ' ' '~' /u ~ersona ls -  Prelimlnaryllst of items for sale: 
Belarus 4WD tractor, D7 Cat, 
D4Cat (gu), 14' finishing disc, 
CHRIS (4298EE) Please call Massey Hards 30 tractor with 
J le In Burnaby. 604-525- side mount PTO, Backhoe, 20' 
flatdeck bumper, full trailer cat- 
tie feeders, squeeze chute, 
pickup rack, shop tools. An-  
tiques Include thrashing ma- 
chine In working condition. John = 
ANITIQUES & COLLECTA- = Deers binder, drill press. Con- 
BLES SALE 15th Annual An- slgnments welcome, . Phone 
eady to get your Item adver- tiques & Collectable, Sale 
A CAMERA was found April 6 sponsored by the Vernon Col- tised. Phone/fax250-694-3497 
on MK Bay Marina Rd. Phone lectors Club on Friday May 9th 
250-638-8345 even,ntis, from 4pm-9pm and Saturday QUESNEL'S ORINGINAL EX- 
LOST LADIES chunky gold-clip May 10th from 10am-4pm at otlc Fur & Feather Auction. May 
Vernon s Curling Rink. The lar- 3, 11:00am Alex Fraser Agrl- 
on earring. Cross design. Lost gest sale In thelnterlor. 160 to- 
Thursday Apr 24 downtown, 51es $2 Admission Is good for Plex, Aucltoneer Brian Ellis, 
Contact, 250-747.3212 Con- area. Reward offered. Call 250- both days. 
635-5221 . slgnments Welcome 
FENCE LUMBER. Also 2X4 to 
2X12 beams, all 30%off, Call 
250-635-7400 
YOUR DOLLAR STORE WITH 
MORE. Canada's fastest grow- 
ing, most successful, second 
largest dollar store company 
with 140+ stores, has exciting 
LEVEL II Insurance Broker in 
• Merfitt. Commercial assis- 
tant]personal lines rep., self- 
starter, full-time. Reply to Man- 
ager: Barton Insurance Brokers, 
Ltd. Fax: 250-378-6338. 
Email: blnnis@ barton.ca 
TRAIN TO Work In The Corn-' 
purer Industryl Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator for Program or 
Student Loan Information From 
our CDI college. Abbotsford 
Campus. Call toll Free today 1- new opportunities & locations 
throughout B.C.I Contact Dave TECHNICAL SUPPORT 888-229-1565, 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of Uzelman 1-866-673-4968, 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- ASSOCIATE- Kamloops, Con- CHRYSLER.DODGE.JEEPo 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. FREE BUS NESS opportunity vergys, a wodd leader In out. Salesnerson renuired Ranldlv 
w th Avon for a I mlted tl sourced customer service re " 1 " " " 250-638-7290 ' ' 'me. Call . . . . . .  '~ growing dealership in Vernon 
ulres /ecnncal ~uppon toll free 1-866-718-1695 Ask q. . . . . . . .  has mmedate openngfor an 
about specialoffers Associares zo WOrK ro,mlng expedencedsaesperson Rare 
shifts You require Graae 12 or • • " • " . . .. . . . . .  opportunttyt Experienced ap- 
. equ va ent a gooa unaersmna- : ='2~8 P ar- -" :~ : . . . . . . . . . . . .  plights only. Fax Resumes to: 
MOVING OUT salol All house- . : . .  ,., : .~,  ,..~.,o ing or wmaows u~.ano}ts SOl!- 250-545-7626 or ,mail 
. . . .  . . . . .  = Sty to connect to me inteme~, swanlakechrysl~r @shaw.ca 
GREAT JOB, Great Pay Great with excellent customer service 
Bdta..inl 20 Qualified Social skills. We provlde.a competitive 
workers required. Experience compensation package, eauca- Titan ~Hnn|t, Int~ wth tt~ t lP~.  
of working with children & fa- tional assistance programs and t',~n'~=' "n"~.  ~,'~'~I"A'I'I~-~" h ' -S 
mii ard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l es. Interview - Vancouver- a salary of $11.00/hr. Forw ono,,i,,,,~ ~,~, ,,,=lay exned. 
21 ,-~.,,.,u~ -~- "1--,.~. r- BEAUTIFUL LOG garden shed, May 2003. Contact: david resume to: Convergys 21 ,=n,.,=,~ =nrl m~fiw=t=d nrIvrlH. 
10X12 with green metal roof. @ttm.le Phone: 011-353-65- E.T.C.H., Kamloops, BC V2C al'sto"|~i'n,~',':r't"='~=mW~uc'c~,~'ful 
Half price $3200. Call 260-635- 68-69-290 Fax: 011-353-65-68- 4A6. Fax: 250-571-5870. Email: ~Jnnlin~nt~ ~,u'~ll h'~'d"'~aqnn with 
69-303 www.ttm.re kamloops.jobs@converflvs.com d~rsl'fi'e'd "c'ust-o'm'er'ba=se, in --~ 7400 . . . . . . . . . .  ' , ~ . . . .  ~,.~,p,, ~., ,~- . . . . . . . .  . 
~ ~ ~ , : ,  ................. ~:~. ;~:.:.:.:.:::.~'.~::.,,.~,~~.:.~:~.:::.~:::~...~:~:~:~:~::~:~:~  -' c udJ g Sawm s Forestry, Pup 
:~:~':"'~:~;~":-:" ' ' : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:~:!:~:i:!~:;:~::~;~.:::::.~.~:~:~:~!!;~;;:;:::::;:~:~i:!:i!i:`;i~:!:. "" "':~'~*~' "! i ~! ~'~: ..,...'.  ,' M lls;" Mining. and Manufactur- 
garden sheds. Quality work for ; ! ! i i i i i~ i i i i i~ := i~ i~f  ing. We are looking for an indl- 
reasonable rates. Delivery and iii!i!i::! vidual with expeden0e in  pur -= 
~ = j i i i i i i i i ~  . . . . .  .~:~ chas ng and sa e of ndustda 
~:~.~ ~@~:::.:..:. ' ........... :.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :i:~i!! i~.. . . .:.: . . . . . . . . . .  ...::;:i:i:~:!: . setup included. Call 250-635- PP . . 9369 .~,~.:~:::i:::~:.:,*:.~* . • ...................... .,: ............................. su lies. mechanical powel 
transmission, ground engaging 
, , . . . .  and/or hydraulic products to in- 
dustrial customers. Interested 
55 GALLON aquarium with 
electic heater $265 obo. 16'ca- 
noe with two paddles $325 obo. 
Sliding glass closet doors $35 
obo. Call 250-615-5475 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- 
ICE Located in the downtown 
Hampton Inn & Suites Hotel. 
Concerts & sports. Dixie 
Chicks, Ozzle, Joe cocker, Avdl 
Markknopfler, Brace Spring- 
steen & Canucks Playoffs. 1- 
800-920-0887. 
FOR SALE, 8 wrappers and 5 
cinches, like brand new. Call 
250-635-7115, leave messa.cle. 
SCREENED TOP SOIL, LAND- 
SCAPE ROCK AND DRIVE- 
WAY CRUSH Skeena Concrete 
Products Ltd. 3751 Old Lakelse 
Lake Rd. Terrace, B.C. 260- 
635-3936 
VERY EXPERIENCED 8' 
camper, good for huntin', flshln' 
or shroomin. Three-way fddge, 
forced air furnace. New plumb- 
ing. Comes with jacks. $1000 
oho. 11 1/2' flotation hull, fibre- 
glass boat w/5hp. Comes with 
oars and life jackets. $750 obo. 
After 5pm 250-635.3789 
Dry  ~ 
SERVICES LTD.  
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
*CHIMNEYS & FURNACES *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
"AIR DUCTS *SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
.BOILERS .CATCH BASIN & SUMP PiTS 
*FIREPLACE6 .REST. GREASE TRAP5 
.ATrlC INSULATION REMOVAL .ELECTRIC SNAKE 
.AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS .FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
*PAINT BOOTHS .VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 
SEAPORT L IMOUSINE LTD, 
~ R A N D  EXPRESS SERVICE 
I Daily sche~. .e . rv ice  from. Stewart .to 
I Terrace and ~ ,  points in between. Pick- 
l up in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
couner service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
applicants may apply In wdtlng 
by Apd130, 2003 including re. 
sum, to: Titan Supply Inc,, 
1020 Waddington Dnve, Ver- 
non, BC V1T 8M2. Attn; Wayne 
Ingram or e-mail: 
vemon@titansupp y,ca 
ARE YOU earning what you're 
worth? Eam an extra $500 - 




TOR wanted for sick relief. 
could possibly work into full 
time for the dght person IPD an  
asset, call Susan 1-250-542- 
9268 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT AS- 
SOCIATE - Kamlcops. Conver- 
gys, a wodd leader In out- 
sourced customer service re- 
quires Technical Support Ass(> 
ciatss k, work rotating shifts. 
You require Grade 12 or equiv.. 
alent, a good understanding of 
Windows aS and It's ability to 
connect to the Intemet, with ex- 
cellent customer service skills. 
We provide a competitive com- 
pensation package educational 
assistance programs and a sal. 
ary of $11.00/hr. Forward re -  
sume to: Convergys 2121 
E.T.C. Hwy. Kamloops, BC 
V2C4A6. Fax: (250)571-587 o, 
ROAD BIKE Novara (REI) 21 
speed, medium size, with pan- 
nler rack, cmmoly DEORE DX. 
just serviced, mint. $375 (was 
$600US). Drive by to see at 
4846 Sunset Dr. 250-635.1924 
or gadotU@telus.net 
LOOKING TO market your 
business to 195,000 outdoor 
enthusiasts In a Provincial Mag- 
azine with guaranteed distdbu- 
tlon? Call Annemade Rindt at 
1-800-661-6335 for more infor- 
mation. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS 
GRANTS & LOANS INFORMA- 
TION FOR ALL BUSINESS & 
FARMS. CALL 1-800-505-8666 
HOME WORKERS Neededlll 
Assembling Products - Mall- 
Ing/Procasslng Our Circulars- 
Copy/Mailing PC Disk Program 
No Experience Neededl FREE 
Info @ www.glfts-plus-onllne.com or 
send S.A.S.E. to CRAFTS, 8- 
7777 Keele St., Dept 113, Ref # 
7-702, concord, On,ado L4K 
1Y7 Call 706.726-5795 
DISCOVER WONDERFUL Op- 
per,unities. Home & Gift Col- 
lection a Canadian company 
needs consultants in your area. 
Contact Nancy at (260) 747- 
344g for information on decorat- 
Ing, entertaining, cooking & 
celebrating products, 
..... .,FEcISELY RI 
MOVING 
I - ; ~'~ ,. Your M0ving pi.ofessi~nals S.nce~91197 ~ 
J ~Im ~ Truck&New~12&28ffTrailersatYourSen/~e! 
J ~ • , Across town or the country 
I f~JJ ~ • Will assist or load foryou 
1.1PI~ ~ " Reasonable Rates 
I ~;.m ~ :I-866-615-0002 I~1 _ ~ ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
 i 615-0002 i638'6969 
i 
Not Just Ho use keep 
Tailored service to best meet your needs 
Lea Mclntyre ~ 
635-2555 
Cell 615-6312 
House Sitting, House Cleaning, Enand Running, 
Pet Siting/Walking, House Painting, and much more 
MK 
IACNIfOE S BOm~AT SERWCEt 
~0wRemoval ~ Gi l l  '~n~n0 
[x~mlng Home 250-635.5566 as.Up ' 
Paddng Lot Sanding SepticSHterm Cell 250.615-7294 .re,piN 
4813 P0hle Ave. 
Terrace, BC, V8G IJ4 Email:mkbackhoe@monarch.nat 
& LANDSCAPING I 
. Land~a~ng . Fin0r & Kitchen ~tes ~ |  
. ~m0,a l  .,ul, a ~al, Fano. ~ I 
. Yard ~0=r= . .ulU a R~r 0~cks ~ l  
, eulter Cleaning , ~dlng Insta~lon & Washing ~ I 
.o~J~ .~M~ ~ 1  
FREE EST IMATES I 
AVAILABLE  7 DAY8 A WEEK I 
~LOW LOW LOW RATES I J  
Nodhwest Community Col lege invites expressions of JAr+rest f lo rnquo lSed educat ion  consultants for 
the following projects ' ;:.: ;, :: ':ii,' ;:, ;'.::!i, +,,:.,. ~; , 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, Apri l  30, 2003-  B I I 
NOTICE OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Northwest Inter-Nation Family and Community Services 
Socie.ly(NIFCS) is currently seeking the services of a 
qualified Guardianship Social Worker for the Prince 
Rupert area. 
POSITION SUMMARY: 
The Guardianship Social Worker (GSW) provides 
appropriate services to the children in the continuing 
custody of the Director within the parameters provided by 
the BC Child and Family and Community Services Act and 
the Northwest Inter-Nation Family and Community 
Services Policies and Procedures. 
QUALIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS: 
• Masters of Social Work Degree; Bachelor of Social 
Work Degree or Social Sciences degree plus a min mum 
~'of three'(3) years experience in t'he Human Services 
field. 
• Excelhnf communication skills both oral and wrilten. 
* Demonstrated abilities and experience in developing 
strong relationships with children, foster parents, 
biological parents, developing contractual agreements 
with clients, caregivers, and other professionals; 
balancing competing priorities; working under pressure; 
writing concise re~rts fo various audiences; completing 
• assessments, developing work plans, implementing 
plans and evaluating intervention success. 
• J~rofessional commitment, flexibility and goad problem 
, ,J dispute resolution solving skills. 
+ Computer literacy on Database, Microsoft Word, Excel 
, and other computer software. 
• Must successfvlly pass the required R.C.M.P. Criminal 
Records Check. 
• Must possess and maintain a valid B.C. Drivers' License. 
SALARY RANGE: Negotiable- subject to 
skill's/qualifications 
TYPE O! POSITION: Full-time; subjecl to six (6) month 
. . . . . . . .  probation and annual 
" "  ": ' !: + .pe r~.~ance review. 
Interested candidates are required to submit a resume, 
covering letter and the names of three (3) work related 
references in confidence to: 
Northwest Inter-Nation Family and 
Communily Services Society 
Attention: Associate Executive Director 
#200-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4E1 Fax: 250-638-8930 
We regret that we will only respond to those applicants 
chosen for an interview. We thank all applicants for their 
interest. 
• 270Help Wanted. 
ATTENTION AUTOMOTIVE 
TECHNICIANS: Join our Five 
Star Service Team at Regency 
Chrysler - Quesnet, BC. We 
offer factory training, unique in- 
centive plans and excellent 
wage and full benefit package. 
Quesnel is an excellent location 
for family living. We have great 
schools, golf, fishing and vad- 
ous activities for all seasons. 
Apply in confidence today by 
forwarding your resume to: 
Dave Wawryk - Service Manag- 
er, Ph: 250-992-9293. Fax: 
250-932-3606 or emall: 
dave.wawryk@ regencych~ysler.com 
CLASS ONE ddver required for 
intedor based company, 2 years 
Super B fiat deck expenence 
required on general freight. We 
offer performance based re- 
numeration, assigned units, 
benefits, direct deposit. 
Company operates pdmadly 
BC/BC-AB. Fax resume & ab- 
stract. 250-828-1490. 
NOW EXPANDING Owner Op- 
erators wanted to run Canada 
USA reefer or pacific northwest 
dry van. Very competitive rate 
package for more Into call Kim 
1-800-661-9937. 
WANTED: 43 people to lose 
up to 30 pounds in the next 30 
days. 100% safe, natural & 
guaranteed 800-934-8752 
www.mynew_dlet.com 
NIEFS an Innovative employ- 
ment service organization 
seeks experienced Operations 
Manager for Campbell River 
Centre. Excellent benefits 
package and competitive sal- 
ary. Applications at 
www.niefs.net/opman/ or 250- 
286-3441 . . . . . .  , 
SALT SPRING Island Co-op 
Preschool accepting 
applications for E.C.E. potation. 
Offering 3 days a week com- 
mencing Sept. 2003. Fax re- 
sume and E.C.E. certificate by 
May 9th to 250-537-8350, 
phone enquiries 250-538-1743. 
EXPERIENCED JOURNEY- 
MAN AUTOMOTIVE PAINT- 
ER. TJ Painter required imme- 
diately, for established C.A.R. 
shop In Prince George, B.C. 
Competitive union wages. Shop 
• operates on hourly based wag- 
es not flat rate. Interested quail- 
.fled applicants please fax re- 
sume to 250-614-7605 
Acklands-Grainger Inc. 
Career Opportunities 
278 Skilled Trades 29g Work Wanted : 
Acklands.Grainger Inc. (AGI) is Canada's largest distributor of industrial, fleet and safety 
supplies. AGl's 100+ year history is one of reliable service combined with the ability to be a 
"one stop" supplier to many of the largest companies in Canada, Due to continuing success and 
expansion, we arc pleased to announce the start-up of a new, state-of-the-art operation, on site at 
a large pulp mill in the Prince Rupert area. 
This exciting venture has created the following opportunities for 
individuals with relevant experieuce and a great customer service attitude. 
Dedicated Service Representatives 
"'In this role, you will be responsible for Vendor Managed Inventories, a formal Continuous 
Improvement Cost Savings program and assisting customer contacts with product solutions, 
Inside Service Representatives 
You will focus on sourcing product solutions, negotiating with 
suppliers and managing purchase orders and supplier invoices. 
• ; Warehouse Support 
You wi. bandle receiving and issuing of stock to 
i and ~rom the customer's stores and wa~houses . . . . .  
i ? i  Admin is t ra t ive  Suppor t  
Responsibilities will include backup and support of other team members and administrative 
duties involving processing of supplier purchase orders and invoices. 
Acklands-Grainger Inc. is accepting applications for the positions above, Please emaii to: 
bchr@agi.ca, or fax to: 604-879-2012, by no later than May 7, 2003. Please indicate which 
position yeu are applying for on your cover letter. We will be contacting those individuals that best 
meet hese requlrcmcnts for an interview in the Prince Rupert area. 
All candidates must be team players with relevant experience, xcellent interpersonal nd 
communication skills (both written and verbal), along with the ability to work independently and 
manage time effectively in a fast-paced, computerized environment, Knowledge of industrial, 
flcet and/or safety products would be beneficial, 
The successful candidates will enjoy a competitive salary, a 
comprehensive benefits package and sound opportunities for 
ACKLANDS career advancement. Visit us at www.acklandsgraingcr.com We are 
GRAENGER an equal opportunity employer. We would like to thank all who 
> . . . .  apply, but only those selected for an interview will be contacted. 
I 
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Seashore Charters is seekina a qualified individdal 
for the full-time position of Manager. 
The manager will be responsible for ensuring the 
corporation's policies and regulations, and 
overseeing the tourism operation. 
Previous experience in tourism management, 
marketina and sales are a definite asset. 
Qualificatl"ons reauired include a Post Secondary 
education in Bus(ness Administration or Tourism, 
good administrative, interpersonal, communication. 
organizational skills, computer sl~ills, and a good 
working knowledge of financial" accountina 
principles. Knowledge of the Tsimshian Culture anal 
Jhe North Coast area is an asset. Candidate must 
be willing to take training. 
Please submit your resume with coverinaletter by 
May .2, 2003 to: Seashore Charters c/o ~etlakalta 
Development Corporation P.O. Box 224, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. VSJ 3P6, Fax: 250-628-9259 
Altention: Cindy Smith. 
Thanks to all aoplicants for their interest, however 
only those selected for an interview will be 
contacted. 
. .  ~ Weareseekingahighly-molivated4thCLASSBOILERENGINEERtoapplyexcellent 
~ lechnical skills and knowledge, safely and elficienlly. Asparl of our Shipping/Kiln 
~ Team you will be responsible Iortile operation 15 lhermal oil healed kilns wilh gas 
~" ~ backupatourBurnsLakeBCOperation. Ourkilnsoperate24hoursperdayqdays 
_~ ~. ~ per week. 
~ == The Ideal candidate has experience with a thermal oil wood fired energy syslem, 
~ == lumberdeyinoandgrading.Theywillhavedemoestratedtheirabililiestoapplytheir 
~ == licker skills and knowied~ olle~tively. 
~ - Above average inlerpersonal, comrnunication andorganizational ski ls are requ fled 
--  :-- as well as being self-molivated wilh Ihe ability Io work Independently. 
~ = ~ - Rate 01 pay is per the IWA Agreement. 
_--=" ~ -----  QualifiedappRcantssh0uldfo~rdtteirresumesbyMay16,2003,t0:Human 
~i=--_i Resources Oepadment, Bablne Forest Predu~Is, P.O. Box, gums Lake, 
BC VOJ lEO; Fax: (250) 692-4595; E-mail: 
For more information Weldw0od ofCanada, visit our 
websJte at: www.weldwood.c0m 
We thank all candidates for their Interest; however, Ba l~ne 
on~, those se/ected for an inteMew /ll be cantacted. R~'~STmOC~Cm 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY TREASURER 
Applications are invited for the position of Assistant 
Secretary. Treasurer. This position is excluded from Union 
membership. 
The School District is located in North Western British 
Columbia and includes the communities of Terrace, Stewart, 
Kitimat, Ki~anga and Hazelton. Educational suppo.rt serv- 
ices are provid~l to 6450 students and the District has an 
operalinfl budget of approximately $48 million. The District 
Office islocat~ in Terrace, a community with modern medi- 
cal, educational and recreational facilities. 
The ideal candidate will have completed o recognized 
~occounting pr.~gr~am (C:~,~=C.M.A., C.G.A:)"ond~wtll'have 
'~ex~rience~ n c0mp0tei's;~nd co~puter application,prefera- 
bl>, experience wilfi the SDS sysfen~. . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  
The individual will have s .peciflc duties in the area of finan- 
cial data preparation and management, supervision of 
accounting functions, and some purchasing of supplies and 
equipment. 
Applications, complete with resume and letters of refer- 
ence, will be accepted until May 23, 2003 and should be 
addressed to: 
Marcel Georges, CGA 
Secretary Tr.easurer 
Coast Mountains School District 82 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Fax: 250-635-4287 
NOTICE OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Northwest Inter-Nation Family and Community Services 
Society (NI.FCS) is currently seeking the services of a 
qualified Administrative Secretary Assistant. 
POSITION SUMMARY: 
The Adminislralive Secretary Assistant reports to the 
Executive Director. The incuml:;ent provides secretarial and 
administrative support services to the Executive Director, 
Associate Executive Director and Regional office(s). 
Coordinates all administrative functions for the 
organization, including thE, responsibility for simply 
accounting and other l in<,ncia'l programs and the 
supervision of other clerical staff. 
QUALIFICATIONS/REQUIREMENTS: 
* Minimum one-year Post Secondary. and Administration 
exoerience anddealina vith the public. 
• cxce,em communicanol skills bath oral and written. 
• Good knowledge of routine office practices and 
procedures. 
• Demonstrated abilities and experience in developing 
strong working relatio ships with a diverse range o} 
indivi;duals. To establi h priorities under a diverse 
workload. 
• Computer literacy on Database, Microsoft Word, Excel 
Simply Accounting and other computer software. 
• Must successfully pass the required R.C.M.P. Criminal 
Records Check. 
• Must possess and maintain a valid B.C. Drivers' License. 
SALARY RANGE: Negotiable- subied to 
skilrs/quolifications 
TYPE OF POSITION: Full-time; six months to one year 
term to fill Maternity Leave. 
Subjcct o six (6) month probation 
and cmr ual performance review. 
Interested candidates are required to submil a resume, 
covering letter and the names of three (3) work related 
references in confidence to: 
Northwest Inter-Nation Family and 
Communily Services Society 
Attention: Associate Executive Director 
#200-4545 Lazelh Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4E1 Fax: 250-638-8930 
W.e regiet that we will only., respond to those appl!cants 
chosen for an interview. We thank all applicants tar their 
interest. 
I-CORP SECURITY Services 
Ltd. has an opening for a full 
! time SECURITY GUARD. Ap- 
plicants must have BST 1 & 2. 
Vehicle would be an asset. Call 
250-638.8888 for Interviews. 
LOSE WEIGHT before this 
summed Fast, safe & guar- 
anteedll Call for FREE consul- 
tation.1.877-224-5999 www.- 
HowtoLose.com 
NEED A PHONE? Been dis- 
connected? No deposit, no 
credit, no probleml Call Insta- 
phone. Re-connect.l-866-334- 
6782 starting at only. $39.95 
WANTED: COUPLES for a 
large B.C. based chain of hotels 
and inns. Apply to Director of 
Human Resources, 550 Colum- 
bia Street, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
2V1. 
WE ARE accepting resumes for 
the position of WAITRESS. 
Please send your resume to 
Shan Yan Restaurant at 4606 
Gralg Ave, Terrace, B.C. No 
phone calls please. 
WORK FROM home ft/pt. Earn 
from $1000 - $3000. Fax/tele -" 
250-635-0098 www.free- 
dom88.com/145 
SERVICE SPECIALIST REQUIRED 
Previous mechanical experience a must, Journeyman's 
Mechanical ticket preferr~. Must have exceptional customer 
relationship and communication skills, computer experience 
would be an asset. Competitive salary and benefit package 
available to suicessful applicant. Apply in person with resume: 
Altention: Service Manager Closing Date: May IP', 2003 
Terrace Totem Ford, 4631 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Fax: 2S0-635-2783 Phone: 250-635.4984 
Email: totemford@monarch.net 
~is  POSitiO~ wig. ~be O~ in~res~ t~ tho§e w~hing  :to 
devel0p~a " ~career ~ inthe :Fores~"  indus~.  Those  ~ 
anx ious  to .  exper ience ,  fu ture  locat ion  changes  
shou ld  apply, i i , i ; :  
We re ~i0oking f o r "  individuals =with two  ydars poSt- 
secondary education in business or 'accounting 
discipline. AdditionallY, one should be  quite 
conversant with MS Office products. 
Only those invited for an interview will be 
contacted. 
Please mail resumes to the Office Manager, 
West Fraser Mills Ltd. 
1250 Brownmiller Rd. 
Quesnel, B.C. 
V2J 6P5 
CERTIFIED MACHINIST SLO- ' A-1 SIDING and gutters. We in- 
CAN GROUP - PLATEAU DIVI. stall 5" continuous gutters In as- 
SIgN Slocan Plateau is looking ' • sorted colours. Best rate in 
for an individual who has strong 
work habits, the ability to work town. Also install soffit, fascia, 
within a motivated maintenance and vinyl siding. 20% Seniors 
team and a desire to learn. Pla- discount. 250-635-9714 
teau is anlnnovative forest pro-; ~ 302 ACcounting i: ducts company situated in the 
Nechako Valley 20 km west of ; : : : 
Vanderhoof, BC Excellent out-.  ~ ~ :  
door and recreational activities, Set up and maintenance of your 
aboundln our community. Pre-"~ small business requirements. 
dominantly an SPF facility, Pla- Servlna the Nc~rthwA.~t for nvAr 
teau is one of the largest - o __ -_::-~._.-._=--- u years r'none zbu t~b ~gz )roduclng dimension mills In the ' " ". ' 
}rovince. We are presently -~  
ooking for a machinist. Must ~14 Ch i ldCArp .  
)e certified with excellent com. ~- ,v ' ; "~"~- - -~-  = 
municatlon and organizational 
skills. Shiftwork. Please submit FELTSTORIESI WANT to 
~/aOUr resume (by mall or fax)no make storytime fun? Try a felt 
tar than May 2, 2003 to: Ron story. Great for daycares, pra- 
Modey - Human Resources, schools, schools and at home. 
Slocan Group- Plateau DIvl- Call Sandra 250.635-3191 
sign, R.R. 2, Vanderhoof, BC evenin.qs. 
VOJ 3A0 Fax: 250)567-3911 LITTLE RUGRATS DAYCARE 
wants to take care of your chlldl 
Our licensed facilities Is located 
WILL TUTOR math and phys- on HaRiwell Ave. We are close 
ics, grade 12 and higher, to Uplands School and play- 
$15/hr. Call Sidney 250-635-, ground. Spaces avallable for al 
2695. ages. For Information and regis. 
trafion call Robin 250-635-4947 
• 290work  Wanted : 
r Look ing  fo r  ~ DON'T MOVE Improve with 
Skeena Home Improvement. Ch i ld  Care?  
Concrete, framing, siding, lami- 
nate + hardwood floor instalta- Skeena Child Care Resource nd 
tions. Your weather deck end '. Referral has information  
star aluminum railing. Author- ~ child care options and on 
Ized dealer. For free estimate , choosing child care. 
call 250-638-8210 or 250-638- ~ Drop by The Family Place 
2805. at 4553 Park Ave. 
SIGN UP NOW Terrace-Kitimat or call 638-1113, 
Shuttle Service Is looking for ": SkeenaCCRRIsspr0gramoltheTerrace 
steady customers to and from '.+ Woma#sResoorceS~ety 
the two communities. This new and Is funded by the Minisby ofCommunity, 
service requires people who will ' ~ ,  ~originalandWomen'sServlces 
make the commitment to five or 
more days a week. Our service 
times are flexible. To learn 
more call Johen Treelstra at 
(land phone) 250.638.1436 or 
• cell phone 250-615-2252 
t 
r 
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'Whether you have a high school 
diploma or not, you coul~d pa~ticipate 
z .  • 
in a 9-month paid internship in one of 
the many fields of activity that make 
up federal government operations. 
~edera]  ]Publ ie ~ector  
Youth ][~.ter]~qhip Progran~ 
Internships available in Terrace 
with HRDC and the RCMP. 
For more information, please 
call the YMCA toll-free :
1-888"298"3947 or 
1-800-495-8" /75  ( f rench)  
Y CanadR YM~A 
Peu importe si tu as ton dipl6me 
d'dtudes secondaires ou pas, 
tu pourrais faire un stage payE de 9 mois, 
dam l' un des nombreux secteurs 
d'activiMs du gouvernement f~d~ral. 
Progra]nnte  de s tages  
poux  ]eS jeuneS dan~ ]e 
Secteur  pub l i c  f~d~ra] 
Stages disponibles ~ Terrace avec DRHC 
ou la GRC. Pour plus d'information, 





Horthern Hearing & Safety Training 
OFA Level 1 Adult Care 
T.B.A ........................................................... $I 15 
OFA Level 1 
Mon~ May ]2 Tue., May 13(Fd/)....::..."": .................... $90 
Thurs., May 15 Set., May 31 
OFA Transportation Endorsement 
Wed., May 14(Full) M., May 16 Sun., June 1 ............. $90 
OFA Level 3 
May 26-June6 (Full) July 7-July 18 ............ . ............... $700 
.WHMIS - An#me via computer ............. .'.:L'...=L~:.'L:555 
Childu:ffe . . . . . .  : : : : /$79  1 
May3,  Sat:: :" 830omL4:30pm .... : : :  :. ~ :::::: I 
111o 
May3-tO • Sat ~;:900am-12pm 
• . ~,- , : : , .  :~ .  , ,  .~, . . . . . . . .  ~:!~,~; !:~, 
.Woodworklng'~2x4 
:May 3-24" Sat:::~:"gi00Q~:001o~::/i!:ii~:~ii!%. 
:Forklift Certificate Program ::::, ~ .~ :~.:;~:~¢:-~'~:!:,!:~%~. ~2ou¢ 
May 9-1i :, Fd-SUh , 6-1opm/s~p~ :.ii:::!~!ii:i:i~:. ~%~.~,. 
OFA Le 




May: I '  
:Traffic 
May 1, 
Recreofionol GPS :: i: .... , :~:: ~i~ ; !i~!, i:;~:ii%::. ~' $88+gst 
May)7 • 
Traffic Control Flagging !:.~ i .:: :~:: ~ ~/Cc~:~:; $209 
May 17-18 • SaUSun.;~i~8:30am:5:30pm . 
Vlolence $99 
 NOR11WV ; MCOMklUN~Tl f  ~.:: 
GET BACK ON TRACKI Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lendfi tl 
~u own your own home -you 
i mlify. 1-877-987-1420. 
NW.ploneerwest.com Member 
the Better Business Bureau. 
FREE CREDIT COUNSELLING 
* Consolidate debts * One Low 
Monthly Payment * Eliminate or 
Reduce Interest * Rebuild Your 
Credit Rating. Credit Counsell- 
ing Society of B. C. NON 
PROFIT SERVICE 1-888-527- 
8999 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint.Spring and Summer interi- 
or residential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% 
labor discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Karl. 250-615- 
0199 
ECONOMY TWO bedroom on 
Brauns Island. $400. Pets wel- 
come. 250-635-9102 
FURNISHED ONE bedroom 
;. apartment In Thomhitl. 
$360/month plus damage de- 
posit $180. Utilities not includ- 
ed. No pets. Call 250.635-6851. 
LARGE STUDIO suites, se- 
cured building dght downtown. 
' We pay heat. Laundromat up- 
stairs. Great for working, older 
person. Call 250.635-7585 
. NEW ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT, close to town, 
four appliances. Non-smokers, 
no pets. $550/mo Damage de- 
posit required. Available Imme- 
diately. Call 250.635.1622 or 
250-635-2250 
ONE & TWO bedroom apart- 
ments available Immediately. 
Call 250-635-5136 or 250-635- 
6428 
APARTMENTS-TERRAC;E I 
4EVVLY RENOVATED 2 Bed~0m Apts I
$475 per month I 
• Free hot water/recreation I 
, C Dee to school and hospital | 
• Secunty entrance •Stamhoice I 
Call collect 1250) 877-6773 l 
ONE & TWO' bedroom apart. 
manta In downtown location. 
Utilities included. $450-$525 
per month. Call 250.638-1702 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available.• New management 
onsite. No pets please. 250- 
615.5441 
ONE BEDROOM suite above 
Sangsters. Washer, dryer, 
fddge, stove electric heat. Avail- 
able immediately. Phone 250- 
635.5070 or 250-632-7502 
ONE, TWO & Three bedroom 
a partme qts, a vaJlal~l.e, ~He.at, hot 
Waier 'electricity Includecl. Live~ 
in manager, on site security. 
250-635-3409 or 250-638-0015 
ONE, TWO & three bedroom 
apartments. Available imme- 
diately. On-site management. 
References required. 250-635- 
6428 or 250-638-0015 or 250- 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
. Clean, quiet renovated suites 
,Ample perking 
QUIET AND CLI=AN, t~NO bed- 
room ground level apartment. 
Available immediately. Laundry 
and electric heat. Security de- 
posit and references required. 
$500/mcnth. Includes hot water. 
Call 250.635-1126. 
QUIET LARGE two bedroom, 
four appliances, security, Non- 
smokers, no pets. Options vary. 
Available Immediately. Call 250- 
638-0046 or 250-635-4852 
evenln.qs. 
TWO BEDROOM second floor 
apartment. Close to town, se- 
curity entrance, on-site man- 
agement. No pets. Available Im- 
mediately $475/mo + damage 
deposit. Call 250-638-0404 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent. 
Also one bedroom with kitchen 
facilities for single gentleman. 
Call -250.635-5893 ............ 
Bi~AUTIFU LLY RENOVATED 
two bedroom basement suite. 
Fddge, stove, washer, dryer, 
and gas fireplace. Non-smok- 
Ing,=no pets..$600/rnoiug as~ heatc, 
included. Available :'May :1st; 
Evenings. 250-638-8323 ' 
BRIGHT AND CLEAN one 
bedroom basement suite. No 
smoking, no parties, and no 
pets.$ $450/month, utilities 
included + damage deposit. 
Call 250-635-9684. 
615-0345 ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
" ...... tie for rent. No pets/smoking. 
Available May 1/03, In Horse- 
COACHMAN shoe area. Call 250-635"0033 
APARTMENTS ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
4204 N. Sparks tie partially furnished. Single 
working person prefeffed, avail- 
On Site Management ' ed. References .required. 
Securi~ Entrance with $400/mo. Call 250-635-1739 
Undercover Parking ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to town, nice yard, 
&Elevator. Laundry It. f.dge, stove, washer, dryer. 
facilities on each floor II $550/mo utilities included. Call 
On Bus Route II 250638.76o5 
Two BEDROOM basement su- 
No Pets II Ire In Thomhill. Close to 
TO View a Clean &ll i echoo,s, laundry facilities on 
premises, no pets. Recently 
Qu ie t  Bu,lding I1: painted and with new applianc- 
es. $475/mo. Phone Rob. 250- on the  Bench  --[1! 638-7290 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, hardwood floors, fddge, 
' ' ; '  stove, washer, dryer, large 
" "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  yard. $620/month Includes n/g 
HUNTINGTON II1: and cable. Call250-635-2556. 
TWO BEDROOM, Horseshoe 
APARTMENTS [1[ area. Includes w/d, f/s, n/g firo- 
• place. N/g and hydro included 
Taking Applications III in rent. Carport, clean quiet 
Now III neighborhood. No parties. Call 
after 6:30 pm. 250.615-3263 
, Laundry facilities 
. Close to schools & downtown 
* On bus route 
, On site management 
, No pets 
, References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
!!111111|1111111'Ii111111111111111111|1111 
[ . artiage Ho=e Apartments 
[ ~ ~  Publ J 'h i~/ 'g  1 1 & 2 Bedr0°m Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
I : : 476Su i tes  
Where all of your printing needs are completed 
with fast service at reasonable •prices• 
SPEOIAL IZE  
IN 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry.Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Secudty Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CfflZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monied Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
2000 SOFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
DOWNTOWN TERRACE Psy- 
chological consultants wishing 
to share modem three office 
complex. One or two offices 
available Immediately contact 
Peter 250-635-6741 $200/mo 
per office, 
• , '  . . . .  , 
Office Stationary - Business Cards 
Brochures - Flyers - Posters - Newsletters 
- Absolutely Anything on Paper- 
Ph: 635-1872 - Fax: 635-1868 
I a d ~ J l  d d A l ld  Al~l i i~lD J l l i d  i J d ml A l ld  d I l i d  i d J I  J I  J J d J ~ ~ 
FOUR BEDROOM duplex in 
Terrace. N/g heat, washer/dryer 
included. No parties, no smok- 
Ing, Wdtten references and de- 
posit required. Phone 250-798- 
9554 
TWO BEDROOM main floor of 
duplex, close to pool, fenced 
yard, pets ok, frldge/stove, 
washer/dryer. Available May 
1st. $550/mo. 250.635-6352 
TWO BEDROOM townhouse in t 
Four plex. Clean, quiet, Fddge, 
stove, washer/dryer. No pets,' 
References required. 250-635-. 
3796 
TWO OR three bedroom apart- 
ments very close to schools on 
Pine Ave in Thomhlll, Low 
rents. Available Immediately. 
Call 250-635-3583, 
i.~RGE FOUR bedroom, two 
baths executive duplex. Close 
to downtown. Fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer, blinds, patio,. 
shop in backyard. N/s only, pets 
negotiable. $900/month + dam- 
age deposit. Available June 
1/03. Call 250.635-4368. j 
BRIGHT and clean, three bed- 
room duplex. F/s, w/d, dish- 
washer, Horseshoe area. No 
pets or smoking. References 
and damage deposit required. 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
635-3555. 
• CLEAN THREE bedroom du- 
plex. New paint, naw carpet. 
Electric heat. Large yard, laun- 
dry room, patio on Southslde. 
$550/mo 250-638-1691 
EXECUTIVE THREE bedroom 
duplex located in town. 2 1/2 
baths, two n/g fireplaces, five 
appliances, carport. $850.mo. 
To view call 250-638-1885 
ONE BEDROOM unit on dead 
end of Park Ave. Available Im- 
mediately.Washer, dryer, fddge, 
stove, no smoking or pets. 
$475/month. Call to view 250- 
.635-6224. 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath, 
above ground basement suite 
at 4721 Lean. Fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer, storage. $600 
per roD. 250.638-8639 
THREE BEDROOM duplex for 
rent. Located In upper Thomhitl 
on very large lot. 1 1/2 baths, 
storage room, carport. Includes 
fddge, stove and hook-ups for 
washer/dryer. $700/mo (negoti- 
able for long term lease) 250- 
635-6905 
THREE STOREY, three bed- 
room duplex. Carpod. Newly 
renovated. Close to schools' 
and hospital. Call 250-635-9467 
or 250-635-4220 $650/month. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex car- 
port, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
utilities included. Cable, stor- 
age shed. Clean, new paint. 
Upper Thomhitl. Call 250-635- 
3,7,56 .~,~. : i  ,:/ :~ . -: :!.; 
"~O~I~EDROOM duplex . in , 
toWnFffidge, stove', ~vasher, dry-:. 
er, $550/mo plusdamage de- 
posit. Two bedroom duplex, 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer. 
$600/month. In town. Plus two 
bedroom basement suite upper 
Thornhitl. $400/month plus D.D. 
Call 250-615-1052. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, 
fddge, stove $400/month 2 bed- 
room suite In td- 
plex,$475/month, $200 dam- 
age deposit. Quiet neighbor- 
hood. Well maintained property, 
on-site landlord. Call 250-635- 
3492. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evenlng rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tending Services available. 
Dne bedroom duplex, close to 
downtown. Fddge, stove. 
$400/mo. 250-635-7459 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
cozy one bedroom in Smlthers, 
large kitchen, large yard, out- 
building, heated garage. 
$650/mo. Steve or Leah. 250- 
372-5456 
AVAILABLE MAY 1/03 four 
bedroom house with garage on 
• the Bench, close to school. Ref- 
; ersnces required. Call 250-635- 
2747 
AVAILABLE MAY 1ST three 
bedroom home on large South- 
side lot, near schools and hos- 
pital. Has fruit trees, garden 
plot. $750/month. To apply 
phone 250-635.7262. 
AVAILABLE MAY 1eL Im- 
maculate two bedroom house 
with basement. Private yard, 
close to hospital and schools. 
Fddge, stove, $650/m0. Bacud- 
ty deposit and references re- 
quired. Call 250-635-4838 
BACHELOR PAD house for 
rent. Southslde, large lovely 
yard. Other rental units in 
vadous locations at negotiable 
rates. Please phone 250-635- 
6611 
CLEAN 2 AND 3 bedroom for 
rent. Close to schools and hos- 
pital. Non smokers or pets. Call 
250-635-5893. 
ONE BEDROOM house In 
Thornhlll. Includes fddge, stove, 
washer, dryer, blinds and yard 
maintenance. $390/mo + secur- 
ity deposit. No pets or parties. 
Call after 5pm for appt to view 
250.635-7467 
, CLEAN WELL maintained two' 
bedroom house In Thomhlll. In- 
cludes fddge/stove, washer/dry- : 
ONE BEDROOM newly reno- 
vated house In central Thomhlll. 
Frldge, stove, electdc heat. 
Plus: five bedroom house In 
town, close to high schools, two 
baths, two n/g fireplaces, elec- 
tric heat. $650/mo references 
required. Call 250.635-9530 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 baths 
condo. Near schools and 
downtown. Paved parking. 
Fenced yard on quiet street. 
Gas fireplace. Four appliances, 
No pets. Damage deposit and 
references required. 250-635- 
3766 
THREE BEDROOM 14' x 70' 
wide mobile home on private lot 
in Thomhill. Very clean. W/d, 
f/s, dishwasher. No pets. Refer- 
ences and deposit. $600/mo. 
Call 250.635-6128 
THREE BEDROOM house in 
Horseshoe. Fenced yard, four 
appliances, small pets ok, nat- 
ural gas fireplace, available 
June 1/03, $700/mo 250-635- 
6352 
'THREE BEDROOM house In 
Thomhill. Close to schools. 
Large fenced yard, fruit trees, 
deck, greenhouse, garage. 
Available June 1/03. $600/mo. 
Call 250.638-8909 
THREE BEDROOM newly ren- 
ovated house on acreage. Must 
have good references. $650 per 
month rental or $585 per month 
for one year lease. Located 20 
minutes east of town. N/g heat, 
fridge, stove. Pets okay, smok- 
ing cutslde only. Call 250-638- 
0663, ask for Kathy or Brian. 
THREE BEDROOM rancher on 
4727 Soucie Ave. Non- 
smokers, small pets negotiable. 
freshly painted. $600/mo. Call 
250-638-8856 
THREE BEDROOM single 
house 4600 block Scott. Newly 
renovated. $600/mo. Fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Available 
immediately. Call 250-635-5348 
THREE BEDROOM spacious 
top floor of house. Fddge, 
stove, washer, dryer. Close to 
schools and walking distance to 
town, large yard. Includes 
12X12 outdoor storage. No 
pets, no smoking. $700/mo. 
252.635-5459 
TWO BEDROOM house on 
Queensway. Large yard, pets 
OK. References required. Call 
'250-635-3901. Available May 
1/03 
TWO BEDROOM house w/fin- 
ished loft and garage on large 
treed lot. Fddge, stove, dish- 
washer. $700/mb. 250-635' 
9151 
TWO OR three bedroom house 
at 4610 Scott Ave. Re fere~ 
required.; $450/mo~ 250-638- 
8639 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : 
WANTED: SELF-RELIANT te n - 
ant for two bedroom waterfront 
cottage at Lakelse Lake. Natu- 
ral gas heat, Ideal for single or 
couple. Available May 1st. 
$450/mo. References required. 
250-847-3738 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent, 
share rest of home. Working 
man preferred. $260/month in- 
cludes utilities. Call 250-635- 
,3126. 
14X70 THREE bedroom trailer 
for rent in Sunnyhill Trailer 
Court. 250-638-1396 or 250- 
615.8281 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
12X68 two bedroom mobile for 
rent In Sunnyhill Trailer Court. 
$450/m0 plus utilities. Washer, 
dryer, fridge, stove Included. 
References required. Phone 
250-638-0438 
DOUBLE WIDE trailer on large 
lot. Located 3517 Clots Ave. 
$700/month. Call 250.638- 
0161. 
MOBILE HOME for rent in Ter- 
race Trailer Park. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Two bedroom 
with 20' x 8' addition. $500 
month. Call 250.837.6788. 
THREE BEDROOM trailer loca- 
ted on Sunny Hill Trailer Park. 
Includes: Washer, dryer, fridge,, 
stove. Close to town, no pets 
please. Available Immediately. 
Call 250.635-4571 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, 
washer, dryer, fddge, stove. 
$550/mo heat Included. 250- 
635.8772. 
TWO BEDROOM spacious mo- 
bile home. Large living room, 
kitchen, dining room, wash- 
er/dryer hookups, fddge, stove, 
natural gas. Storage shed, 
green house, large yard, No 
pets. Close to bus route, 
schools, comer store. Available 
May 1/03. Asking $500/mo plus 
damage deposit of $250. For 
more Into call Matt @ 250-615- 
0265 
er, blinds, lawn maintenance. RUSTIC TWO bedroom suite 
$525/mo, plus secudty deposit., available for working people. 
No pets or parties. Call after Fireplace, electlc heat, washer, 
5:pm for appointment to view or  
leave message at 250-835- 
7467 
FOUR BEDROOM 1 1/2 baths, 
on two acres, with shop, green- 
house, Call 250.638-7764 after 
6pm, $650/mo 
ONE BEDROOM house in 
Thomhlll, Ele~dc heal, new 
bathroom, $400/m0, Available 
Immediately. Call 250.638-8052 
or 250-635-2319 
dryer hookups, w/w carpet, no 
pets. Located one mile from 
College. $400/mo plus damage 
deposit. Call 635-7341 
TWO BEDROOM suite. Fddge, 
stove, dishwasher, washer and 
dryer, plus natural gas fireplace, 
Fensed yard overlooking the 
Skeena River. Cablevlslon In- 
eluded.No smoking. Available 
Immediately. $550/mo, Call 
250.638-80g3 
STARRESORT,INT. 
We Buy & Sell Timeshares 
www.starresort.net 1.800-985- 
4395. 
FOR RENT in Terrace three 
bedroom townhouse, #102, 
4530 Scott Ave. N/g fireplace, 
washer, dryer Included. 
Stamholce available, small pets 
ok. $550/mo +utilities and dam- 
age deposit required. Call 250- 
624-8480 
PAY HALF MO RENT for Apdl, 
May, June. Three bedroom 
townhouses close to downtown 
and schools. F/s, w/d hookups, 
apartments with w/d available. 
Please call TERRACE MANOR 
250-635.4980 
THREE BEDROOM Town 
house in Horseshoe, very 
clean. No pets, damage deposit 
and references required. 
$550/m0. Call 250.635-1251or 
250-615-9587 
THREE BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath- 
room townhouse. Near School 
and downtown. Fenced back 
yard. Hookups for washer/dryer. 
Includes fridge, stove and 
blinds. Located on 2906 Molitor 
Ave. in Terrace. No pets. 
please. Call 250-635-0355 or 
250-632.2261 
RCMP FAMILY being trans-. 
tarred to Terrace require large 
four bedroom home to rent July 
1st. Preferably with garage and 
fenced yard. Close to schools. 
Call 250-372-8641 
TWO ACRE treed lots in Jack 
Pine Flats at Woeste Road. 
$40,000 plus GST. 250-638- 
8940 
USA BEST buyl First time 
offered. 20 acre ranch. Located 
In scenic west Texas $295/per 
acre. $99/mo for prospectives. 
1-800-875-6568 
VIEW LOT for sale. Situated at 
4451 Lazelle Ave. Close to 
downtown Terrace. Asking 
; $25,000. Call 250-632-7502 
GYM NORTH Okanagan Land, 
6 yr. old building, equipment, 
turn-key operation, $499,000 or 
will sell business, equipment, 
long-term lease with option to 
pumhase. Call 1-250-546-8632 
Emall: fitness @ workshopbc.com. 
50 SEAT Restaurant, Fort Fras- 
er BC pdced to sell $70,000 
Call 250-690-7470 
NINE UNIT apartment building 
for sale In Houston. Good In- 
>come Clos.e to mall and school. 
ffhre~storey,.go~ cori~r loca- 
;lion. Two acres, $246,000. Call 
250,845-2607 after 4:30pro. 
40 ACRE Farm. 3 bedroom 
house. In the heart of fishing 
and hunting. Groomed for the 
horse person. Call 250-690- 
7470 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
in Terrace. Assumable mort- 
gage to qualified buyer. Vendor 
will pay all transfer costs, No 
downpayment required. 1 1/2 
baths, full basement, washer, 
dryer, star choice available. 
Small pets ok. Playground on- 
site. To rent: $650/mo + utilities. 
Damage deposit required. Call 
250.624-8480 
QUATSINO 34 ACRES North. 
em Vancouver s and, 4000 cu- 
bic metres exportable timber, 
cabin, mobile home, creek, 
remote, secluded, hydro, 
telephone, school, boat access. 
250-949-8171 flynflsh@ 
Island.net/quatsinosound.com 
CHILLIWACK: 4 bedroom 
1400 square foot rancher; all 
new throughoutl Country living, 
10 minutes to highway/town. 
Heated crawlspace, lots of stor- 
age. $179,g00. 604-791-9185 
/ 604-819-7291. 
A MUST see: like new 1450sqff 
home at 3973 Walker Street. 
Totally renovated including new 
windows, energy efficient n/g 
furnace, bathroom, maple cabi- 
nets, maple hardwood floors, vi- 
nyl siding, cedar deck. Asking 
only $89,500. Call 250-635- 
9530 
LARGE WELL malntalned five 
bedroom home next to Christy 
Park. This home is situated on 
a large city lot with established 
fruit trees, a fully fenced back 
yard, wooden garden shed, 
Close to schools, shopping, and 
nature trails. Six appliances In- 
cluded. Asking $125,000. 
Phone 250-638.8737 for ap- 
pointment to view. 
NEW 1 1/2 STOREY rancher 
on ten acres, 2200 sq ft, histori- 
cally (character) designed, four 
bedroom, two bath, master bed- 
room with full ensulte. 
Wheelchair accessible. Totally 
fenced with ddlng ring, very pri- 
vate, 12 minutes to downtown 
Terrace. $167,000. To view 
phone 250.615-2135 eves. 
PICTURESQUE DOLL house 
character home. Big sunny 
deck, cedar fenced yard, huge 
apple tree. two bedrooms, one 
bathroom, Hardwood floor, n/g 
fireplace, suitabla starter home, 
Double lot, 4601 Heugland Ave, 
Asking $110,000, Call 250-615- 
$581. 
EXCELLENT REVENUE or 
starter home.•Side.by.side du. 
plax on 1/2 acre.Three bed- 
rooms each. Laundry room, 
new roof, many updates. 
$119,500. Call 250.638-1691 
NEW 11506QFT rancher locat- 
ed close to town and schools In 
quiet neighbourhood. Fenced 
yard, 240v wired garage, fruit 
trees and gardens. $127,000. 
Phone 250.635-0776 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
In The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for I week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addl- 
tional words over 20 - .25/word 
plus GST. Phone 250.638-7283 
Fax 250.638-8432 or email to 
advertising @ tarrecestan- 
dart.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
FOR SALE, RENT or rent to 
own. Available June 1st. four 
bedoom home In Terrace, 
Horseshoe area. You must see 
the intedor to truly appreciate 
this house. It offers an office, 
two baths, IMngroom, family 
room w/fireplace, bright 
kitchen]dining area w/patio 
doors onto deck. Large utility 
room with pantry. Built in 
dishwasher, f/s, w/d, central air, 
large shop, beautiful large 
fenced back yard with fruit trees 
and patio, Walking distance to 
three schools.Home security 
system. 4710 Soucie Avenue. 
Priced to sell $119,900. 403- 
995-1028 
FOR SALE or trade for house 
in Terrace/town]Bench area. 
Two bedroom, two baths deluxe 
model SRI manufactured home 
in quiet park. Includes f/s, w/d, 
d/washer, built in microwave, 
n/g fireplace. Built in china cabi- 
nets, sky lights, master bed- 
room has full ensuite with ja- 
quzzi tub, large back deck has 
6 person hot tub, also includes 
shed. Asking $63,000. For more 
information call 250-635-6477 : 
Call 1-866-734-9423 
or visit www.medlcalert.ca 
Medic Alert 
Lets  You  L ive  L i fe .  
• : L!STING/SELL!NO i: ' 
UNIQUE• PROPERTIES:: 
waterfront ' countr Xproperties 
Ranches • outdoor businesses 
I . . . . . . . .  T 
' intemalional Morkeling ,,i 




BEAUTIFUL LOCATION & BEAUTIFUL HOME 
3806 ROWLAND ST. 
Best Cul-de-Sac in Horseshoe 
,4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bathrooms, living room, Euro-design 
kitchen, family room, den/office, 2 car garage, RV park- 
ing, garden shed, excellent family neighl:~urh~:.od, patio. 
Reduced $1"89;90G $184,900 
Call Lisa/Don at 250-635-8161 
. . . .  
:: ::;:::i +:, 
, :;.:'. , , ;  :, ,.,+'-7 
. ; / : ,  .;viii [:: : 
4036 SKOGLUND AVE. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
11 50 sq. ft. 3 bedroom home in prime bench loca- 
tion including fisnished basement, 2 baths and 
ensuite. Fireplace, sundeck and Fenced backyard, 
includes washer, dryer, fridge, stove and buih-in 
dishwasher. 
Asking $129,000 
Call for an appointment to view 250-638-8276 
LAKELSE LAKE BEACHFRONT; 2- 50 FT 
FRONTAGE LOTS (.81 & .69 ACRES) 
Prime Sand Beach; Updated Modern 1850 sq. fo~t Ranch 
Home; G&E Heat; Detached Garden Studio; Hot Tub; Front 
and Side Decks; Large Detached Garage/Shop. Garden 
and Greenhouse on #2 lot; RV Parking; East (Hwy) Side; 
#250-798-9548 toview. 
$395,000 
GET YOUR Country Fixl 5 acre 
view properly 3 bdrm, 2 bath, 
country kitchen, 2 gas fp., large 
shop hot tub, dding ring, trails 
close-by. 5 sin. to Armstrong. 
$247,000. Charlette Lavik 
1-800-667-2040. 
OSOYOOS, BC. Located in the 
South Okanagan valleyl Brand 
new LAKEFRONT apartments 
and townhomes. *Plus 
recreational facility and private 
beach. Prices start LOW 
$100,000's. 1-866-738-1002, 
www.casa-deHago.ca 
Co-operators Real Estate 
Services Inc. 
LOOKING FOR well trained 
team for Buggy and Horseback 
riding. Ask for Warner 250-392- 
7292. 
BELGIAN HERD Disburse- 
ment. 25-30 horses ranging 
from weaning and up. Pregnanl 
mares, dry mares, geldings and 
stallions. Percheron stud. 
Phone or Fax 1-250.690-8229. 
FOR SALE Performance tested 
Ilmousin bulls. Yeading and two 
year old. Kerfs Llmousins, 
Telkwa, BC. 250-846-5392 
REGISTERED RED Angus 
bulls, semen tested, halter be- 
ken, only two left. Top breeding 
lines. Matt's Red Angus 250. 
847-3692 or 250-877-9692 
I,H, 914 Pull type combine, I.H. 
4000 SIP Swather, 45ft. West- 
field PTO Mobile grain auger. 
Gehl PTO Hammermill. for info 
call after 7pm 250-620-0014 
JOHN DEERE 4wheel ddve. 
#2950 tractor, cab, a/c heater, 
3pt hitch, loader. 6600 hrs. 
85hp. $35,000. 250-698-7457 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocatora. Delivery 
available. Dave Crosses 250- 
567-2607. 6ks Maoes Road, 
Vanderhoof.BC FCC financing. 
OAC 
DOBERMAN PUPS, ready May 
1st, 3-males, 4.females, 
black/tan, 2nd litter, parents on 
site, excellent temperaments, 
reat w/children & are very 
yal, Please call 250-426-6160 
Cranbrook. 
D8 K CAT c/w 2BLL ripper an- 
gle blade, tilt blade, brush 
blade. 4800 hours. $85,000 or 
trade for excavator of equal val- 
ue. Call 250-638-8477 or 250- 
615-3121 
TWO REGISTERED QH mares, 
TB bloodllnes. 15yr, 16HH Eng- 
lish/Western Pony clubbed, 
gentle. 7yr, 15.2HH Westam, 
lots of character. Must sell, Off- 
ere considered. 250-877-6261 
SPRING CLEAN up salel 
Cedar fencing. Lumber lx4, 
2x4, 2x6, 2x8, 2x10. For more 
Information call 250-635-5981 
or 250-635-3409. 
17' VIKING Cuddy Cabln 1997. 
Fully enclosed stand-up can- 
vas, plus moorage tarp. 115 
Mercury, 110 Ihours. EZ trailer. 
$13,500Cdn. Call 250-638-7280 
18' ALUMINUM dyer boat 
150hp Merc outboard jet, centre 
consul, fiat bottom, complete 
with trailer, excellent condition. 
$12,000. 250-723-3782 
1992 BAYLINER Trophy 2359 
Hardtop, 200 hours on 5.7 Marc 
I/O, radar, loaded for fishing. 
$36,000. Offers. 250-847-9680 
Smithers. 
BAYLINER TROPHY model 
2002. Approximately 90 hours 
on unit. 150hp Mercury and 8hp 
kicker, radio, fishfinder, GPS, 
fishing tackle, galvanized escort 
trailer, $27,500 firm. 250-849- 
5634 
BOAT TOPS & Frames. Boat- 
top repairs, recovering of boat- 
seats by Satellite vinyl. Fabdcs 
and canvas works 4520 Johns 
Rd. Terrace, B.C.250-635.4348 
or 250-615-9924 
10' ALASKAN Camper. Three 
bumer stove, three way fridge, 
propane furnace, new Jacks, 
new upholstery, upgrades. Very 
good condition. $2000 obo. 
250-638-8960 
1988 23.5FT fifth wheel. Terry 
Taurus. Low profile, easy pull. 
loaded. Rear kitchen, awning, 
skld. $9800. View at 4069 - 
10th Ave. Smlthers. 250-847- 
9521 
1989 32' Becudty Penthouse 
5th Wheel travel trailer. Excel- 
lent condition, very clean. 
$23,000. For inquiries and or 
appt to view call 250-635.6269 
after 6pro, 
1999 24' Dutchman trailer. 4 
bunks rear, table/queen bed 
front. Microwave, A/C, bath. 
Like new. $15,000. 250-842- 
5763 
DELUXE 1995 5th Wheel 23.5' 
Kustom Koach. Winter pack- 
age, flbreglass, 3-way fddge, 
microwave, tub/shower. Au- 
tomatic hot water tank, new bat- 
tedes. Excellent condition. 
$18,000. Call 252.638.0661 
FOR BALE: 221t 1997 Wild- 
wood 5th Wheel. Has ml- 
cmwave, air conditioner, cas- 
sette player, mini blinds and 
awning, For $17,000, Call 250- 
845-7457 
:::KEN:'S :t  
:MARINE ' I 
I8 FORD F150 XLT Pickup. 
Iitre V6 5speed transmls- 
~, 3.55 Positrac. Trailer tow- 
package. 53,000kms. 
i,800. Also 1999 Yamaha 
tar 1 Motorcycle $7500. Call 
HEW 2003 




,SIJ-PE-R CLEANIII '1997 GMC 
2X4 pick-up. 64,000km V6 auto, 
with: am/fro cassette, new 16" 
tires/alms and additional 
45,000km extended warranty. 
250-615-9977 
IS I • • •WR4oOmUmsmwunl 
2002 Yamaha +:: 
e, Jt=~,, so,/~,+,'- dar, a~n ~o: 
YZ 426F , . = . . , , , , o , , +  OF I.C, & Y~KON C ~  
P.O. Box 22, T, cm=, EC. VSG .~2 
=+6,500.00 + "  
815 Legal: Notices: 








Re: The eslole of 
ALADINO MARCELO CUR11, 
also known os ALAI~NO 
MARCEU.O CURl1, also known as 
ALADINO CURTI, cl~eased 
formerly of ~34 firecreek Avenue, 
Terrace, Bdtlsh Columbia VSG 4Y6 
Creditors and o~rs having claims 
c~ainst Ihe estate of A~LADINO 
/V~CELO CURTI, also known as 
ALADINO MARCELLO CURTI, also 
known as AIADINO CURTI, 
deceased, are. hereby notifi~ under 
section 38 o} the Trustee Act that par- 
ticulars of their claims hould be sent 
1996 Suzuki Company, 1000 - 299 Victoria 
LT 80 Kids A'IV st.t, Prir,:o ~r~, ~C, V2L ~,  _ on or befo~ May 30, 2003, a~r j lwhich dale the execulor will dislrib- 
lute ~ es.~le among ~. pa.rties enii- 
It~ed to it, having regard to .~ cla!ms 
I of which Ihe executor Ihan has 
I ealice. c.+y 
1996 PONTIAC Sunfire GT. 
Fully loaded, a/c, cruise, remote 
keyless entry. $7500 obo. Call 
250-635-6477 
1999 TOYOTA Sienna Van. 
90ks. $18,000 firm. NC, 
pldoors,.,ptw.indows, .,C/.C,., a~nd.;5, 
doors.', 1990 ~ ;Toyota : Tercel 
5spd. Reliable transpod. $900. 
Call 250-635-3862 
F CREDff NOW! 1 '  q,,v~! Cars Minlvans 4x4's www,  creditnow,ca 
~4m 1,877.839.4695 7e~ 
BB 
1994 VW Golf GL, green, 
automatic, cruise, air conditioning, 
CD Player, clean, vgc, must sell, 
$8750.00 obo 250-635-9191 
Bad Credit? No Credit? 
No Problem! We Can 
Help You Get  a Car! 
YES! You CAN have the car you wantl 
Call our 24 Hr. Credit Hotline at 
I l~ : t i i :~#l  EH It~ i] I I  
1999 GMC Jimmy 4door, fully 
loaded, no leather, 73,000km. 
$19,900.00 obo. 250-638-1831 
1995 CHEV Tahoe-Lt 4x4. 4 
Speed Auto. Full Power and 
Towing Package. Keyless En- 
try. Never Smoked in. No Ac- 
cidents. Albeda Vec. No Rust. 
Black with burgundy Interior. 
Excellent Condition 159,500 
ks. $17,500. Call Vanderhoof 
250-567.4018. 
1985 F250 Diesel, extended 
cab pickup, rear suspension, air 
bags, hide-a-hitch, camper belly 
bar, excellent running condition, 
$3500. Call 250-638-8711 
1990 NISSAN P/U with canopy. 
2wheel ddve, reg cab. 
228,000kms. Asking $2250. 
Call 250.638-8088 
1995 DIESEL F250 4X4 stan. 
dard 7.3L Turbo V8, extend 
cab, a/c, 56.000kms. Excellent 
condition, $23.000 firm. Call 
250-635.9755 
1997 GMC Yukon SLT: 4 door 
black, grey leather interior, fully 
loaded, four by four, 5.7 litre, 
V8, automatic, one owner, no 
accidents, great condition com- 
plete with Fisher 7 foot 6 Inch 
snowplow blaae: Hydraulic one 
minute quick attach (only 20 
hours of use) $22,800. 604- 
816.5115 / 604-813-4906 (Pod 
Moody). 
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PUBUC REVIEW OF FOREST 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN AMENDMENT 
TREE FARM UCENSE #41 
Notice is hereby given that West Fraser Mills Ltd., Skeena 
Sawmills Division will make available for public review a Forest 
Development Plan amendment proposal for Tree Farm Ucense #41. 
The amendment addresses proposed changes to the approved 
1999-2003 TFL #41 Forest Development Plan. These changes 
include new development proposals in the general area of Crab 
River. 
The Forest Development Plan amendment proposal will be avail- 
able for review at West Fraser Mills Ud., Skeena Sawmills Division, 
located on Highway 16 in Terrace. The review period will start on 
April 17, 2003, and will continue for 60 days until June 16, 2003. 
During this period a representative ofWest Fraser Mills Ud. will be 
available Monday to Friday, between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m,, to 
discuss the proposed Plan amendment and to receive comments. 
Anyone wishing ~ review the Plan is asked to contad the Skeena 
Sawmills office to set up an appointment (phone 635-6336). 
Any questions or comments may be forwarded in writing to 
Corey Ross, RP.F, West Fraser Mills Ltd., Box 10, Terrace, BC, V8G 
4A3, no later lhan June 16, 2003. 
COMMUNITY FUTURES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
OF NADINA & STUART-NECHAKO 
The purpose of this Request of Proposal (RFP) is to solicit 
proposals from vendors who wish to provide broadband 
services to regions served by Community Futures 
Development Corporations of Nadina and Stuart-Nechako 
(CFDC Nadina & Stuart-Nechako), whose remote service 
area is located between the communities of Terrace and 
Prince George, British Columbia and is primarily comprised 
of the Regional Distdct of Bulkley-Nechako. 
The Broadband for Rural and Northern Development Pilot 
Program (also referred to as BRAND) has been created by 
Industry Canada to assist those communities that are 
currently without broadband Intemet access. The RFP is 
available on the BRAND program website at 
www.broadband.ac.ca nd www,bd3id._aov.bc.ca 
Proposal Submissions should be submitted with a covering 
letter to: 
Mr. Jerry Bottl, Project leader, CFDC Nadina/: . . . .  
CFDC Nadlna 
Houston Mall, 2nd Floor 
3232 Highway 16 
P.O. Box 236 
Houston, BC 
V0J 2NO 
Telephone: (250) 845'2522 
Fax: (250) 845-2528 
e-mail: jerry, botti@ cfdcnadina.ca 
Closing date for submission of the proposal is 2:00 PM 
Pacific Time, May 13, 2003. 
Nodhwest  Communi ty  Co l lege  regular ly posts oppor tun i ty  not ices  
and  requests for proposals online on BC Bid for the supply and  del ivery 
of equipment, goods and services, Local suppliers Interested in
work lngwi th  the Co l lege  are encouraged, to  rev iew oppor tun i t ies ,  
Current  postings Include: : ,:i : 
Supply and  de l ivery  Of Bobcat  Toolkit Utillly. Work Mach ine  ,17:::::i'::. =
: Supply and  del ivery of: Kubota  Diesel Zero-Turn ' 
• Supply and delivery of Building Signs for leriace campus  ' 
• Expressions of Interest for Creative Deve lopment  and:  . 
Market ing  Support  
No r EST 
m~mmmm~COMMUNlTY  COU.[GE 
"1"_ . ,  . . . .  l . . . .  I ~ 1 .  
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Tuesday, May 13, 2003, at 
the offices of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, Suite 300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, BC commencing at 7:00 p.m. to receive representation from all persons who 
deem their interests to be affected by the proposed bylaw: 
thornhi l l  Zoning Amendment  
Bylaw No. 500 ,  2003 
The purpose of this bylaw is to rezone land described as Lot A, District Lot 372, 
Range 5, Coast District, Plan 9773 and Lot B, District Lot 372, Range 5, Coast 
District Plan 9773 from the M-1 (Light Industrial) Zone to the M-2 (Restricted 
Industdal) Zone. The resonlng is required to address an automobile dismantling and 
pads storage business. 
The two lois subject to rezoning are located between River Drive and the Highway 16 
Frontage Road as indicated on the sketch below. 
\ x / \  ; 
The public hearing on Bylaw No. 500, 2003, is to be held by Directors les Watmough, 
Bob Cooper and Stew Chrlstensen or their designated allernates as delegates of Ihe 
Regional District Board. A copy of the Board resolution making tbe delegation and a 
copy of the proposed bylaw may be inspected at the office of the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Slikine, 300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC between the hours of 8:30 a.m. 
and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, except statutory holidays. 
A Regional District of 
Kltlmat-Stlklne 
Phone: (250) 615.6100 
1-800-663-3208 
I I i 
t 




To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or e- 
mail us at: rtqwsroom 
@ terracestandard.com 
May 2-4 
[] Totem Saddle Club 
hosts Jill O'Neil clinic. 
For details call Peggy at 
Track season 
under way 
this season including com- 
petitions in Smithers, 
Prince George and Kam- 
loops. 
Teleza Shafooli, 14, is 
training with the club for 
the first time this season - 
she's excited about he op- 
portunity to travel around 
the province. 
jump and triple jump. 
"I don't like races that 
get too long," she says. 
"Because that scary 
feeling you get in your sto- 
mache - I don't like that. 
The longer the race, the 
longer that lasts." 
She's encouraged by 
the interest in the track 
638-1507. "I like to see how far I 
can go :and challenge 
May 3-4 
• Totem Saddle Club 
hosts Randy Ophus cli- 
nic. For details call Jo- 
lene at 635-8833. 
May 4 
[] Shames Mountain Hill 
Climb biking race. Meet 
at the Shames Mountain 
road turn off at 2 p.m. 
For details call McBike 
635-5225. 
club and hopes the organi- 
zation will thrive in the 
May 5 
[] First game day and in- 
troductory session for 
the Terrace Ultimate 
Club. Meet at the fields 
west of Caledonia Se- 
nior Secondary at 6:30 
p.m. For details call Ri- 
chard or Kelly at 635- 
6636. 
May 10 
[] TESSA badminton 
tournament 9 a.m.-5:30 
p.m. at Thornhill Junior 
School. 
May 18 
[] Kitimat River Chal- 
lenge 65 km biking road 
race. Terrace start 2 
p.m. For details call Mc- 
Bike 635-5225. 
May 18 
[] Totem Saddle Club 
poker ride in New Remo, 
For details call Lyn at 
635-2793, 
May lg  
[] Red Sand Root Chute 
cross country biking 
race. 11 a.m. start at 
Red Sand Lake. For de- 
tails call McBike 635- 
5225. 
May 23 and 25 
[] Totem Saddle Club 
hosts Jill O'Neil clinic. 
For details call Peggy at 
63638-1507. 
May 24 
[] Totem Saddle Club 
hosts spring schooling 
horse show. For details 
call Anita 635-7250. 
June 1 
[] Totem Saddle Club 
hosts gymkhana, clear 
rounds and percentage 




[] TESSA track and field 
meet 10 a.m. at Caledo- 
nia Senior Secondary 
School. 
June 7 
[] Skeena River Relay - 
Prince Rupert start. 
Teams of runners pound 
the pavement of Hwy 16. 
For into call Charlene at 
627-7677. 
myself," she says, adding 
she's drawn to the compe- 
titive side of running. 
Jen Haynes, 17, is no 
stranger to competitive 
• track and field. 
She's been competing 
in community track meets 
around the province for 
several years - sometimes 
the only competitor from 
Terrace to attend. 
Haynes continues to 
compete in sprints, long 
next few years. 
"It 's better that you 
have more support in the 
community - it gets more 
people out," she says. 
"It 's mostly younger 
kids so it's good to see the 
interest. ''~ 
Any student interested 
in joining the Terrace 
Track and Field Associa- 
tion can touch base with 
Dighton Haynes at 635- 
5082. 
:,EHHIS CLUD 
The :ie:nnis' n:els are up and the weather is 
cooperating so it's time to bring out the rac.quets! 
The Terrace Tennis Club woul;d like to welcome 
tennis players of all skill levels to come down to 
the courts and see what we have to offer. 
The club has exclusive use of the Halliwell courts 
every Tuesday and Thursday evening from 6:30 
PM to dusk. Sunday from 1:30 PM to 4:00 PM. In 
conjunction with the club's usual social doubles 
play, the following new special events are 
scheduled: 
• For the month of May, every Sunday from 12 
noon to 1:30, players are urged to bring out 
other family, members to try the sport. Instruction 
will be available for beginner players. 
• For players who want some help with that 
troul:;lesome stroke or team play strategy, group 
lessons may. be scheduled on Tues~day and 
Thursday club niahts . . . . .  









- Membership wilh Tennis BC 
Doubles and Singles play of 
all skill levels 
We're looking forward to a g~'eat ennis season 
and hope to see returning and new members on 
the courts. 
If you require additional information, 




Amount Due: s25.00 
I iPlease complete and bring this with you to the cours. 
;! . . . . . .  
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiaffi 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry' 
Founding member and treasurer ; 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening ' 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No dri l l ing, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oraJ camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We welcome 
all new patients 
. . . . . . . .  r 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBUC INPUT ITERJ 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT on application has been made to amend 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map)of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT LAND" 
The application affects the portion of land, within the City of 
Terrace, described as: 
Southwest 1/4 of .I.ot 9, Dis h'kt Lot 977, Range 5, Coast District, 
Plan 1055 [4508 Eby Streeti 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431- 
1995 b~ changing the zoning classification of the property: 
FROM: Agricullural (AR1) 
TO: Rural (AR2) 
To bring the properly into conformance with the Official 
Community Plan. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the recep- 
tion area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C., between the hours of 8:30 o.m. 
and 4.:30 p.m. each day from Wedne~ay~oril 30th, 2003, lo 
Monday, May 121{I, 2003, excluding Salurdo),s and Sundays. 
PUBUC INPUT DETAILS: 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this appli- 
:aft'on n ¢ do so in wriilng, and/or in person, AT THE COUNCIL 
MEETIN~ re BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 
AT 7:30 P.M. ON MONDAY, MAY 12TH, 2003. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE lOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 




NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
VIEWING 
Notice is hereby given that 
New Skeena Forest Products Inc., 
Terrace Operations, Is making 
proposed Amendment #7 to the 
Forest Development Plan for Tree 
Farm Ucence # 1 available for 
public viewing. Amendment # 7 is 
for a Major Expedited Salvage 
Operation, and pertains to 
salvage of windthr0wn timber In 
TFL 1. 
The Forest Development Plan 
shows the location and 
development of proposed 
harvesting, road development, 
maintenance, and deactivation for 
the period of 2000 - 2007, The 
Plan also includes Information n 
the maintenance and protection of
other esource values in the area. 
The proposed amendment to the 
Forest Development Plan is made 
available for review by the public 
before approval is considered by 
the Ministry of Forests, as the 
proposed amendment may be 
revised as a result of wrlttan 
comments received. The 
amendment will be available for 
public review at the Woodlands 
Office of New Skeena Forest 
Products Inc., 4900 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. from April 30, 2003 
to May 9, 2003 between the hours 
of 8:00 am and 4:00 pm or by 
appointment (639:5700 or 636- 
5718). 
To ensure Consideration, all 
comments must be in writing a0d 
addressed to New Skeena 
Forests Products Inc., Terrace 
Operations, 4900 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5L8. All 
comments must be received by 
May 9, 2003. 
1 /1114.~ orl.eOO4S54.uxo . |;  
I NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Re: The eslale oF 
ERNEST WILUAM PETERS 
0~.eased ~xm~ 0fTma~, BC 
Creditors and others having claims 
against he estale of Ernest William 
Peh~rs are hereby notified under sec- 
tion 38 of ~a Trus~ Act that par- 
ticulars of th0ir claims hould be sent 
to the undersigned Execulors at 
#200-4630 Lazelb Avenue, Te~ace, 
B.C., V8G 1S6, on or before May 
22, 2003, after which date the 
Executors will distribute the estate 
II among the parties entitled to it, hay- I
II ing regard 0nly to Ihe claims that |
I have then been received.- I 
II PA1RlaA GAll. BUTEAU oral I 
I KENNETH BRIAN PEIERS Exeado~ I 
II Warner Bandsh'a Brown, I 




For sale by 
Phil's Custom Towing Ltd. 
to recover for towing and 
storage of $3214.27 
1994 Ford Mustang 
VIN# 1FALP42T4RF210415 
belonging to [ester Clark 
Sale to take place 
May 14, 2003 
635-0022 
Not necessarily said 
to highest bidder. 
I ndependent  
L iv ingBC 
A Housing for Health 
Partnership 
Call for Proposals 
Assisted Living and Independent Housing with Support • • 
Northern Health Authority 
Independent Living BC is a ~ousing-for-health program facilitated by BC HoUsln~j in partnership with the federal 
government, regional health authorities and the non-profit and private sectors. Specifically designed for seniors 
and people with disabilities who have low to moderate incomes, Independent Living BC encompasses two types of 
housing: independent housing with some support services, and assisted living for those who need a grater level 
of care. These housing units are self-contained, private apartments in developments where tenants are provided 
with personal care services. 
As part of the provincial government's New Era commitment to provide an additional 5,000 new intermediate 
and long-term care spaces by 2006, Independent Living BC will create 3,500 new independent housing units with 
support services and assisted living units across the province. Of these, 1,500 will be newly constructed non-profit 
units and 1,000 will be converted from existing non-profit housing or health facilities. The remaining 1,000 units 
will be provided through rent supplements in private assisted living developments. 
Non-profit Societies 
New Builds and Conversions 
BC Housing, in partnership with the Northern Health Authority, has issued a call for Expressions of Interest o 
non-profit societies interested in providing assisted living and independent housing with support services through 
the Independent Living BC program. These housing developments may involve new construction, renovation 
or conversion. 
Expressions of Interest must be made in a prescribed format and forwarded to the attention of the Co-ordinator 
of Program Implementation at: 
BC Housing 
601-4555 Kingsway 
Burnaby, BC V5H 4V8 
Submissions will be reviewed and approved on an ongoing basis. The Expressions of interest document, along 
with the Independent Living BC Design and ConstrUction Standards, Program Guidelinesand other supporting 
documents, can be downloaded from the BC Housing Web site at www.bchouslng.org/Supp_Liv/or obtained 
by contacting BC Housing at the above address. 
Representatives of interested societies are encouraged to attend one of the following information sessions, 
and must register in advance by calling 1-800.257-7756 ext. 4761. 
Dawson Creek Prince George Terrace 
Tuesday, May 13 Wednesday, May 14 Thursday, May 15 
9 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 9 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 11:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Health Unit Ramada Hotel Best Western Inn 
Multi-purpose Room Cranbrook N. Room Skeena Room #1 
1001 - 110th Ave. 444 George St. 4553 Greig Ave. 
Private Operators 
Rent Supplements 
In partnership with the Northern Health Authority, BC Housing is seeking proposals from private operators 
interested in the rent supplement component of the Independent Living BC program. Funded by the provincial 
government, rent supplements are provided to seniors and people with disabilities with low to moderate incomes 
to assist with their costs of renting In private assisted living developments. 
Proposals for rent supplements must be received by 2:00 p.m. Thursday, June 26, 2003, forwarded to the 
attention of the Co-ordinator of Piogram Implementation at: 
BC Housing 
601.4555 Kingsway 
Burnaby, BC VSH 4V8 
All interested proponents are required to attend one of the following mandatory information meetings, 
and must register in advance by calling 1-800-2574756 ext. 4761. 
Dawson Creek Prince George 
Tuesday, May 13 Wednesday, May 14 
3:00 - 5:00 p.m. 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
Health Unit Ramada Hotel 
Multi-purpose Room Cranbrook N. Room 
1001 - 1 t0th Ave. 444 George St. 
For a copy of the request for proposals and other supporting documents;visit thelndependent Living BC room 
on the BC Housing Web site at www.bchouslng.org/Supp_Liv/ : " • 
Terrace 
Thursday, May 15 
4:00 - 6:00 p,m. 
Best Western Inn 
Skeena Room #1 
4553 Greig Ave, 
